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• CARRYOVER LEVELS FOR GRAINS .'" 
A Method for Determining Amounts that are Optimal Under 

Speci~ed Conditions 

By ROBERT I~. GUSTAFSON, Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Chicago I 

SUMMARY 
The idea that annual fluctuations in supplies of grains and other 

storable agricultmal commodities can or should be evened out through 
the medium of year to year storage is thousands of years old. Despite 
the existence of a considerable body of litemture on the subject, how
ever, the following imporLant questions have not been fully and 
rigorously answered: (1) In any year-or better, in each year of a 
contemplated period of years-exfLctly how much grain should be put 
into 01· removed from storage, given the best available informu.tion oil 
the conditions t.hat arc relevant to making such a decision? (2) 
Given the quantity of grain that is to be stored in the nation as it whole 
in any year, whu.t is the best regional distribution of that quantity of 
storage, that is, where Sh011ld the grain be kept find in what amounts? 

For complete mathematical rigor, both the national and the regional 
aspects of the stomge question should be answered simultaneously. 
A mathematical solution for optimal multiregional rules is given. It 
turns ont, however, that evcn for the simplest case-that is, a 2-year, 
2-region model-the computations would be formidable except on a 
high-speed electronic computer. The bulletin, therefore; is concerned 
chiefly with methods of determining optimal storage policy at the 
national level. 

Decisions made by farmers and the trade with respect to quantities 
to be carried over from one period to another chiefly depend on their 
expectations of relative CUlTent and future prices. Decisions on the 
part of governmental agencies with respect to storage policies generally 
reflect other sorts of considemtions. II('re the goal may be to even 
out supplies, to assure minimum stocks to meet emergency require
ments, or to maintain stable returns to producers. 'l'he examples 
given in this bulletin relate chieHy to obtaining a storage policy that 
will result in the ma]o,.-imum net benefit to the general public, when 
total benefit is measured as the l1l"ea under the demand curve, although 
the general approach used could be applied to several alternative goals. 

rrhis bulletin is concerned basically with procedures that can be 
used to even out supplies of grain by varying the quantity carried 
over from year to )Tear. In actull! practice, stabilization proposa.1s 

I This work was started and in considerable part completed while the author 
was a Research Assistallt at the University of Chicago. Richard J. Foote of the 
Agricultural Marketing Service gave substantial assistance in preparing the 
report. Helpful ad\'ice WitS re(·eh·ecI from several people at the University and in 

• 
the Department of Agriculture, illcluding in particular K. A. Fox, 1. Herstein, 
D. G. Johnson, ;r. Marschak, T. W. Schultz, G. Talley, and W. A. Wallis . 
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seldom rely only on storage. Instead, in times of surplus, use is also 
made of export subsidies or other ex-port disposal programs and of 
domestic diversion programs. A research program currently in prog
ress is considering the relative costs and gains to farme~ and the 
gencral public of alternative combined programs, and of a storage •
poljcy desi~ned primarily to support prices of particular con.lID.odities 
at desired levels as contrasted with the procedures developei:l in this 
bullatin, which are designed primarily to evcn out year-to-year 
supplies. 

Before applying the methods, we must first make some judgment 
{Joncerning the value to the general public of consuming alternative 
amotmts of grain in various years. Here we are concerned essentially 
with the relative value ohtained by consllID.ing a frLirly stable quantity 
of grain in each of several years, or of consuming the same total quan
tity over the entire period but in variable amounts from one year to 
the next. One way of making fl, rough estimate of the value of con
SlIming a specific amount of grain is to take the area under a demand 
curve. This proc~dure freonently has been follO\nld by (,!conomists 
in the past, and it is US1''Ll in most of this report. However, the 
general approach used to derive the rules developed here can be ap
plied to any method of measuring total value so long as this value 
can be ex-pressed as som0 sort of function of (h0 quantity conE-umed. 

Having defined the total value to the general public in eaeh year 
as a function of the quantity consumed in that yeal', we note that the 
quantity consumed in turn is equal to the inititll supply, that is, pro
duction plus beginning stocks, minus the carryover. ,Ve next define 
net benefit in any year as the total value less costf' of storage, includ
ing inter'est on the investment. In any given year, then, for a given 
level of initial supply, determination of .the carryover determines e;teh 
of the following: 'rhe quantity consumed (supply minus carryover), 
total value (a function of quantity conslllled), cos!; of storage (a func
tion of the carryover), and the net benefit (total \Tallie minus cost of 
storage). Thus, aU of these variables, in particuhr the net benefit
with which we are primarily concerned-depend on or are determined 
hy the level of initial supply and the level of carryover. Hence, if it 
is possible to specify some functional relationship between the carry
over a.nd the initial supply, then the Teleyant variables, ineluding net 
benefit, arc determined by the initial supply and the spceificd func
tional relationship. Such a relationship between supply and carry
over we shall call a storage ntle. It may be, thought of as a table in 
which, for various possible differcnt levels of supply, the COITl'Spondiug 
carryover is given; or as a graph on which the same information is 
specified; or in some cases possibly as a mathematical formula. 

The first question that suggests itself is whether it is possible to 
specify, and to determine the values of, such storage rules. One of 
the objects of this bulletin is to show that it is not only possible, but 
indeed necessary, to specify such relationships or rules, under the 
conditions and objectives stipulated; and also to 8hO\\' how the values 
of the rules CiLn be obtained. 

A storage pol-icy for iL period of years is defined as a set of storage 
rules, one for each year. If we consistently follow a set of storage 
rules, the net benefit in. an.y year depends on the initial supply and 
the rule for that year. The supply is equal to beginning stocks pIns • 
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production. Beginning stocks, in turn, depend on the supply and 


• 
the storage rule applied in the preceding year; hence it is necessary, 
in general, in analyzing t,he storage problem, to think in terms of sets 
of storage rules rather than an isolated rule or level of storage for a 
single year. Furthermore, levels of production in future years are in 

• 

general not kno''''n; we get around this difficulty by making use of 
their estimated probability distributions. Using these probability 
distributions, it is conceptually possible, for a given set of storage 
rules, to obtain an average, or "mathematically expected" value for 
the net benefit in each future year. Applying an appropriate discount 
factor for each year to obtain the "present vltlue" of the benefits, 
we add togeth~r and obtain the sum of discounted e).."pected net bene
fits in all fntr.re years. An optimal storage policy, as given in this 
bulletin, is d·".iined as that set of storage rules which maximizes the 
sum of discounted e).."pected net benefits in all future years (or, in 
some cases, for a specified number of future years) for any given 
initial supply of grain in the initial year. The resulting storage rules 
state how much grain should be carried over into the following period 
given the initial supply for the current year. 

Materi.al in the bulletin is concerned primarily with methods for 
obtaining such Tules; institutional, administrative, or statutory 
arrangements required to bring about the storage of such quantities 
are considered as outside its scope. It is shown, however, that, under 
certain conditions, the opern,tions of private fIrms in it competitive 
market will result in the st.orage of quantities called for by the optimal 
rules. It should be noted that the methods for obtaining the rules 
developed here in general do not, for reasons of mathematical and 
computational feasibility, follow directly the procedure which might 
be suggested by the preceding paragraph; thc discussion there is partly 
conceptual, the purpose being to outline the nature of the criterion of 
optimalitYi one of the objects of the bulletin is to present methods 
which are mathematically and computationally feasible and which 
will result in storage rules that do satisfy the criterion. 

:Metbods by which alternative conditiolls can be incorporated into 
the rules are giyen. For example, allowance could be made for 
anticipated future variability ill domestic demand if this could be 
measured. Likewise, the rules Cfin be modified to maximize expected 
gains to a particular sector of the economy, sllch as farmers, if this 
appears desimble. Or they may be designed to stabilize prices rather 
thl1n quantities utilized, as in the empirical examples shown. The 
general approach outlined is general enough to be applied to many 
differcp t condi tions and criteria. Thus, for example, the method of 
solution can readily be modified or extended to allow for the effects of 
foreign trade on the relevant conditions. However, for the sake of 
simplicity and because of some uncertain ty about the accuracy of 
available estimates of future dema.ld and supply conditions in foreign 
countries for grains (such as wheat), for which such estimates would 
be important, the empirical applications presented in this bulletin 
are confined to storageable commodities (namely, feed grains) for 
which net foreign trade is small in relation to total domestic use. 

Storage rules for feed grains under 12 sets of altemative conditions 
are shown both in table and chart form. The charts arc designed to 
show the effect on the rules of alternat.ive assumptions about specified 

http:Materi.al
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conditions; they show that similarities, other than level, are greater 
than differences, even for the wide variety of conditions for which 
rules are computed. An equilibrium level for each rule is given in the 
table. It can be thought of as an average level around which the • 
yearly carryovers o,er a long p~riod tend to fluctuate for a given 
storage rule. The carryover t.hat would be reached following two 
bumper crops also is given. Equilibrium carryovers for the corn 
equivalent of all corn, oatE', and ba.rley vary among the different rules 
from an approximate minimum workingstock level of 200 million 
bushels to 578 million bushels; the corresponding carryovers follow-illg 
two bumper crops vary from 774 to 1,656 million bushels. 

Some knowledge of mathematics and probability calculus is required 
to derive the mathematical solutions upon which the storage rules are 
based; but, computation of the rules for particular empirical appli
cations requires only numerical iterative procedures. In some cases, 
the required computations become extensive, and a shortcut method 
for appro:ll:imating a rule under specified conditions is given. 'fhe 
shortcut method requirrs the usc of relatively frw n.rithmetic opera
tions. Examples are shown to illustrate thlLt the shortcut method 
results in a rule that is nearly the same as thnt computrd by the more 
exact iterative mrthocl. 

The basic principles that underlie the ruks and some general con
clusions with ("rspect to storage that ean be drawn from them are dis
cussccl in detn.il in nonmathrmatieaJ terms; these sections of the 
bulletin require only a limitrd knowledge of mathematical symbols 
and opemtions. j\[aLhematical solutions for the storage rules and 
certain specin,l rdn.Lionships that prl'Lain 1.0 the sLomge problem thrll 
n;re given for the usc of research workers who mn,y have an interest in 
them. 

INTRODUCTION 
From a standpoint of national polic'y, storng<' is important ehirfly 

because of fluctun.tions in supply and demand through periods that 
extend up to slweral years in lc1ngth. 1£ nritiIer production nor 
quantitirs needed for consumption varied, a uniform amount would 
be produced and consumed in rDch year and only minimum working 
stocks would be carried over hom one year t.o the next. 'Ve all know 
that for grains, in particular, pl'oduc.tion ehanges greatly from year to 
year, reflecting chiefly variations in yield due to weather. In some 
recent years, production also has been affected to a significant extent 
by Govel'omrnt reguln,tion of acreagr. Year-Lo-year fluctuations in 
demand in general arc less violent. But at limes, as during or imme
diately following a major war, material chn.nges may take place and 
may affect consllmption for sevrral years. Other factors, such as 
changes in taste and technology, are of perhaps grct),ter importance in 
bringing a Lout long-run changes in supply and drlluUld. 

This bulletin describes analytical techniques that deal with the 
question: For the nation as a whole, in any year, ho,,' much gmin 
should be put into, or removed from, storage, given the best. avnilable 
information on conditions which arc l'\Jlevant to makillg such a 
decision. Results of n.pplyillg the method to obtain storage rules for 
total feed grains in the United States which are optimn.l uncler specified 
alternative assLlmptions arc shown. • 
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The term "storage rule," as used in this bulletin, is a statement 
or formula that indicates, in any given year, how much should be 
carried over into the following period under specified conditions • 
An optimal set of storage rules is a set of rules that achieves specified 
desired objectives, which, because of uncertainty about relevant 
future conditions, are usually stated in terms of "expected values" 
of specified viLriables ovm' a period of years, 

Condit.ions that are relevant in making decisions with respect to 
storage may be divided into three categories: Those that relate to 
(1) production of the grain (supply), (2) utilization of the grain 
(demand), and (3) costs of storage and the interest rate (or the rate 
at which future costs and returns arc discounted to get their present 
value). An c:q)licit solution of the storage problem also must specify 
a criterion of optimality, by which is meant the end or objective in 
view. Because of the diversity of possible ends, any solution to the 
grain storage problem obtained b.y economic analysis alone must be 
a "proposed" solution; the actual choice of a policy must depend 
on the choice of objective. But with a given criterion of optimality, 
the economic analyst can provide what appears to be a "best" solution 
to the storage problem and the method outlined here is sufficiently 
general to be applied to many difl'erent criteria. 

OPTIMAL STORAGE 	RULES AT THE NJ.\TIONAL 
LEVEL 

A CRITERION OF OPTIMALITY 
The criterion adopted here is the maximization of expected gain 

(or equivalently, the minimization of expected loss) to the general 
public arising from grain-storage operations over a period of years, 
where the "gain" is defined as specified on page 17, and where 
"expected" means "the mathematical expectation of" or "the mean 
of the probability distJ-ibution of." This criterion is believed to be 
generally acceptable, and it presumahly underlies, implicitly or ex
plicitly, most discussions of graiIl storage and related problems. The 
criterion can be discussed from three viewpoints: 

1. Use of expected values implies that probability calculus is relevant; that is, 
that quantities which t\re not knowll with certainty can bc treated as random 
vn.riables, subject to probability distributions which are known or can be esti 
mated. III the grain storage problem, as treated here, the main emphasis (at 
least initially) is on the clement of uncertainty introduced by fluctuations in 
future yieleli:; per acre. On th Jttsis of existing historical and tcchnological duj;a 
on yields, the construction or reasonably good estimates of probability distri 
butions of future yields appears to be possible. To the extent that future fluctua
tions in other relevant variables (for example, demand, or acreage planted) can 
be treated as random (that is, subject to a known probability distribution),
such fluctuations can be introduced explicitly into the solution. 

2. The gain to be maximized is intended to be the gain to the geneml public, 
rather than to some particular sector of the economy, such as farmers or grain 
dealers.2 However, the method of solution can be rcadily modified to maximize 
expected gains for any particular sector, if desired. 

2 For a discussion of the theory of storage and an examination of possible 
alternative objectives, sec Johnson (6, cil. 10) * and the accompanying bibliog
raphy. 

• *Throughout this bulletin, italicized numbers in parentheses refer to Literature 
Cited, p. 64 . 
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3. The criterion used here is stated in terms of net gains or losses arising from 
changes in quantities stored or utilized, rather than in terms of price stabilization. 
It is elear, however, that a program that partially or fully stabilizes quantities 
utiIiz{jd is equivalent t,) a program that partially or fully stabilizes prices, given • 
no change in the general price level or the level of demand. The carryover rules 
determined in this bulletin can easily be converted into equivalcnt price-setting 
rules. 

The discussion in this bulletin pertains to the determination of 
desirable quantities to be stored under given circumstances, with 
little attention devoted to the institutional, administrative, or statu
tory arrangements required to bring about the storage of such quan
tities. Once the optimum itmoun t to be stored is determined, the 
actual storage of that amount could be effectuated by various means, 
for example, by (1) outright governmental purchase 01' sale of the 
grain and storage by a governmental tlgenc:y; (2) a price-setting, 
government-loan program to control private holdings of the grain; 
or perhaps (3), under some circumstances, simply improvement in 
information and stability of e)..--pectations in a free market for grains. 
Relations between "optimal" storage rules and storage activity that 
would tend to occur in an "idealized" free market are considered 
on page 48. 

PROPOSALS WITH RESPECT TO GRAIN STORAGE THAT 
HAVE BEEN MADE PREVIOUSLY 

The level-of-storage approach.-Tlw usual approach to the grain stor
age problem is in terms of a "level of stomge." The analyst attempts 
to determine how much grain w011ld have to be available from storage 
to offset the effects of certain COIl t;ngencies such as a low yield or series 
of yields, or a war. He then estimates the average time for which the 
stocks would have to be held and the costs of holding the stocks over 
this period, and weighs s11ch costs against the estimated benefits. 
Since the cost of holding sufficien t stocks to offset any conceivable 
contingency, or e\ren an actual ullusual occurrence such as the droughts 
of the mid-1930's, turns out to be prohibitive, some compromise with 
the "ideal" of a complete oft'set must be made by an arbitrary method, 
and a "level" is arrived at which is adequate pal"tially to offset certain 
contingencies. This appro11,ch h11,s been used, for example, by Shepherd 
(10) and the authors of a recent Congressiollal report (12). 

The author of this bulletin believes that such an approach is neces
sarilyan inadequate solution to the storage problem. The reasons for 
the inadequacy may be summarized under the following points: 

1. From the standpoint of an administrator who has to make actual storage 
decisions, a policy stated in terms of levels is almost meaningless. Under such a 
policy he knows only that he must operate in such a way that in the long run the 
amount in storage will tend toward the stipulated level, but this provides little 
guidauce in determining how much to add to or subtract from storage in any given 
year. Suppose, for example, that st~rks at the beginning of the current crop year 
are 10 percent below the recommended level, and the harvest in the eurrent year 
is also 10 percent below normal. Should stocks be increased to bring them toward 
the recommended level (and if so, by how much), or should they be depleted further 
in order to augment the short erop (and if so, by how much)? A "level of storage" 
policy is of little help in answering such a question. What is needed is a rule of 
stora~e which indicates, for any specified level of stocks at the beginning of the 
year (carry-in) and any harvest, what amount should be added to or taken from 

• 
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stocks during the year or, equivalently, what the level of stocks should be at the 

• 
end of the ypar, that is, the carry-out. 

2. The ec'ollomic analyst is faced with an analogolls situation, but the argument 
may be carried somewhat further. In this situation, we are trying to analyze how 
to divide an existing supply of grain between current and future use in such a way 
as to maximize the expected benefits to be derived from the use of the grain, both 
present and future, less expectcd costs. The answer to this question is a rule of 
s t.o rage, applicable this year. But the answer depends, in general, on how the 
grain is used in those future years and, in particular, Oil how it is distributed among 
those future y('ars. 'rhus, it depends 011 the storage rules that are in operation in 
those years. 'Ve can say, then, that a storage policy intended to minimize losses 
or maximize benefits must be in the form of a set of storage rules. And, as we shall 
see, a straightforward, logieal, and computational application of the criterion of 
maximizing the sum of discounted expected gains ariging from storage operations 
results in such a set of rules. A storage policy stated in terms of a desired level 
of storage, on the other hand, ne\'er can be shown to be optimal, that is, no objec
tive wlty exists fol' showing that one level is better than another. 

Three modifications or additions to the above argument should be 
men tioned : 

1. Anyone who cliscusse>s the de>terminatiOl1 of proper levels of storage obviously 
has in mind that the> stocks will Lw manipulated in ac('orelunce with sOlTle kind of 
not-formally-defined "mle>," thu,t il', pre1'lJI'J1ably, stoe ks generally will tend to 
build up ill YC'AtI'S of good crops and be dpplde>d in years of poor crops. But this 
I'ule must be formally dP1jned and quantifi('d in oreler to make storage opemtions
optimal. 

2. Once the stomge ruleR are> determinC'c\, in some ('ases we can define and cal
culate, from the rull'fl, Il'hat might be tCl'med an "equilibrium" stomge level, that 
is, a level toward whieh stocks tend, on the avC'mg(' and in the 100lg run, when the 
rules arp appIi('(l. 111 this way, ~tomge rilles ('1m be' relate>d to, 01' eompal'ed with, 
what lllay be all in [llitil'ply 1110l'p Ilndel's(andable ron('('pt of stomge levels, 

3. SIIPPOHp the crit(~rion of maximizing pXjlPetC'd gain is in fart rpjected, and 
instc'ad. for militn.ry r(,Il~OIlS 01' othefll·i"e. it is dp>,in'd to hn.ve On hand at the end 
of a ('prtain jlNiod (Ray 5 ye:U'!l) a SIl('('ifiecll('wl of l'P"C'ITe stocks. The problcm is 
to clptermillP til(> bpst way to bllild ;:[oeks to thn,t I(>\·el. Again we need a set of 
stomge rulc'>', and [hl' method g;iven herp ran bp din'ctly applied to sueh a problem. 
But a beltl'r \\'ay l'xi:;t~-as :;110\\,11 011 page 57 to adjust storage polky to provide 
fol' thl' exi';lCII(,l' of military or other ('ontingpn('i('H than simply building stocks to 
a precietermirwd len'l at the end of a period of years. 

Storage 1'u/es based on a pla7L8ible functional form ,-Gl'an ted, then, 
that the problem ""0 face is the detel'IlliJ1ation of good stomge rules, 
where. a rule' fot· a given year is dC'fined as a fUllction which states, for 
each possibl(' quant.ity 01' available supply, Ot' Lan-cst and carry-ill, 
whal should be tile carry-out, the next question that arises is how to 
solve that problem. The simplest approach might n,ppear to be (1) to 
aSSUJ1l(' som(' pll1usible functional form for tilt' rule, (2) to calculate 
expected costs and b('ndHs undor th(' 1'ule, such expected values being 
fUllctions of tbe coefficients or pammctel's in the rule, and (:3) to find 
those values of the parameters that minimize net expected losses or 
maximize Jlet oxpected gains. 


Two general objections to this procedure are: 


1. We have no way of knowing whether an asslImed form is really a good one, 
even though .it may appe..'l,r plallsible. It is clearly preferable to have a pro
cedure that requires 110 assulllPtion as to form; as we shall sce, sueh a procedure is,
in fact, mathematically a\-ailable. 

• 
2. Except in the simpll'st cases, computations requirpd to find expected costs 

and gains ItS functions of parameters in til(' rule and of the current level of supply 
over a period longer thun It few years may become quite exlensive . 

http:militn.ry
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The following forms of rules have been suggested as having considflr
able "plausibility appeal:" 

1. Let the carry-out be a fixed (determinable) proportion of the total supplv, or • 
of the total supply minus the minimum possible harvest [see Rosenblatt '(8) J. 
Serious objections to the application of Rosenblatt's results in the determination 
of actual storage policy are outlined in Appendix Note 2. The criticisms there 
may be taken as illustrative of the dangers of assuming in advance a particular 
parametric or functional form for the rule. 

2. Divide stocks into two categories, one for offsetting relatively minor or 
"normal" fluctuations in yields and the other, a reserve to be used only in case of 
serious drought, that is, when yields fall below some critical level. The assump
tion implicitly underlying such a policy is presumably that the utility- or demand
function is discontinuous. Such all assumption, however, can be. directly. i,I.llOrpo., 
rsted into the solution outlined, beginning on page 40, without the necessity of 
setting up two categories for stocks. 

Swrage rules jor which the amount added depends on deviations in size 
oj crop jrom normal.-Another possible form of storage rule which has 
been considered is to make the amount added to storage a function of 
the amount by which the current year's harvest deviates from normal. 
The simplest function of this kind is a constant proportion. The idea 
lmderlying such a rule is that we face a certain variability of output 
which we want to transform into a smaller variability of quantity 
titilized. Such a transformation could theoretically be made. by the 
kind of rule suggested. The objections to such a rule are; 

1. It is operationally and analytically unsound, in the sense that it assumes that 
the decision as to how much grain should be added to storage this year can be 
made rationally while completely ignoring the amount already in storage. 

2. Since the first few years of operation of the rule may be years of poor crops, 
in which case the rnle will call for removing grain from storage, such a rule could 
be put into operation only at a time when existing stocks already are large, 
whereas a rule, to be generally useful, ought to be operational under any initial 
condition of supply. Furthermore, determiuation of the necessary level of initial 
stocks to make the rule workable must be probabilistic, since the initial stocks 
necessary to be completely certain that the rule could be worked for an indefinitely 
long period would be indclinitely large. Moreover, no obvious criterion exists for 
determining what should be the level of probability which one is willing tostipu!ate 
for the workability of the rule. (For further details, and a concrete example, Ree 
Appendix Note 3.)

3. Under a rule of this kind, an error in the estimate of the probability di,,
tribution of yields or its equivalent, an undetected change in the conditions of 
production, Gan lead to a system that "runs away." For example, if the estimate 
of the mean of the distribution is too low, stocks tend to build up indefinitely, 
whereas if the estimate is too high, stocks tend to declino to zero. 

An alJproach based on an idealized jree market.-Another possible 
approach to the storage problem is to construct a model designed to 
approximate the working of an idealized free market for grains, that 
is, a market in which all stocks are held by private firms, operating 
under perfect competition and maximizing expected profits. In a 
later section we sec that, under certn,in conditions, the aggregate 
amounts stored in such a market can be calculated, using directly 
the methods presented in that section. Under these conditions, the 
rule becomes a description of market behavior instead of a means 
for decision making. The results can be used either (1) as the basis 
of an optimal rule of storage, assuming that what happens under the 
conditions outlined is desirable for the generd public, or (2) as a basis 
for estimating the extent to which aggregate amounts stored under • 
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actual (historical) market conditions have deviated from the amounts 

• that would luwe been stored under the so-called "ideal" conditions . 

THE STORAGE PROBLEM STATED MORE PRECISELY 

"Storage" throughout this discussion means year-Lo-year cILrryover, 
the presumption being that distribution of the pl'Oduct among years 
is the serious pwblem, whet'oas distribution within It year, given the 
total amount to be 11 tilized clm'ing the yelLr, is relatively trivial from 
a policy viewpoint. At the beginning of a given crop year (say on 
October 1 for co I'll , ot' JUly 1 for whent) we know the nmount of 
carryovet' from the preccding year (Ct- 1), and we cnn estimate faidy 
accumtely the amollnt of the ewp in that YNU' CXt).3 The total 
supply CSt) is the qun.ntity avniln,ble for utiliZiLtion and carryover. 
The problem is to detel'Jninc whILt the carryoycr should be at the 
end of the givcn year (Ot), givcn the rclevH,nt eonditions of demand, 
supply, eost of storagc, and the intercst rate. The quantity utilized 
(Y t ) is, of coursc, simultaneously determined, as is the amount added 
to or subtracted from storage (Ot-('t-l)' These relationships are 
e::q)ressed by the equations: 

St=Ct_I+Xt (1) 

Yt=St-C t (2) 

(3) 

A "rule of storage," as used here, is simply a function (8
t 
) which 

explicitly states the way in which C\ depends on Ot_1 and X 
t 
, that is: 

(4) 

At this point we do not specify anything about the natl.ll'e of this 
functional relationsbip. Later we see tbat most, if not all, optimal 
storage rules are nonlinear and that the algebraic expression of the 
relationship is moderately complex. A "storage policy" for a period 
of n years (t=l, ..., n, where the current year is designated as 1) 
may be defined as a set of storn,ge rules for those years (8

1
, ••• , 9 ). 

nOur problem, thcn, is that of finding a "good" policy for a given num
ber of years en :::::2). Storage rules or policies which are optimal 
under stated conditions are designated by a circumflex, thus: 8 or

A A t
(81, ••• , 8n). 

We actually may be primarily interested only in what to do in the 
current yenr (81), but determination of the best 81 in general depends 
upon 8 2, ••• , 8 11 , so thry also must be det,ermined. Under the 
assumption that fLll relevant conditions and criteria are unchanging 
through time, sometimes referred to fLS an fLssumption of "station-

A A 

arity," we have 8 1=82= ... ad infinitum, and the problem is to 
A 

determine the best single rule 8, to be applied each year. 

• 3 For a list of the importllnt symbols used, s('e Appendix note 1. Each symbol
is defined, however, as it is introduced. 
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SOME SIMPUFYIMG RESTRICTIOMS 

This study initially was primarily concerned with storage as a 
means of offsetting fluctuations in yield. To simplify the analysis, • 
we initially assume that the following are known with certainty: 
(1) The basic demand curve for the grain, (2) t,he cost of storage for 
'Various quantities stored, and (3) the acreage to be planted. We 
'need not specify that the conditions are the same in each year but 
'Only that, if they do change, we know how they will change. Ignoring 
:random or unpredictable fluctuations in acreage initially can be justi 
fied in part by the fact that, prior to price support programs, the 
effect on production of changes in acreage for most grains was small 

relative to the effect of fluctuations in yields.4 The effect on optimal 

storage rules of introducing random or unpredictable fluctuations in 

demand or acreage into the solution is discussed on page 51. 


For purposes of facilitating both analysis and discussion, we fil'st 

consider a desirable storage policy for the country as a whole, that is, 

we initially ignore the existence of interregional differences and rela

tionships. 'fo do this, we set up two forms of restrictions as a frame

work for our analysis. The first form, designated as restriction -I, can 

be stated in two alternative wo.ys; the second form, designated as re

striction II, can be stated in thl'ee alternative ways. These alternative 

statements are not necessarily equivalent, but anyone of them will 

satisfy the requirement III each case. Nor are these conditions neces

sary, but only sufficient; one easily could think of other statements of 

conditions which ,,,ould satisfy the requirements. 


Restriction I.-Either of the following: 
Ia: No grain of the kind for which the storage problem is being 

considered, or a substitute therefor, is imported or exported. 
Ib: Imports and exports ure known in advance (predictable with 

certainty and independent of the amount of storage). Ib of 
course, inCludes Ia as a special case. 

Restriction fl.-Any onc of the following: 
IIa: The cost of transporting the grain within the nation is 

zero. 
IIb: All of the storage for the grain is located at a single poin t 

in the nation, or within a single region within which transport 
costs for the grain are zero. 

IIc: All of the grain (1) is produced at a single point or within a 
single zero-transport-cost region and (2) is consumed at the 
same or a diffemnt single point or within a single zerQ
transport-cost region. 


Although these restrictive conditions are never completely satisfied 

in the real world, they may be approximately satisfied for certain 

grains. If so, application of the results given in the first section should 

give a storage policy that is a reasonably good first approximation to 

the optimal-at least a better approximation than is possible, except 

by chance, by the use of other existing techniques. Approximate 

satisfaction of restriction I, for example, means that unpredictable 


4 For further comment on this point, and some illustrative data, see Appendix 
note 4. • 
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• 
fluctuations in exports and imports are small, relative to total pro
duction or consumption of the grain. Similarly, restriction II is 
approximately satisfied if all but a smaIl portion of the grain is stored 
in one small subregion, or if the relevant cost of transport is small 
relative to the sum of storage cost plus interest charges. For all feed 
grains in the United States, for example, fluctuations in net imports 
in recent years typically have been between 0 and 2 percent of total 
domestic production; and, though production, utilization, and storage 
occur throughout the country, they tend to be concentrated in the 
North Central States, where, for example, more than 80 percent of 
total October 1 stocks of corn are typically held. 

Furthermore, biases in the computed storage rules that are caused 
by assuming that both restrictions I and II are true, when, in fact, 
they are not, are in opposite directions, so that they at least partially 
offset each other. That is, the assumption of restriction I results in 
rules which prescribe "too much" storage, since holding exports and 
imports constant means that effective demand for the domesticaUy
produced grain is less elastic than it would otherwise be; whereas the 
assumption of restriction -II results in rules that typically prescribe 
"too little" storage. 

With all tbe above considerations in mind, a direct application of 
the analysis of this section to the storage problem for total feed grains 
in the United States should give a fairly close approximation to optimal 
storage policy; accordingly, tbe empirical applications are made -to 
those grains. -, 

Finally, it should be mentioned that, while a complete solution of 
the multiregional storage problem involves a formidable computational 
and empirical c.omplexity, relaxation of restriction I can be allowed for 
with only a relatively minor modification of the "model," provided 
adequate empirical information is available about foreign demand, 
supply, and storage policy.s 

Naturally, the approach developed hero is equally applicable to a 
con:modity produced and consumed within a smaller self-contained 
regIOn. 

CONDITIONS USED IN DEVELOPING AND APPLYING 
THE RULES 

As already indicated, the conditions which are relevant and which 
must be estimated prior to the derivation of storage rules are the fol
lowing: (1) A discount fn,ctor which equals 1/(1+1'), where l' is the 
interest rate. This is the present value of one dollar due the following 
year, and reflects the fact that whenever commodities are held in 
storage, an amount of capital equivalent in value is unavailable for in
vestment elsewhere. (2) The direct cost in dollars of carrying over the 
quantity stored for one ~year. Naturally, this total depends on the 
quantity stored, though certain fixed costs regardless of quantities also 
may be involved. (3) The total value, measured in dollars, attribut
able to the use of the variable quantity available for consumption (Y) 

• 
5 A solution that incorpomtes foreign trade waf) obtained and applied to com

pute national aggregate storage rules for wheat in an unpublished manuscript 
entitled "The Storage of Grains to Offset Fluctuations in Yields" by R. L. Gustaf
son. The general approach is summarized in Note 12 in the Appendix. 
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in that yea.r. (4) The probability distribution of yields per acre, since 
we have specified that the acreage is known. 

In some cases it may be more convenient and more illuminating to 
use a marginal value function instead ::>f the total value function. 
For readers unacquainted with calculus, we note that the marginal 
value function, or first derivative of the total value function (assuming 
that the derivative exists), is somewhat analogous to, and in some 
cases may be taken as identical with, a market demand curve, prop
erly defined. (See pages 13-15.) Mathematical derivations of 
optimal storage rules for each of these value functions are given, but 
our initial presentation of the solution is in terms of the total value 
function, as the exposition and proofs are more straightforward in 
those terms. 

The meaning of each of these conditions, and problems involved in 
measuring them empirically, are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The discount jactor.-The discount factor is simply a transformed 
expression for the interest rate j but the question arises, vVhat is "the" 
appropriate interest rate to use? In a free capital market, the appro
priate value is the rn,te of return that the capital resources used in the 
storage program could earn in alternative uses, so the problem is to 
determine 01· estimate what that rate is. In a situation that involves 
capital rationing, the problem may become more complex, but we 
cannot here go into all the issues involved. One necessary restriction, 
to make the solution feasible, is that the annual discount factor be 
less than unity (that is, the interest rate be greater than zero). In 
the section on applications, we assume a range of possible values of 
the discount factor to obtain an estimate of the effect of such variation 
on the resulting optimal storage rules. 

Storage costs.-The cost of storage is here talren essentially to be 
the amount of money it costs to store a given quantity of grain for a 
year. Serious problems of estimation are involved, however, as 
costs vary considerably in different locations and in different types 
of storage facilities, and a national aggregate is desired. The approach 
taken is to assume a range of possible cost estimates in order to show 
the effect of variation of this sort on the storage rules. 

A question may arise as to whether the money cost of storage is by 
itself an adequate measure of the actual net cost to the economy of 
having a certain quantity on hand at a given time. For example, a 
"convenience benefit" may accrue from the existence of the stocks 
themselves which, if it exists, should be subtracted from the money 
cost of storage to obtain the actual net cost. The possibility of such 
a convenience benefit may be explained as follows: 

It has been observed that when stocks i)f grain on hand are low, 
farmers and processor') ')ometimes hold grr' for use at a future date 
even though they Imow (via the futuJ' illarket) that they could 
obtain similar grain at the future date at _ :lost less than the current 
value of what they hold. The resulting monetary loss, as it is incurred 
voluntarily, is presumably offset by a convedence benefit accruing 
from the holding of the grain. lSee Working (14).] If benefits to 
Lhe general public correspond to these priv'.Lte convenience benefits! 
and if they could be suitably aggregated, then the resulting tota 
convenience benefit should be subtracted from the money cost of 
storage to obtain the net cost of storage. It is possible that, by this 

• 


• 
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adjustment, the co~t of storage, for low le.vels of stecks, \\'otild be 

• 
considerably altered. In the empirical applications given in this bt.ll~ 
letin, we do not attempt to estimate these concepts, but rather follow· 
the simple expedient of taking as given a fLxed level of minimum 
working stocks, below which the carryover is assumed never to fall. 
The computed storage rules, then, refer to quantities of carryover 
above the minimum working stocks. This procedure is equivalent 
to assuming that when stoeks fall below a certain level the convenience 
benefit of stocks on hand. becomes indefiniLely large, whereas for 
stocks above this level, tbe added convenience benefit is negligible. 

It should be noted that the "convenience benefit" being discussed 
here is conceptua,lJy quite separate from and independent of the gain 
to the geneml public concept defined on p. 17 et seq. Tbe former 
accmes from the existence of the stocks themselves, whereas the 
latter arises from the }Tear-to-yenr adjustment (by means of the 
storage rules) of quantities utilized in accordance with changes in 
supply find demand conditions. 

The total value function.-This states the value in dollars, to the 
general public as a whole, of utilizing the quantity Y of the grain 
in tbe year t. The problems involved in the statistical determination 
of n value (or utility) function of this sort from market data are highly 
complex, and a completeljT rigorous solution, applicable to tho roal 
world, probably is impossible. N eYortheless,. if any storage policy is 
to be adopted, some value function lUust be dec:ided upon bofore the 
policy can bo justified or made rlLtional. In other words, before we 
(that is, the g"elH'ral public) eall deride how best to distribute quan
tities of lhe grain utilized :Huong years, we must decido what is the 
vuilIJ' to us of utilizing alternatiyo quantities in each of the years. 
Some degree of m·bitI"Uriness or statist ical approximfLtiol1 may be in
cvitable, but a poliey which is based on eyen an approximate yalue 
function is certn.inly likel.v to belwi ter than one \\'hich ignores the 
problem of evaluation. FmliJenllot"e, by making use of altemative 
cxplicit value functions, we can dcl:ermine the effects on stornge 
poliey of making aitematiye choices, or of crrors in the cstimate, of 
the value functioll. 

III the ptLragl"flphs following, we give wItat n.ppears to be the most 
pmctieable way of oiJjectin'ly clet<'l"mining, at lrast approximately, 
a funetioJl which statrs the yalue in clollars, to Lhe grlH.'L"al public as 
a whole, of utilizing n. given quantity of grain in a given yoar. But 
it should be emphasized lhu,{, the method of sohring llw storage prob
lem whieh is discussed hLLCl· doc's not depend on tbis partieulnr choice 
of a yalue function, hut is sufricil'nlly gencral to permit the i11corpo
mtion of a wiele variety of possible functions. For ('xample, if the 
Gon~rnment should decide. that the storage progmm s11oulc1 be oper
ated so as to maximize Lhe expected tolal revenues of grain producers, 
we could, by simply setting "totnl value" equal to "lotn] revenues of 
graiIl producers" ill om soluLion, obtain storage decision rules which 
would be "optimal" in that sense. 

vVe define the suggested to LILl value function by first defining a 
particular kind of mttrket demand curve, or market price-quantity 
relation, for the grain, as follows: The quan Li ty of resou rces used in 

• the production of the grain arc assumed given (constant), but the 
qU!lntity of gmin ])l'Oducccl varies from ycm· to year, owing to purely 

4'!Q!l7!l°-:JS--3 
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noneconomic forces, in particular, the weather. The grain produced, 
whatever the quantity, is thrown on the market, and the maximum 
price is determined at which that entire quantity can be sold and con- a 
sumed. That is, no year-to-year carryover is allowed. For all points ., 
along the resulting price-quan tity relation, the total productive capac
ity of the economy, except for the qua-:.ltity of the grain which becomes 
available, is assumed given (constant); and the price level of all goods 
and services other than the grain is also held constant. However, 
allocations of pa1·ticular other resources and relative prices of other 
goods and services are not assumed to be fixed, but are allowed to 
shift in response to the changes in the quantity of the grain, to the 
extent that the market equilibrating forces in the economy do in fact 
cause them to shift within the crop year. 6 

The resulting price-quantity relation is defined as the marginal 
value function for the grain; it gives the per-unit value, in terms of 
other goods and services, which the general public, operating through 
the market, places on the grain when the total quantity is Y. By 
this definition, we essentiltlly make thi6 value not directly dependent 
on the income redistribution effects of the changes in the grain supply. 
This appears to be the most feasible procedure, the alternative being 
to adop t arbi trarily SOIlle interpersonal or in tel'sectoml weighting, 
such as would be implied by setting total value equal to total revenue 
of grain producers. 

Total value then can be defined as tbe area under the marginal 
value (or demand) curve l)etween 0 and Y. However, in most cases 
some quantity, which cml be taken as a constant, exists below which 
the quantity utilized never falls. Conceptually, this quantity lllay 
be close to zero for items that are relatively unessential in the diet 
of either hlillULl1 beings or animals, and considet:ably t),bove zero for 
dietary essentials with few substitutes. Alternatively, we may look 
on the existence of this minimulll quantity as simply an empirically 
observed fnct. Since we ncYer ea.n obtn,in obscrvl1tions regarding 
the nature of the total yalue when the quantity is below this mininnlll, 
we take these values as unknown ('onsUwts which can be conyeniently 
ignored sincc, in the maximization process b)T which the optimal storage 
rules are obtained, they have no efl'ect on the results. H'e may, 
therejore, define the total1'alue junction as "the increase in reaZ national 
(or 1'egional) income 'which is attrib1ltable to increasing the amount 

utilized oj the [fI'ain jrom the minimum 'WbJ.c oj Y (Ymin) to Y itself, 

when other proci1lctive Cal)acity is given. 'l'hat is, total value is the area 

under the marginal value cUr\Te between this minimum aneL y.7 'rhe 

total value can be thought of as the value of other goods and services 


6 Note tlmt the demand curve so deflIwd differs slightly from the' usual defini

tions of the (i\farshallilln) demand curve in that we hold neither rcal income nor 

mon~y income and other prices constant along the curva. The demand curve 

also is defined for 11 relatively "short run," I1nd hence tends to bc less elastic 

than 11 long-run demand curve. 

7 Thisi!l readily seen by considering the effect on real income of 11 small change 

in the quantity of the grain, SIl}' dz, from an initial quantity z; the resulting 

change in real income is the change in quantity times the per-unit value. Adding 

up these smull changes in real income between Y min and Y gives the total value. 

In economic literature, this value frequently is referred to as "total social value." 

It should be noted that "total value," as used here, docs not mean "total revenue," 

or price times qUantity consumed; it is, rather, the entire area under the marginal 

value function. • 
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which society is willing to gin up in or<1t'r to utilize the quantity Y 
ruther than the minimum quantity. . 

An empirical estimate oj the marginal 'miue junclionjor jeed grains.
We next consider the problem of t'mpirically ('5timating the marginal 
value function for an fet'd grains. 'Ie allow approximately for 
efi'ects of changes in other productin capacity and the price level in 
tbe usual way, naml'ly, by including appropriate ineOlne and price 
indexes in the estimation model. The· main difficult,- in the casc ofthe 
feed t,rmins arises from the facts that (1) an importmlt factor iIi cteter
mining within-yt'ftr demu,nd for feed grains is the beginning-of-year 
level of li\"estock invelltorit's on farms, so that to estimate the within
yoar price: function it is neeessilry to include this variable, which 
may, for tbis pmpose, he treated as prNleterrnined; but (2) an impor
tnnt efrect of a ehange in a gin'n year's supply of feed grains is to 
change tht' following ~-ear's livestock inn?ntories, so thaL to determine 
the total (,{rects of year-IO-,H'tu' changes in the grain supply, such 
efrects on liy('stock inn'l1 lori('s should bc' taken in to aceOlln t. 

For eXHmplr, the 5-C'qllation modc'l of thC' ft'ed-li\"estoek economy 
de'-elopNl by Hildreth and ,Tnrrett (5), using their limited information 
estimn,tes of tIl(' coC'fliC'iC'nts, illdictltes an elasticity of li\-estock 
products producrd with l'C'sped to qUfllltity of feed gmins fed of 0.22. 
Howe"er, if their f-i V(' e(jun tions arC' reduced Lo a single Olle for which 
quantity of linstock products solei is maclC' a. fUlleLioll of quantity of 
fC'ed gl'nin~ fed, quantily of protein feeds fed, and the predetermined 
variables, the re~ulting rlnstlcity of liwstock products sold Witll 
respect to f('ed grains 1'('(1 is -o.na, which does not differ significantly 
from zero. A similar result is obtnin('d from the 4-equation model 
den'loped b~~ FootC' (3). The difJ'eI'enct' hrtween 0.22 and -0.03 
(or Z('L'O) prrsumnbl~T l'epl'C's('nts the ('(rect on the following year's 
livestocl( in\''('n(01'i('s of a. ('hnnge in t1 given yenr's quu,ntit)- of feed 
grains fed. The (,OtTC'sponding coe([1('i('nts, using the Hildl'eth
Jarrett It-ast squn,l'es estimt1tes, are 0.a5 nnd 0.14, respectively. 

If WC' take these )'enr-to-yea.r ILdjustments in livestock ilwentories 
into account, the priee of fred gruins in a. given year is a. funC'tion not 
only of the quantity utilizC'd in thr gin'll yrar' but also of the quantities 
utilized in prC'ceding ~·ears. {"sing again the Hildreth-.TnrJ'ett mo(kl, 
and holding the pl'(ldetrrmil1C'd ,'aria.hIes (exc('pt livestock innntories) 
constant, one can detC'rmilH' the net efJ't:ct, taking into account the 
]'esulting ebnngC's in the OtlH'J' (\ndog('nous \'tLL'iables, of a ehnnge in 
a gin'Tl ~'ea("s quantit.\- of [('('<1 grains frd on the' following year's 
pricC' of fecel gmins. l'sing tbe limited information ('stimates, the 
result is: 

log P t = -1.47 log Y t + 0.43 log Y t - I (5) 
where P t is the price of feed grains in year t and Y t is the qua.11 ti ty of 
feed gmins feel in year t. 1'he lag efl'ect actually extends beck for 
more than one ~-('ar, of course, but for our purposes consideration 
of the l-~'enr lag is sufficient. The least squares estimates of the 
coC'ffkicn ts gi v'e: 

log P t =-1.51 log Y t+ 0.43 log Y t - 1 (5.1) 

Thesr results seem to indicate that one ought to Dlake the marginal 
• value a fUllction of lagged quantity utilized as well as current quantity 
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utilized. This can be done fa.irly readily in a formal solution to the 
storage problem, but the resulting computational requir~ments 
become much greater, and tbe resulting storage rules more complicated. • 
The problem may be stated as follows: What we actually have is a 
function of the form 

(5.2) 

whereas we would like to have, if possible, a function of the form 

Pt=boytb
, (6) 

which,jor purposes oj stomge policy, is equivalent, or at least approxi
mately so, to what we actually have. Fortunately, an equivalent 
nmction can be obtained since, for purposes of storage policy, we are 
concerned with the interrelationships among P and. Y in successive 
years, that is, among, say, P t+h P tl Y t+h and Y t .8 

B The truth of this is demonstrated by considering the following two sets of 

relations: 


II: PLH"= boyttl 

Pt =boYt P, 

Take the ratio of P t+I to p .. in each case, giving, say, RI and Rn respectively. 

Then take the elasticity of this ratio with respect to Y, in each case, giving 

respectively: 


I: uI(1-e)+a2 

II: b,(l-e) 

where e is the elasticity of Y t +I with respect to Y" that is, the percent change in 

Y,+I which occurs as It result of decreasing the carryover in ycar t by one percent 

of Y,. It follows that the elasticity of the ratio R with respect to Y, is the same 

in cases I and II if 


The value of e depends on the values of Y tH and Y t, and on the storage rule to be 
applied in yerLr t+ 1, but the vulne of e is always negative or zero. Hence, 
values of bI which make II approximately equivalent to I for storage policy pur
poses are given by 

uI::;b l ::;uI+a2 

For all feed grains in the United States, it can be shown that 

O~e>-2 
80 that 

Based on the Hildreth-Jarrett limited information coefficients, 

• 
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Probability distl'ib1ltion of O'lttput.-The probability disf,ribution of 

• 
output is estimated from observations on the variation in yield per 
acre in past years, making due nJlowauce for trends. Such datn, nre 
available from the records of the Crop Reporting Board for major 
crops back to lSGG. Ideally, provision would be incorporated to 
nllow for tbe way in which year-to-yen,r variations in acreage planted 
are determined in a free market by the interrelationship of supply 
and demand factors. As little definite information is at present 
available about supply functions for grains, tbis refinement has not 
1)('en made. If better information on the economic determinants of 
acreage planted become a\'ailahle, such knowledge can and sb01!ld be 
inC.(lrporn,ted into the solution directly. In the meantime, the results 
ohtained mn,y be ]"C'gaJ'dC'cl as first ajlpl'Q.:.,:imalions, the adeql1aey of 
which clepC'nds on tht' aceumey with which acren.ge planted in future 
years cn,n be prC'clictC'cl. A further justification for initinJly emphasiz
ing l;he fluctuations in )ricld per acT'(' n,nu ne$lecLing vn.riations in 
acreage pln'lltcd is that, excC'pt in years for \\"111('11 acreage allotments 
arc in cfl'cct;, the mn,jot' proportion of the vari(tlion in YC'fU'-tO-YC'u,]" 
out,put; is due to \'ariations in yiC'ld. A final justification is that 
acrcnge for many llropS can h(' controlled 01' preclictC'd, whereas yields 
cn.nnot" and a slorn.gC' progt"[ull of the sort being consid(,l'cd here can 
be looIwd on primn,rily as t), poli('Y cksiglled to mitigate !,he economic 
('{Teets of noncolltrollal>le and nonpredicLable fluctuatiolls. 

DEFINITION OF AN OPTIMAL STORAGE POLICY 
Hn,ving defined and briefly expll1inC'cl the conditions used ill deriving 

Ih(' stot·age rules, we now pro('e('d to define the criterion of optimality 
whidl the rules are intellded to satisfy. First, the gain inculTed in 
any given year, that is, the year t, is dd:ned ns the total ya,lue of the 
gmin utilized minus the cost of stornge for grain to be carried into the 
next; year. Some reaclC'rs may fed that, in the definition of gain, th(' 
lotn.! vn.lue of the gmin that would he utilized in the n.bsencc of fiJly 

storage should be subtructed out. But the effect of this change in 
t.he definition is simply tointroducC' a set of constants into the system, 
n. condition that bus no C'(fect on the mn,A-1mization process by which 
we obtain the slomge rulC's. That is, if tlle latter concept is thought 
of as a (Inet gain," the storage rules that maximize total gain arc idcn
ticn.! to those that mll.\":imize net gain. From a mathematical stand
point., it is easier to work \\-1th the simpler concept of total gll,in. 

Footnoto 8-Continued 


Using the Icu15t squureR coelTieients, 


J,(i(l<lJl~l.g'l 

G()pfficif~nts like hI arc refcrrrcI to IlR "fl(~xibilitie!"." That is, the flexibility d 
the marginal value function iH th!, ahsoJllte valUe> of the <.'laHticity of margin:11 
value with respect to qunlility lIti!izC'(l. \re mainly Me concerned with dct<"r
miniDg an "upper limit" 0.:'Urnnt<: of Ow flexibility of the marginal value function 
sincc, as might bc exp<,ct<:d, the higllPr the f1exibilit.y, the higher are thc resul(.ing
optimal storage rules and ,;tornp;(' kV:'is. 

U8C of the term "flcxibility" i~ cQll\'cnlent to cmphn.sizc that in this context 
quantity utilized is trcat('(i n~ lll(' inclf'p('ne!('ut variable and marginal v!tlu(' or 

• 
price afl the dependcnt, ruther than \'ic(' \'C.'l"FII. That j:;, thc flcxibilit~, of 11 pdct' 
fUllction is the inv('ri'(' of the absolute vulue' of the "elasticity" or the l<:une fUllctiPll 
trClLt~d us Il demand run·,,1. 

http:slorn.gC
http:acren.ge
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, We now wish to consider the factors that determine the total gain 
in any year. The quantity utilized dependl on (1) th~initial carryover 
from the previous year, (2) production in file currcnt ycar, and (3) the • 
carryout in the particular year, But if we consistently follow a set of 
;storage rules, the canyout depends on the particular rule tba t is 
:adopted. Since, with any given marginal value function, the total 
yalue depends on the quantity utilized, this value in turn depends on 
the initial supply, which is equal to tbe initial carryover from tbe 
preceding year plus production in the curreut year, and the storage 
rule. Likewise, total storage cost, for any given level of interest 
rates and cost per unit stored, depends on the amount stored. Thus, 
the total gain from storage depends on the initial supply and .our 
storage rule. 

In thinking about. some year in the future, production cannot be 
estimated in advance but depends on the particular yield that happens 
to prevail. In connection with variables of this sort, in cases where it is 
felt that the varin,ble can be treated as though subjcct, to a probability 
distribmion that is known or can be estimated, statist;icians use a con
cept known as an '(c~"pcctcd valuc." To take an example, the expected 
yield, in this scnse, equals the sum obtained by multiplying eaeh 
possible yield by its probability of occmrel1CC, anci adding the result
ing products. 

Considering any given futmc year, thCll, we can think of applying 
a given storage l'ule to each possihle tolal supply in that year. The 
total supply depends, of course, on the carryover from the preccding 
yellr, a.creuge planted, and yield. The LoliLl gain from storage can 
then be computed for each possihle total supply, or equivalcntl,\T, 
ta.king aCl'enge as given, for each possible CtUT'yO\Tcr from the pJ'eced
ing year and each possible yield. Next, for: each possible CIU·t'yovel' 
from the preceding year, the "expected gain" in the giv@ yeaL' is 
obtained by multiplying the gain cOl'r('sponding to ('UGh possible yield 
by the probability of OCCutTence of that yield, and lldding the resulting 
products. Thus, the e:.\.l)ccled gain in any given future yNtr, undet' 
given conditions, depends on the storage rule npplied in thnt yeaI', 
a.nd on the carryover from the preceding yel1l'. Of CO\II'S('., the carry
OVN' from the preceding year depends on the total supply :Llld the 
storage rule I1pplied ill that year, and so on back to the CUl'ren t YNlr. 
It should also be noted tlll1.t the cxpectoc1 gain in any giyen futlll'e YNIT 
is not,in geJleml, equal to the gn,in that would be eomputee! hy npply
ing tbe given storage rule to the expected yield (or expected supply) 
in thn,t yeal·. 

"Ye now define a new variahle: The gain in the CUITent. yefll' plus 
tbe slim of expected gaius lor ull relevant ),en,rs in the' future discOUll ted 
bad\: to the current year. The size of this ytll'iablc, under given 
conditions, depends only on Lbe supply in the CllIT('nt Ye'UI.· and the 
particular set of stornge rules being applied. Finally, we define the 
optimal storngc policy as that set of stomge rules thnt ma,ximizcs 
this sum of disCOlll1te'cl expected gains, for Qny given initial SUPpIS". 

In tbe paragmphs that follow, total values that relate to all possible 
levels of utilization are referred to collectively as the total ya.luc 
function, Itlld costs of storuge, that rc1nte to all possi.ble levels of storngl} 
arc referred to collectively flS the cost of stol'l1ge function. The term 
"function" can'ies the same connotation when used elsewhere. ntfak- • 
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• 
ing use of this concept, the criterion of optimality is the following: 
Given (1) the probability distribution of yields, (2) the total value 
functions, and (3) the cost of storage functions for an n-year period 
(n::;::2), the optimal storage policy for the period is defined as that 
set of storage rules which maximizes the sum of discounted m.-pected 
gains over the period, where the gain for each year is the total vaJue of 
the quantity utilized minus the cost of storing the amount carried 
over. 

METHOD OF SOLUTION 

The solution to the grain storage problem presented here is an 
adaptation of a solution to an inventory problem developed by 
Dvoretzky, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz (2). Some reformulation of the 
framework and proofs was required to adapt them to the grain storage 
problem. In the iuventory problem, the administrator at the be
ginning of each period is given an initio'! stock, a cost of ordering 
function, n, cost of storage function, a probability dietribution of 
demand (which may be based on historic data), and it penalty func
tion which depends on the quantity of unfulfilled demand; he must 
decide how much to order. In the grain storage problem the important 
random variables are future harvests, and the decision is taken with 
respect to how much of currently available supply should be currently 
utilized and how much carried over for futurc usc. Another difference, 
which may be important in applications in that it leads to trouble
some discontinuities, is that in the graiu storage case, unlike what may 
be possible in the inventory case, we must exclude the possible ex
istence of negative corryovers.9 Finally, it may be mentioned that 
the mathematical developmen t pertaining to use of the marginal 
value function (pages 44-59 and related Appendi.'I: notes) is original 
here. 

,Ve start by introducing what is per11aps the crucial aspect of the 
proposed eolution, that is, the deyice which permits us to avoid (1) 
the necessity of assmning in advance anything about the forms of the 
storage rules and (2) the laborious computation of expectecL values 
as functions of the parameters of the forms adopted. 'Ye h!1ve seen 
that the cletel'min!1tioD of the optimal rule for any year depends on the 
rules to be followed in succeeding yenTS. Hence tbe only "way to avoid 
making as:3umptione about rule's in sllcc('eding years is to start with 
the year that has no sllcceeding :YCOl", naul0iy, the last year of the 
period, oncl wOl'k backwal'd. "\Yc do just tho,t. 

ruder certnin cOlditions, tllt' le'ngtb of the relevant perioel, that is, 
the "time hodzon," must be assullled in advtUlce. llowev-er, in cases 

U The interested read!'I' a1;;0 should rpfpr to Anow, Harris, and l\Iarschak (1) i 
these Ituthol's chronologically prl'c('(ll'Cl, und laid the conccptnal groundwork for, 
the work of Dvoretzky, IGp(pr. :U1d Wolfowitz (2), and in tlwir \\"ol'k the concepts 
of u utility (or penalty) fUllction and of a control!pd stochastic process were for 
the first time "introduced inio the English-language literature on the inventory
problem. 

The mathematical fOl'mulntion of the problem and its solution, as presented in 
this bulletin, arc intended to be complete and sufilcient for our purposes. Our 
presentation is morC' cJemcnhlry than that of Dvoretzky et al. (2), and the 

• 
results tl1Creby lack sOll1e generality. IIowl'yer, some of the ways in which the 
solutions mfLy be genel":l.!ized arc illdicnted in latC'r sections and in the Appendix, 
and the reader. once he undel'stnnds the basic concepts involved, should be able 
to provide the modifications required for any particular appliClttion. 
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where the relevant conditions, that is, the value function, the cost of 
storage function, the interest rate, and the probability distribution of 
output, can be assumed to be the same in each future year, it is not • 
necessary to make any assumption about the relevant number of 
years. The relevant criterion of optimality for these cases is t.he 
maximization of the sum of discounted expected gains in all future 
years, and, as might b(l. expected, it turns out that the optimal storage 
rule is identical in each year. The mathematical method then itself 
converges to this single optimal rule wmch is applicable every year. 

To illustrate the procedure, we Hrst consider the. general case, that is, 
the one for which the storage rules can vary from year to year. (1) 
We fust determine the rule for the nth or last year in the following 
way: For all possible total supplies at the start of the year, we find 
that calTyout that maximizes the gain. This is our storage rule for 
that year. Given the rule, the maximum gain depends only on the 
size of the initial supply. (2) We now make use of the statistieal 
concept of an "expeeted" ga.in (sec page 18). The expected maximum 
gain depends only on the size of the initial carryin, since we multiply 
all possible levels of production by their respective probabilities of 
OCCUlTellce. The initial carl'yin for the nth year is the same as the 
caITyout for the year n -1. For every possible level of supply in the 
year n-1, we find that carryout that will ma:cimize the sum of the 
gain in that year and the discounted maximized expected gain in year 
n. By the same reasoning as used previously, the expected maximum 
value of tilis fignre depends only on the size of the carryout in the 
year n-2. (3) Using the same procedure; we continue back to year 
1, whereupon We have determinecl a set of storn,ge rules, one for each 
year, willch ma)"TInize the sum of discounted e)..,})eeted gains for the 
entire period. 

Cuses where the value. function, cost of storage function, interest 
rate, and probability distribution of output can be assumed to be the 
I'\ame in each future year are called caSeS of "stl1tionarity." In such 
cases, as already indicated, the optimal storage rule is I1lso the same 
in each year. This single optimal rule can be shown to be the unique 
solution of n. single equation.10 The computations required to obtain 
the solution, however, are, at least in the general case, of the itel'l1ti.ve 
type analogous to those used for cases of nonstationarity. The main 
difference is that, in cases of stationarity, the iterations arc continued 
until convergence is achieved. 

Such an assumption of stationl1rity is not as restrictive or unrealistic 
as might at HTSt appear. For computational purposes, we assume 
that the conditions arc unchanging in all futme years. But the 
optimality of the l'estllting rule, as applied to the cmrent yeal' only, 
does not require that the conditions in fact remain unchl1nged in all 
futme years; all that is J'eally required is that the same storage rule 
applies in the nelt succeeding year. Such a condition is satisfied if, 
for exn.mplc, the storage rule for the next succeeding year is also 
calculated assumillg stationarity and using the salUe estimates of the 
conditions as are used tbis year. Of course, if it is known in advance 
how the conditions will change in future years, snch knowledge should 
be incorporated directly into the soltltion. 

10 For mathematical proofs, sec pages 40-47 and 74-80. • 

http:itel'l1ti.ve
http:equation.10
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Complete mathematical solutions, using both the lotal and the 

• 
marginal value functions, are given beginning 011 page 40. These arc 
followed by a discussion of some special mathemfLtiCfLl relationships 
of interest to the economic analyst. As these sections require a 
rather advanced knowledge of calculus, we first show the results of 
applying these methods to obtain storage rules for fced grains, then 
summarize some general conclusions with resp('ct to storage that can 
be developed hy examining the mathematical nature of the ru.les, 
and finally show a method of obtaining approximations to the rules 
that requires ouly a use of direct arithmetic operations. 

APPLICATIONS TO FEED GRAINS 

In this section results of some computations of optimal storage 
rul('s for "com equivalents" of aggregate feed gmins for the United 
Stall'S are shown. The feed gru.ins are here taken Lo be corn, oats, 
and bfLrley. Sorghum grains were omitted because of 11 hwk of 
adequate information on acreage planted for grain. Ideally-, sorghum 
grains used for feed should be included, but the cITect on the final 
results would be negligible, as production of sorghum grains in the 
United Stl1tes averages about 3 percent of the production of total 
feed grains. Bushels of oats and barley were cOllverted into corn 
equiv-alents on the basis of their respectiv-e relative number of pounds 
of digestible nutrients per bushel, fiS follows: 

Grain Corn cquinllcut
of onc bushel 1 

Corn _____________________________________ _ 
1. 000 

OB~______________________________________ _ 
.488Barlcy____________________________________ _ 
.80G 

1 Slightly diffcrcnt corn cquivalcnts fire bcing used currcntly by thc United 
Statcs Departmcnt of Agriculture. 

The total supply of corn equivalents in each year was obtained by 
converting the suppl~V of each grain, in bushels, into corn equivalents, 
in ac:corda.nce with the above ratios, and adding. A different set of 
conversion factors should perhaps have been used for that part of 
the g;min used [or purposes other than as a livestock feed. 

III determining storage rules for two or more grains simultaneously, 
it would be theoretically preferable to set up a moelel incorporating 
expl iei tly bo th economic substitu tion Teln.j.iolls and join t probability 
distTi buLions of ou tpu t, rather than to use fixed mtios of su bsti tution 
as done here. The Jormal solution for such a model is analogous to the 
soIII Lion for the multi-regional problem discussed on page 60, with 1\ 

comparable increase in computn.Lional diiIlculties. A.notber problem 
is that of cmpiricn.lly estimating thc substitution reln.lions. A.nalyses 
by FooLe (3) and Meinken (7) inclicn.te that thr price-eliLsticity of 
demn,nel for corn alone, holding quautity of otber feed grains fed 

• 
consLn.nt, is not significantly di/Terent from the price-elasticity of 
dem[\,ud for all feed grains. The corn equivalence ratios used here are 
roughly equal to the average price TUtios between the grains in recent 
years. 

440fi7fi'--58----4 

http:consLn.nt
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All applications assume stationarity (see page 20), and independ
ence. Since acreage planted is thus assumed constant, the data and 
computations were made more manageable by taking all quantities on • 
a per acre basis. Thus the probability distribution of output is the 
probability distribution of yield in bushels per planted ncre; total 
supply, quantity utilized, and carryover are in bushels per acre; and 
marginal value and marginal cost of storage are in dollars per bushel 
per acre. All of these quantities can be translated into approx-imate 
national aggregates by multiplying by 140 million acres, the approxi
mate average number of acres planted to corn, oats, and barley in 
recent years. 

The probability distribution of yields was estimated from records 
of the Orop Reporting Board of the actual variability of yields in the 
period 1901-1950 as follows: For each year, total production of each 
grain was converted to its corn equivalent, and the result was added 
to get the corn equivalent of aggregate production of feed grains. 
This figure was divided by the total acreage planted to corn, on.ts, and 
barley in the given year to get the aggregate corn nquivalent yield per 
ncre. lI A 5-year moving average of a 9-yel11: mO'ving average was 
fitted to the resulting yields, omitting the drought years 1934 and 1936, 
to obtain an estimate of the trend. If X t is the actual yield in year t 
and T t, the trend value for that year, we let 

(7) 
and 

(8) 

where 30 was an estimated yield for 1954. Thus, to estimate the 
varin.bility of yields in futme years, n.n arithmetic n.verage of the actual 
and the relative deviation from trend in past years was used. 'fhis 
assumption is conservatiYe, that is, it probably gives a higher estimated 
variability than may actuaHy occur, since the trend yipld has in
creased substantially oyer the period. The resulting Zt'S were then 
grouped into one-bushel intervals centered on integers, giving the 
following distri bu tion: 

Yield per planted acre Yield per planted aere 

Relative Relative 


frequency frequency 

Range l\Iiclpoin t [(x) Range Midpoint fex) 


x x 


B11shels Bushels Bushels Bushels 
18.5-19.5 ____ 19 O. 02 27.5-28.5____ 28 0.06 
19. 5-20. 5 ____ 20 .02 28.5-29.5____ 29 .22
20.5:....21. 5 ____ 21 .00 29. 5-30. 5 ____ .2030 
21. 5-22.5 ____ 22 .02 30.5-31. 5____ 31 .14 
22.5-23.5____ 23 .00 31. 5-32. 5 ____ 32 .10 
23. 5-24. 5 ___ ~ 24 .00 32. 5-a3. 5 ____ :3:~ .10 
24.5-25.5____ 25 .02 13a.5-a~.i)____ a4 .00 
25. 5-26.5 ____ a4. 5-an. 5 ____26 .02 35 .02 
26,5-27.5____ 27 .06 --------_ ... ---- ----,...----- ---------

11 For 1901-1928, acres planted for each grain were estimated by multiplying 
acres harvested by the weighted average ratio o[ acres planted to acres harvested 
in 1929-50. • 

http:20.5:....21
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The mean of the distribution is 29.46 bushels per acre; the standard 

• 
deviation is :3,03 bush('1s per acre. As is typical for :yields of crops, the 
distribution is skewed to the 10ft. 

T11e assumption of stationnrity in computation of stornge rules so 
far as yields arc cc·ncerned nULY be looked upon us an assumption that 
ayerage or nOl'mn1 yi('ld pel' acre in future years will be 29.46 bushels. 
The discl'cpancy between 29.46 alld 30 is mainly dne to the omission of 
the drought years 1934 and ] 9:36 in obtaining the trend. A sharp 
upward movement in the trend yield started about] 933, reflecting in 
pnl't the introduction of hybrid s('cd com. Since use of hybrid seed 
l't'a('}H'd almost 100 pcrcC'nt within lhe main areas of production by 
1950, it s('cn1C'd l'cnsonn,ble to nssulUc, ·wb('n this study was b('gUIl, 
thnt lll(' trt'nd "'ould lev('l out at something slightly nbove the a\'erage 
yield for corn equivalents of f('cd gl'llins from] 949 through 1955 of 
28.7 bushclls. A C'ontinu('c1 upward tl'('nd in morc recent yen,rs is 
b('licy('(1 to rdl('ct Pl'ogl'l'ss in t('chniqu('s of procluction and in(,l'('uscd 
uSC' of f('rliliz('l', irrign lion, and oth('l' inpu is of lhis sort. In npplying 
tlH' stol'ngC' l'u\('s, 1111 upwn,l'd 11'(']1(1 of this kind could be allowed 1'01' by 
changiug l11(' nssumcd mcan yi('\<1 from lime to time while retaining as 
a m(~'1sI1r('m('nt of Yil.1·.in,tion t1l'ound the mean the long-term hisloric 
pnll(l]'n bnsed 011 dC'yiatiollS from trend. 

Onc' way to juslif,\' an assumption of stationarity in the computa
tiolls is to n.sSUl1W that any futurc trend in supply (acreage or yield) 
\\'ill b(l pnrlinlly in l'('sponse to, and pnTtially offset by, the trend in 
dC'mand, so thai the l'('sulting trend in the l'('al price of the gru,ins will 
be small ('tlonp;h to br negl('cl('d [or storage policy purposes. r1'he 
real pric(' of corn over lilc ]u,st 80 y('nl'S has followed a slight upwu,rcl 
tl'(,l1d, n,mounting to [In n.v(,l'nge of roughl,)' O.G percent pel' year. 
Such a tr('nd, if nssume<l to ('onlinuc into tbe future and incorporaled 
inlo the' computations of tbe storage rules, would have a relatively
small (,(fC'c! 011 th(' results. 

Jn all applicalion'S exc('pt one, the margi nn,l value function is 
IlSS1111Wd to bC' lineal'. This is J11u,inly a com PI! talionn,l cOllvenience, 
sinec' ('mpirical (Jpmalld stuliiC's for corn u,nd feed grains have g('neraJly 
shown lhat n lineal' l'('lationship gives about aegood II fit to the du,ta as 
a logu,l'i lhmic or constu,Il t-elu,slicity reb,tionship (for example, see 
Foote, Klein, and Clough (4), HildrC'lh and JUIT('tt (5), and Shepherd 
(10), (J 1)). Computn:tions in S0111(' l'C'presentative cases that ha.ve 
1.Is('(1 tbe t\Yo n1icl'natiy(' assumpLions indicate that the optimal 
storag(' !'HIe using a Iogari tilmic marginal vn]ue function differs little 
from lill' optimall'ule usinp; u, ]inl'u,r ll1u,]'ginul value function with, of 
course, tbc sftme estimates of the oth('l' conditions ftnd the same avemge 
flexibility of ml1rginu.l yn,luc in cneil cu,se. 

lll'sul (s pr('sen-led 11C1'e nre the compu ted optimal stomgc rules for 
agg]'('gftt(' feed grains, under alternu,tivc assnmptions p.bout the condi
tions, tbiLt is, the n,llmml discount factor, tbe marginal vnIne function, 
tbe mftrginn,l cost of storftge, and the distribution of yields. The 
subscripts on the O's designnting the rules do not stane! for yeu.rs or 
itemtions, but for altemfttiYe optimftl (stationary) rules, applicable 
uncleI' the l'l'spl'elive sels of conditions specified. (~ee table 1.) 

• 
TIl(' n.pplicMion intC']Hled to u.pproximate conditions in an idealized 

fre(' mftrket is based on ft price dusticity of dcmand for aggregftte feed 
gmins, Tio, of -0.50. This is the l'laslicity at Y= Y o=30 busheLs per 
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acre. This is consistent with, though slightly conservative with re
spect to, the upper limit estimate of the flexibility of the marginal value 
function, £0=-1/110= 1.94, obtained in footnote 8 on page. 16 based 
on the Hildreth-Jarrett (5) estimates of the coefficients after allowing • 
for an annual lag effect. It also is consistent with results reported by 
Foote, Klein, and Clough (4), where the elasticity of demand for 
"total feed grains or possibly for totnl feed concentrates" is estimated 
to be between -0.40 and -0.50, based on yem·-to-year changes. The 
market price at the quantitiY consumed when Y=30 bushels per acre 
was taken to be $1.50. This gives a market price flwction 

p(Y)=$1.50-$0.10(Y-30)=$4.50-$0.10(Y) (9) 

where Y is in bushels per acre anci p(Y) is a mathema,tical symbol 
representing the mn.rginnl value function. 

To determine the effects of the possible existence of losses to the 
o'eneral public attributable to fiuctuu,tions in utilization not measured 
by changes in market price, computations were carried through using 
marginal value functions with flexibilities of £0=2.5 and eo=3.33 (the 
corresponding elasticities of demand being 110=-0.40 and 110=-0.30 
res pectively) . l2 

The corresponding marginal value fum'liol1s arc 

p(Y)=$1.50-$0.125(Y-30)=$5.25-$0.125(Y) (10) 
and 

p(Y)=$1.50-$0.lG7(Y-30)=$G.50-$0.167(Y) (11) 

respectively. 

Effects on the optimal storage rule of changing t.he assumptions 
about the marginal cost of storagel "(', and the aUl1ual discount factor l 

ct, also w'ere determined. In section A of figure 1, Ol, 021 03 and 04 are 
optimal storage rules that result under different assumptions about 
"(' and ct when 110= -0.50. 'l'he vu,lues "(J =$0.10/ reflecting a mo.i'

l 

ginal storage cost of 10 cents per bushel p('r year, and a=0.95, 
equivalent to an int('rest rate of 5 percent, are estimates of the ap
prmdmate actual cost of stomge and discount factor, respectively, 
under conditions that e:x-istecl in tho enr1y 1950 1s. As indicated in 
figure 1, the alternative nssumptions were ';'=$0.04 and a=0.98, 
with computations made for each of the four possible combinations. 
In section B of figure I, effects on the optimal storage rule of different 
assumptions about "(' and a when 110=-0.30 arc shown. 

Effects of changes in onG condition in general are no!; the same for 
different vulu('s of the othel' conditions, as the interaction effects are 
fairly complicated. Hence the optimal stiOl'age rule usually must be 
ealclliated anew for each cLu1l1ge, 'rhe calculations, how'ever, in somo 
{!Uses arc simplified by making use of the equivalence relations dis
cussed beginning on page 49. 

12 Reference usually is made to the inverse-flexibiliLies, that is, to elasticities, 
since to most readers a direct comparison to the usual concept of priee elasticity 
of demand probably is more meaningful. • 

http:110=-0.30
http:110=-0.30
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FEED GRAINS:>!; OPTIMAL CARRYOVER 
• RULES PER ACRE 

For Specified Volues of ),'ond crWhen 0'= 3 Bushels per Acre., ond fJ is Lineor 

CARRYOVER (BU.)-C 

I I 
121-----I----SECTION A:l\o=-O.SO 

I 

8 !---- RULE Y I ex. ---I~--If- ,---t,...<<:....-~;.1eI 0.10 0.95 

9 " 2 .10 .98 

83 .04 .95 

4 1-__--r=8~4=--_._t0_4--_t_-7"'~~~~+ 

121--+--- SECTION B: 1\0=-0.30 

8 

RULE y' 0< 


" 0.10 0.9595 
" .04 .989 6 

4 

36 
TOTAL SUPPLY (BU.)-S 

.. CORN, 004 TS ANO BARLEY, CORN EQUIVALENT 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG. ~107-571") AOqlCULTURAL MAflKEllNG SEAYICE 

• 
Figure I.-As would be expected, optimal carryovers are larger when cost of 

storage and charges for interest are relatively lOw. (A high value fat at corte
sponds to a low interest rate.) 
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Section A of figure 2 shows the effects on the optimal storage rule, 
0, of different assumptions about the elasticity of p, 770, when the 
marginal cost of storage ,,/' and discount factor a are held at their • 
approximate actual values of $0.10 pGl' bushel and 0.95 respectively. 
Here, 770 was taken as equal to -0.5G, -0040, and -0.30. Section 
B shows the results of similar changes when the cost of storage and 
th~ discount factor are taken at "/'=$0.04 per bushel and a=0.98. 
- Section.A of figure 3 indicates the effects of changing the estimate 
of ,the variance of the probability distribution of yields when the 
other conditions (p, ,,/' and a) are fixed at tbeir approximate free
market values (770=-0.50, "/'=$0.10 per bushel, a=0.95). fh is the 
optimal rule under the estimated actual probability distribution F, 
with standard deviation 0'0=3.03 bushels per acre; 08 is the optimal 
rule under a probability distribution G, which has the same mean 
and shape as F, but for which O'G= (5/3)0'0=5.05; 13 and 09 : is the 
optimal storage rule if there were no variability whatever in ,future 
yields (0'=0).14 Section B presents results under similar conditions 
when ,,/' =$0.04 per bushel and a=0.98. ' 
: Figure 4 shows the effects of a linear assumption about the marginal 
social value function p, as compared with results if we assume p to 
haye constant elasticity, where the assumptions about the other 
coIiditions, ,,/', a, 770 and F, correspond to their actual approximate 
:values. : 
, In figure 5, all the computed optimal rules are shown to facilitate 
)n.ter-comparisons. 
· The optimal storage rule 0(8) for each set of conditions was computed 
over the range of values of total supply 8, in bushels per acre, from 
otj) 50 (50 being 1% of a normal crop), although the charts show:values 
of 8 only up to 42. The computed numerical values oiall the rules are 
'given in table 1, along with the conditions applied in each cas~. . 
· The equilibrium level, C*, also is given in table 1 for each rule. An 
:exact definition of C* is given on page 56. However, it may be yiewed 
as ,the level toward which, for any given initial carryover, the expected 
cal;ryover in the next year tends. It also can be thought of as a 
;soit of average level of carryover around which the yearly carryovers 
over a long period tend to :fluctuate under the given rule 0.: It is 
pa~ticularly useful to enable the analyst to make rough compp.risons 
-between "average" carryover levels that result under optimal storage 
ru1es that satisfy the criteria specified in this bulletin and cal!ryover 

:lev.els recommended by other writers, or that satisfy other criGeria. 
: f'Minimum working stocks" are the aggregate quantity of grain 
!wlj.ich farmers, dealers, processors, and so forth keep on hand to facil
itate their day-to-day operations, no matter how small the total avail
able supply. All carryovers shown here are quantities in excess of 

· minimum working stocks, and the latter should be added to the 
;amounts indicated if a total figure is desired. For corn equivalents 

, 13 The factor 5/3 was chosen mainly for computational convenience in using tne 
, equivalence relations discussed on p. 50, together with other computations using 
,F. This avoided the necessity of actually computing G and carrying out a solu
';trion independe.ntly with integrations over G. 

• i4 This is 'essentially the case discussed by Williams (13). • 

http:0'=0).14
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FEED GRAINSt OPTIMAL CARRYOVER 
• RULES PER ACRE 

For Specified Values of 1). When" = 3 Bushels per Acre, and p is Linear 

CARRYOVER (BU.)-C 

I I 
121---SECTION A: y' =0.10 AND 0( =0.95------i 

I I 
RULE 1}o 

-0.5091
8 97 -0.40 

9s -0.30 

4 

30 32 34 36 38 40 42 

12 SECTION B: y' =0.04 AND 0(= 0.98-----J 

I I I 

RULE YJo 
81-----+- 94 -0.50 

96 -0.30 

4~--~-----+----~~~+-----+---~~--~ 

30 32 34 36 38 40 42 
TOTAL SUPPLY (BU.)-S 

.CORN. OA.TS. AHD BA.RLEY, CORN EOU!VA.lF.HT.. 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG. 41011_57 {4' AGRICUlTU~AL .....RKETING SERYICE 

• 
Figure 2.-When the marginal value function is extremely inelastic, as for 05' the 

optimal carryover is larger than when it is less inelastic. ' 

http:EOU!VA.lF.HT
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FEED GRAIN5:*OPTIMAL CARRYOVER 
RULES PER ACRE 

For Specified Volues of cr When '1').:-0.50 and p is Linear • 
CARRYOVER (BU.)-C 

I 

12 
 SECTION A:/,'=O.lO AND 0(-0.95 

8 RULE 0
"
9 9 0 

" 3.03
~I 

5.059a 

O~--~--~~----~--~----~--~----~ 

12 ~--!SECTION B:)"100.04 AND~·0.98 

8 
RULE CY 


" 0
911 

" 3.03
9 4 
" 910

4 

0
28 30 32 36 38 42 

TOTAL SUPPLY (BU.) - S 
'CO"II. 'OATS IoHO BAIlLEY'. CORH EOUIVALEHT, 

u. S. OI!PA.ATMENT OF AGRICUL.TURE NEG. 4109-S] 1" AGqlCULTUIUL "..,RICETI!'IG SERVICE 

Figure 3.-As would be cxpected, the grc!1tcr thc variability in expected produc
tion, the larger is the optimal carryover. A comparison of th~ relative distance 
between Os and Og in section A and between 010 and 911 in section B indicates 
that the expected variability in production has a greater effect on thc optimal • 
rule when storage costs and interest rates are relativ~ly low, as in section B, 
than when they are relativaly high, as in section A. 
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FEED GRAINS~ OPTIMAL CARRYOVER 

• RULES PER ACRE 
When p is Linear or Curvilinear and ria 0.10,0<. 0.95, 7Jo. -0.50, 

and a 3 Bushels per Acrea 

CAIRVOVr (BUor 

6 RULE P 

36 38 40 42 
TOTAL SUPPLY (BU.)-S 

.CORH, OAn A.HD eARLEY. CORH EOUl'fA.LEHT. 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OP AG.RICULTURE tIEG. 4110-51 ( .. , AGRICULTURAL IrU,RICETING SERVICE 

}t'igure 4.-When the marginal value functillll h; of conRtant :::lasticity, the optimal 
carryover for small supply is lJigher alld for large suppll' is lower than under 
similar conditions when the fUllction is linear. III each case, however, the 
storage rule i8 curvilinear. 

of all feed grains, minimum working stocks in this study were taken to 
be about 200 million bushels, or IlbOllt 1.4 buslll'ls P(\l' n('L'e. . 

'rhis value may be 50 to 100 million bushels lower thall u· miuimum 
that would provide n reserve until quality grnin is Iwuilable from the 
next crop. The national aggregate equilibrium len~l ineludillg \\;orking 
stocks for each storage .rule also is giv'en in table 1.. This is oblnined 
by multiplying the PeL' acre yuIlle for C* by 140 million lLcres !lnd ndd
ing to the result 200 million bushels. To cOlwey somc idea of the pos
sible range or variability of earr.\-o\'el·s under each rule, a vnlue C** 
is given for all rules except 60 and 811 • wbere C** is the level of cnrrYOVCL' 
that would he reachcd under tbe rule ILt the end of two "bumper-crop" 
years, that is, two sllcecssi\"e yenrs eaell wieh a yield of 35 bushels per 
acre, starting with an initinl cnrryover of C*. C** also is given on a 
national aggregnte ba;sis induding working stocks. The rules them
selves are presented III terms of bushels per acre, rather than as a 
natiolllli aggregate, to make them directly npplicable to situations 
where acreage pln.llted differs. 

All computations were carried out, to the closest 0.01 bushel pel:' acre. 
Some slight inaccuracy may be introduced in making the inversions 
by ljnear interpolation. The final results should be necura,te to within 
0.02 or 0.03 bushel per nere, :tnd are almost certainly Iwcttrate to within 

• 
0,05 bushel per ncre. ~l'hese limits do not, of course, allow for errors 
in the estimates of the given conditions --/, a, p, nnd F, 

446979'--58----5 
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TABLE I.-Corn, oats and barley, corn equivalent: OpUmal carryover rllles under specified conditions and related quantities', ~ 
o 

RlIlc-O 1"3 

8Item Unit I J - ~~~1_5_1~_7____9__1_0_1_1_1_~ ~ 
Condition: ~I

Elast.icity-'7o ______________ • __ '. ______ -0,50 -0. 50 -0. 50 -0. 50 -0. 30 -0. 30 -0. 40-0. 50 -0. 50 -0. 50 -0.50 -0.50 t:" 
CostofstoTllge-'Y' _________ DoL. ___ .10 .10 .04 .04 .10 .04 .10' .10 . .10 .04 .04 .10 td 
Discollntrate-a. __________ • _________ .95 .98 .% .9S .95 .9S .95 .95 .95 .98 .98 .95 C1 
Variabilitv Df yielcIs-u__ • ___ BlI .• ___ • 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 5.05 0 5.05 0 3.03 §:: 

Optimal carryoyer per acre when t:1 
supply per acre equals- ~ 28 ________________________ /___ do_____ 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 

29 _____________________ ,______ do.____ 0 0 0 0 0.07 0 0 0.33 0 0 .... 
....

30 ________________________ ·1_._do_____ 00 0 0 .33 0 .77 0 0 0 1. 03 031 ________________________ ._.do_____ ~ 0 .34 .4.6 .9!l .55 1. 50 .25 .28 0 1. 75 .46 .3332________________________ _._do. __ ._ .55 . !l3 1. 07 1. 69 1. H) 2. 25 .84 .90 .3B 2.48 1. 01 .87 C133 ____________ - ___________ ___ do _____ I. 13 1. 57 1. 74 2.41 1. 86 3. 02 1. 47 1. 53 .90 3. 23 1. 70 1. 4334 ________________________ ___ do_____ 
1. 7,1 2.22 2.42 3. 15 2. 57 3. 80 2.12 2.18 1.44 3.B8 2. '11 2.00 !'fl 

35. _______________________ ___ do_____ t;:;
2.38 2. 90 3.12 3.90 3. 29 4. 60 2.80 2.85 1. 98 4. 75 3.14 2.57 t:136. _______________________ ___ do. ___ .\ 3.05 3.61 3. 85 4.67 4. 02 5.40 3..50 3. 55 2. 66 5. 53 3. !l2 3.16 ~ 

37 ________________________ ___ do_____ ~3.74 4.32 4. GO 5. 45 4.77 6. 20 .1. 22 4.27 3. 34 6.30 4.64 3. 7738________________________ .. __ rlo _____ 4.44 5. 05 5.35 6.24 5. 54 7.01 .1. 05 4.98 4.04 7. 10 5.50 4. 39 039. _______________________ ___ do ____ . 5. II) 5. 80 6. 12 7.02 6.31 7. S3 5. 70 5. 70 '1.73 7.90 6.31 5.03 "'.l 

>40. ______________________ . __ .do_. ___ 7. )4 C')a.8!l 6.55 6. 80 7. 82 7.0B 8. 66 6.46 6.43 5.45 8.70 5. 6741 ________________________ ::l;1 _.. _do. ___ . 6.03 7.3J 7.67 8.63 7.S8 9. 50 7.22 7.17 6. 18 9. 50 7. !l7 6.31 ....42 ________________________ . __ do _____ (17.38 8.07 8.46 n.,1<1 8. 68 10. M 7.9n 7. 93 6.95 10.30 8. 80 6.9543 ________________________ . __ do _____ 
8.14 8. 84 n. 26 10. 27 9.48 It. 21 8. 77 S. 70 7. 72 11. 12 9.65 7. 60 844 ________________________ ___ do _____ 1"3S. 89 9. 62 10. 06 11. 10 10. 30 12.08 9. 56 9.47 8. 50 11. 93 10. 50 8.27 

C1 
45________________________ ~ ___ cIo _____ n.67 10.41 10.87 11. 94 11.12 12.1)5 10.36 10.23 9.27 12.75 11. 35 8. 93 t:146__________________________ . cIo_____ 10.45 11.20 11.69 12.79 11.94 13.83 11.16 11.02 10.06 13.58 12.22 9.60 



___________________ 

•
• 

47________________________ ___ do_____48________________________ 11. 23 12.00 12.52 ___ do_____ 13. 64 12.78 H72 JJ. !J8 11.78 10. 84 14.40113. 09 10.2849_______________ -- _______ 12. f!2 12.81 13. 35 14. 50 13.62 ___ do_____ 15.61 12.80 12. 58 11. 65 Ifi. 25 13. 96 11. 0012.8:.! 13. 63 14.19 15. 35 14.47 16.51 13. 62 13.37 12.46 16.08/14.83 11. 6950________________________ - __ do_____ 13.63 14. 45 15.03 16. 22 15.32 17.42Related quantity: 14.45 14.17 13. 29 16. 93, 15. 70 12. 38 
Per acre: 

k~ ___ do_____c*____________________ ___ do_____ 31. 04 30.42 30. 25 29.49 30.11 28. 90 30. 58 30. 54 3t 24 2K 53 30.17 30.32c**___________________ ___ do_____ .3 .5 .6 1.4 .7 2. 7 .4 .4 0 3. 0 0 ;44. I 5. 3 5.7 7. 8 6.1 10.1 5. 0As a National aggregate: 3 5.0 ------ 10.4 ------ 4.3
c*____________________ Mil bu ___ 242 270c**--____________________do"' ____ 284 396 298 578 256 256 200 620 200 256774 928 998 1,292 1,054 1, 614 900 900 ______ 1,656 ~ ------ 802 

----------------------------~~--------~----~----~----~----~----~------~----~----~-----,- .----~ 0 
I The marginal value function Is assumed to be linear for all rules except the lost, 

I Obtained by multiplying tbe per acre "olue by 140 million acres, and adding 20wbere t:Qnstont elasticity Is assumed. See text for exact definition of symbols shown ~ in stub. mUllan bushels, the assumed minimum working stocks. t1j 
• The value of S (supply per acre) below wblcb the optimal carryover (exclusive of ~ 

minimum working stocks) Js zero. 

~ 
<: 
t1j 
t"' 
III 
I">j 
o 

i 
o 
~ 
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FEED GRAINSi' OPTIMAL CARRYOVER 
RULES PER ACRE 

Under Alternative Conditions Specified in Table I • 
CAR RYOVER (BU.) -C ------.-----.------.-----r---~ 

10r----r----~---+--

61---1 

I 
" .....- ---- ...----

I 
o'~~~~~~--~----~--------~--~ 
28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 

TOT AL SUPPLY (BU.)-S 
.COR",. OATJ .l/'lO SARLE,(. CORH EOU'VALf';J4T. 

u. ~. o (,. ... 'UMEtI r Of' AGRICULTURE 

Figur\' fi.-8imilarities, other than level, arc grcater than are differences even for 
the wide variety of conditions that apply to the 11 rule:'! for which computations 
have been made, and for which th~ marginal value fUllction is lincar. 

SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS WITH RESPECT TO 

STORAGE 


From the equations whose solution gives the optilllnl storage rule 
under conditions of stntionarity (sec page 46), we may derive the 
following conclusions (see pages 48-55): 

1. If the marginal valuc function is the samc as the market price function, the 
'IllllOUllts which would be stored under an optimal governmental storage prognun 
are exactly the same as the amounts thnt would be stored in the aggregate by 
private firms in 1\ socalled "idclllized" free market. Such It mark()t is olle having • 
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perfect competition, in the economic sense, and in which privat~ firms seek to 
ma.'dmize their expected discounted profit. ls 

• 
2. If the marg-inal cost of storage is a constant, so that the cost of storing each 

additional bushel of grain is the same regardless of whether large or small quan
tities are stored, and other conditions are the same as in (1) above, then the ex
pected. cost to the GO\'ernm('nt of operating an optimal storage program is zero. 
Cnder these circumstances, profits from the storage operations are iust large 
enough to offset the costs of storage. 

3. If the marginal value function is linear, the computations are somewhat 
simpler. However, as indicated by figure 4, the resulting storage rule is not 
linear, even in this casf'. 

4. As illustrated in figure 3, the gellf'ral shape (though not the position) of an 
optimal storage rule computed under the assumption of no variability in futurf' 
yif'ld;; is, at h~ll:;t in i'OIUC cases, a fairly clo~e approximation to the rule computed 
with Ulf' actual distribution of yields under the same conditions of total value. 
cost of storage, and interest mt~. 

Rull's bn!'ed on 110 variability in yields can be computed fairly easil.'; (sec pngt'R 
33 and 52). Moreovpr, it can be "hown thtlt the initial a.~sumption in the iteratin; 
process can be any arbitrary stontge rule and the iterations still will converge to 
thl' optimal rule. Furthermor(', the elosf'r the initi:Jl a$sumption is to the ultimate 
optimal rule, the fewer arc the iterations required. These facts permit us to use 
rule:; thnt have been computed under the tUisumption of zero variability in yields 
for two purposes: (a) To reduce the nllmber of iteration,;: required for the process 
that leads to the actlHtl optimal rule with yield variability included in the solution 
by providing. reasonably accurate first approximations a.<; a st:lrting point, and (bl 
to provide rough but ea.~ily obtained mNlsurl'S of thl' elTects on the optimal rule: 
of making changes ill the estimat{'::; of the other conditions. 

5 \Then the quantity to be stored is plotted on the vertical scale and the total 
sU!Jply is plotted 011 the horizontal scale (ns in figures 1 through 5), the optimal 
quantity to he stored increases continually with increa.~ing supply except that, 
when supplies arc smaller than !OOfHe specified amount, the quantity to be stored 
(in excess of minimum working stocks) is zero. The approximate point at which 
the eun'e cuts the supply !lxis can be det(!rmined mther easily (see pages 36, 54). 

6. Usc of (-Ie) !lnd (5) abo\'e gives a con\'Cnient method for obtaining a first 
approximation to thf' optimal rulf' under a specified set of circumstances. The 
following three steps arc inYoln)d: (a) Compute thf' rule with zero variability 
in yields; (bl computf' the approximate point at which thl' curve cuts the supply 
llxi~ when vil'lds \Oary in their normal WIn-; and (c) shift the curve based on no 
vllriabilityin yields horizontally to the l('ft on the graph so that it cuts the supply 
axis at the indicllted point. This gives un npproximation to the rule when yields 
\Oary in their normal way. 1.'se of this npproach is described ill detail in the next 
section. 

A METHOD FOR OST AIMING APPROXIMATIONS TO THE 
RULES 

rfo illustrate the procedure, approximations to optimal rules under 
two sets of conditions are obtained. The conditions are those used 
for rules 0, and 86 as shown in tuble L As noted in the preceding 
paragraph, the first step is to compute rules using the specified condi
tions but based on ao aBstUl1('d yield variability in future years of 
zero. To avoid possible confusion with the accurately-calculated 
rules given in table 1, we rrfel' to these rules us A and B, respectively, 
and label the corresponding rules obtained when yields are assumed 
constant as A' (Lnd B/, respectively. 

To facilitate the computations, we show in table 2 the conditions 
that relate to these rules. Items in the first three rows are the same 
as the comparable items in table 1 i those in the next two rows were 
obtained by the method discussed on pttge 24 (see equations (9) and 

16 I~or n more pl'Ccisf' statement of the conditions under which this conclusion 
• is valid, sec pages 48-19. 

http:profit.ls
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(ll». The last item is obtained by making use of the constant tenn 
and the slope coefficient for the marginal value function in con
nection with utilization of 29.46 bushels per acre, the assumed average 
yield. For rule A, this computation is made in the following way: 

$4.50- (0.10X29.46)=$1.554 

• 

TABLE 2.-Conditions used in obtaining optimal rules A and B 

Item 
Rules 

A B 

:Marginal cost of storage, -y', dollars per bushcL ________ _ 
Discount factor, a, l/(l+intcrest rate} _______________ _ 
Elasticity when utilization is ao bushels per acre, '10----
Marginal value function: p(Y) =a-bY

Constant term, a ______________________________ _ 
Slope coefficient, - b ___________________________ _ 

Marginal value when utilization equals 29.46 bushels, 
pO, dollars_______________________________________ _ 

0.10 
.05 

-.50 

4.50 
-.10 

1. ."54 

0.04 
.98 

-.30 

6.50 
-.167 

1. 590 

Estimating rules when yields are assumed constant.-The computa
tions for rules A' and B/, respectively, are shown in table 3. Num
bered items in the remainder of tllis paragraph relate to the columns 
of tha.t table. (1) The number of the row. The symbol i is used to 
indicate the row in subsequent columns. Note that i=O for the flrst 
row. (2) The discount factor raised to the (i+1) power. (3) The 
sum from j=O to j=i of the disco un t factor raised to the jtb power. Any 
number raised to the OUI power equals 1. Hence, for i eq ual zero, 
the number in this colullm is 1. The item in the second row equals 
1+(0.95)1=1.95. The item in the third row equals 1+(0.95)1+ 
(0.95)2=2.852. The series can be conveniently obtained by insert
ing a 1 in the fust row and adding the item from the i-I row of the 
second cobnrn to the cumulative total to obtain the item in the itb 

, 

row of the third column. (4) Column (2) times the marginal value 
when utilization equals 29.46 bushels per acre. (5) The marginal 
stomge cost times coluum (3). (6) Column (4) minus colunrn (5). 
(7) The reciprocal of the absolute value of the slope coefficient for 
marginal value (l/b) times column (6). (8) The constant in the 
equation for marginal value divided by the absolute value of the 
slope coefficient (a/b) minus column (7). For rule A', the quotient is 
obtained as follows: 4.50/0.10=45.00. (9) Total supply equals 
carryover plus column (8). Each entry in this column is obtained 
after the corresponding entry in column (10) has been computed. 
Column (10). Carryover equals supply in the preceding row (column 
9) minus the assumed average yield of 29.46 bushels per acre. 

In carryiuO' out these computations, we first fill in all values in 
column (1), ~l items in column (2), a11d so forth through column (8). 
Items in column (2) can be obtained by successively multiplying the 
item in the preceding row by the discount factor. We have ah'eady 
described a convenient method for obtaining the items in column (3). 
Items in columns (4), (5) I and (7) are obtained by multiplying the 
items in a previously computed column by a constant. Items in • 
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columns (6) and (8) are obtained by subtraction. The item in the 

• first row of column (10) always is zero. GiYen this Yalue, we can 
obtain a ynlue for the item in the first row of column (9). From this, 
we obtain the item in the second row of column (10). This permits 
us to obtain a yalue for the item in the second row of column (9). By 
repeating tltis process, all items in columns (10) and (9) are obtained. 
The amount of clerical work involved is not great. Successive itera
tions are continued until a sufficient range in observations for supplies 
and carryovC'rs are obtained. Thus, 5 points are computed in table 3 
for rule A' and 10 for rule B/.la 

TAllLE 3.-Corn, oats, and barley: Computations involved in obtaining rules A' 
and BI I 

Rule AI 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Row 
(i) 

a Ci'H ) i 
2i a j 

]=0 

(2) X 
PfJ 

(3) X 
-y' 

(4) -(5) (6) X 
lib 

a/b- (8)+(10) 
(7) B 

(9) i-I
29.46 2 

c=O(s) 

-
0____ O. 9501 ____ .9022 ____ .8573 ____ .8144 ____ .773 

1. 000 
1. 050 
2. 852 
3. 700 
4.523 

1. 477 
1. 402 
1. 332 
1. 264 
1. 201 

0.100 
.105 
.285 
.371 
.452 

1. 3i1 
1. 207 
1. 047 
.8H3 
.749 

13.77 
12.07 
10. '17 

8. 93 
7. ,19 

31. 23 
32. 93 
34. 53 
36.07 
37.51 

3L 23 
34. 70 
39.77 
46.38 
54.43 

0 
1. 77 
5. 24 

10.31 
16. 92 

Rule B' 

0____ .980 1. 000 1. 559 .0'10 1. 519 9.11 29. 89 20.89 0L ___ .961 ]. 080 1. 526 .079 1. 447 8. 68 30. 32 :10. 75 .432 ____ .941 2.941 1. '194. . 118 L 376 8. 25 30. 75 32.04 1. 293 ____ . !)22 3.882 1. 465 . ]55 1. 310 7. 86 31. 14 3:). 72 2.58
'L ___ .9M 4. 804 1. 'J37 .192 1. 245 7. '17 31. 53 35. 79 4.265 ____ .886 5. 708 1. 4.08 .228 1. J80 7~ OS 131. 02 3S.25 6. 336 ____ .868 O. 504 L 379 .264 1. 115 6. 08 32.:)2 41. 11 8. 797 ____ .851 7.462 1.352 .2HS 1. 054- 6.3:) 32.67 44. 32 11. (j5
8 ____ . 83't 8.313 .1.325 .333 . H02 5. 05 33.05 47. 91 14. 86 H____ .817 9. 147 1. 2H8 .366 . H32 5. 50 33.41 51. 86 18.45 

I See text for computntions invoh'ed in ench column. 
2 Based on values in the preceding row. A zero Hlways is used in this column 

for row O. 

Results from tIlesG computations am shown in figure 6, along with 
those indicated when yields nre assumed to vary in a normal wny, 
based on data for (h and 06 from. table 1. A' is roughly parallel to A, 
and B' to B, indicating that a drastic chnngG in onG's assumption 
about the variability of yields docs not change the sioPG of tllG optimal 
storage rule very much, al though the position of the curve does change. 
The render also should note that the difrerencG between A and A' 01' 

between Baud B' is much less than the difference between Gither 
.A. and B or between A' and B/, confirming thG vimv that assumptions 

• 16 For the mnthematics underlying these computations, see pages 52-54 and 
Appendix note 9. 
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FEED GRAINS~ OPTIMAL 
CARRYOVER RULES •

Based an 140 Million Plan/ed Acres 

.CORN. 0" TS AND 6AIfLEY. COItH EOUJV.A.~EHT#-

U. $. DEPACl:TuEHT OF ACRICULTU!H "EG, -'1I2-H I" AGRICULTURAL ..... RI(ETlN(O' SERVICE 

Figure 6.-An approximate method for obtaining optimal storage rules which 
requires only simple arithmetic opemt~6ns gives results that are nearly iden
tical to those obtained by the complete mathematical technique. The "true 
rules are labeled A and B and the corresponding approximate rules, A" and Bit. 
A' and B' were obtailled as an intermediate step. 

about the variability in yields have less effect on the optimal rules 
than do changes in assumptions about other conditions. 

Estimating the supply below which no grain should be stoT'ed when 
yields val'y.-This section describes a relatively simple method that 
clln be used to appro':-"-1mate the supply below which no grain (in excess 
of minimum working stocks) should be stored when yields vary in 
their n011nal way, This point is refon'ed to here by the symbol k. 
To obtain this approximation to k, it is first necessary to calculate a 
function L and a constant M. L is a function of k itself, the form of 
the {unction depending on the probability distribution of outputs. 
M is a constant, calculated from the marginal value function, average 
output, the marginal cost of storage, and the discount factor. 

We first obtain a table showing the values of L that are associated 
with specified values of k. The values of k arc taken at the lower 
class limits of the intervals for yield pet' planted acre shown in the 
tabulation on page 22. Values of L are obtained by making use of 
the data shown in the tabulation. They can best be obtained by 
starting with the largest value of k and working backward. The 
computations are shown in table 4. Numbered items in the remainder 
of this paragraph relate to the columns in that table. (1) Lower 
limit of the class intervals for yields shown in the tabulntion on • 
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page 2 starting with the last or 'largest yield. This is the value 
of k. (2) Cumulative frequency of the yields, starting with the 

• largest yield (see page 22). (3) Column (I) times column (2). 
(4) Midpoint of the class intenTal for yields (see page 22). (5) Fre
quency for that yield (see page 22). (6) Cumulative product of the 
items in column (4) times those in column (5). (7) Column (6) minus 
column (3). This is the value of L. The reader \,,111 note that 
computations for some values of k are omitted. Computations 
involved for these rows are clear from those shown in the table. 

TABLE 4.-Corn, oats, and barley: COlll7Julations involved l:n obtaining L for specified 
values of k 1 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)k :!: f (x) (I) X (2) x f ex) ~ (4) X (5) L 
(6) -(3) 

! 

34.5_________ i0.02 O. 6033.5_________ .02 
35 O. 02 O. 70 0.01 

32.5_________ .67 34 .00 .70 .03 . ]2 3. 00 33 . 10 31.5_________ 4.00 .10.22 ii.03 3230.5_________ .10 7.20 .27
.36 I 10.!lS 31 .14 ] I. 54 .5620.5_________ 
.56! l6.52 30 .20 17.54 1. 02 

I
10.5_________ 

l!l. 11 20 .02 20. OS1S.5_________ . OS I 9.07
1. 00 18.50 10 .02 20.46 10. 96 

.' 
1 See text for compututions invO!\'cd ill cuch column. 

The next step is to obtain a value for' j\:[. 'rhis is done by use of 
the following formula. The constant term and the reCTression coeffi
cient referred to are for the marginal value function shown in table 
2. The absolute (or positive) value of the regression coefficient is 
used. The discount fltctor and the marginal cost of storage are given 
in table 2, and the average production is the mean of the distribution 
of yields shown on page 22. 

M= (DiscOUll t factor) (average production) 

+(I-discount factor) (constant term) +(marginal cost of storage) 
Iregression coefficientl Iregression coefficientl 

(12) 
For rule A, use of this formula gives the following: 

M= (0.95) (29.'16) +(l.oo(g'~g? (4.50)+~~:~~~=31.24 

For rule B, 111=29.88. 

By making use of )',1, the discount factor, and un estimate of the 
slope of the optimal rule we now obtain a second set of values that 
shows a relationship between k fllld L. The value of k that we desire 

• 446979·--58----6 

http:111=29.88
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is the value of k that satisfies each of these relations. The second 
relation between k and L is obtained from the formula: 

k=M- (discount factor) (slope)L (13) 

In the computations shown in the next two paragraphs, we use an • 
approximate value of 0.6 for the slope of the storage rule. 

For rule A, formula (13) gives the following: 

k=31.24- (0.95) (O.6)L 
=31.24-0.57IJ 

By comparing this formula with the values of k and L shown in 
table 4, we see that the value of 11: that will satil'fy both equations lies 
bet\veen 31.5 and 30.5 bushels. For these values of k, L in table 4 
has a value of 0.27 and 0.56, respectively. We use these values of 
L in the fomlUla shown above and solve fOl" k. Results obtained are 
31.09 and 30.92 bushels, respectively. We now make a greatly en
larged graph with k on the vertical scale and L on the horizontal 
scale. Values for k of 31.5 and 31.09 are plotted opposite a value 
for L of 0.27; values for k of 30.5 and 30.92 are plotted opposite a 
value for L of 0.56. The points for which k equals 31.5 and 30.5 
are connected with a line, as are the points for which k equals 31.09 
and 30.92. The value for k at the intersection of the two lines is the 
desired k. For rule A, this is 31.01 bushels and for 11Ile B, 29.14 
bushels. 

A modificb-tion can be made in estimating k, namely that of using 
for the slope of the optimal rule the slope obtained under similar con
ditions when yields al'e {tsstlmed to be constant. As the function is a 
curYe, a decision has to be reached as to the point on the curve for 
which the slope is to be computed. Two points appear relevant: 
(1) The point closest to J~, and (2) the point closest to the average 
supply. The average supply can be obtained. by adding to the con
stant production the average carryover. For rule A this is 29.46+ 
0.3=29.76. A.s this point is below l~, we can compute the slope for 
only one segment of the curve, namely· that shown by the fust 2 rows 
of table 3. The ayera~ slope for this segment equals (1.77-0)/ 
(34.70-31.23)=0.51. \'v11en this slope is used in formula (I3), a 
value for k of 31.05 bushels is given, almosb the same as the true value 
of 31.04 (see table 1). 

For rule B, the average supply equals 29.46+2.7=32.16. This is 
somewhat above k. Hence, two sets of computations were made, OIle 
for which the slope was estimated. over the segment of the curve 
shown in the first 2 rows of the second section of table 3 and the other 
over the second, third, and fourth rows, as the average supply is just 
about at the midpoint of this seO'ment. The average slope in the first 
caSe was 0.50, and in the second case, 0.67. When these values were 
used in the formula, estimates for k of 29.33 and 28.86 bushels, re
spectively, were given, compared with the true value of 28.90. 

Results of estimating .k when the estimates are based on the several 
different ways of estimating the slope of the optimum rule are tabu • 

http:29.46+2.7=32.16
http:34.70-31.23)=0.51
http:0.3=29.76
http:k=31.24-(0.95
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lated in table 5. The results obtained suggest that an efficient way 


• 
to obtain this value is to use as an estimate for the slope the slope for 
the rule when yields are assumed not to vary measured at a point 
close to the average supply. By using this approach and the general 
method for obtaining the rule when yields are assumed not to vary 
described beginning on page 34, a close approJ..'1mation to the rule 
can be obtained. Mathematical techniques required to develop these 
computational methods and to show just what the various steps 
mean are described on pages 54-55 and in Appendix Note 10. 

TABLE 5.-Corn, oats, and barley: Estimates of k by specified methods, actual and 
as a difference from the true value 

Estimate of k 

Method of estimating slope of Actual value for Difference from 
optimal rule rule-- true value for 

rule--

A B A B 

Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels
Arbitrary value of 0.6__________________ 31. 01 29. 14 -0.03 O. 24 
Same 	slope as for rule when yields are 


assumed nat to vary measured at the 

point closest tok ________________________________ 

31. 05 29. 33 .01 .43
Average supply____________________ 31. 05 28. 86 .01 -.04 

Final results when yields vary.-The actual rules obtained by the 
several methods are shown in figure 6. The notation is the same as 
that given in the text, but it may be helpful to the reader to review 
briefly the methods used in obtaining them. Rules labeled A and B 
were obtained by use of the full mathematical procedure based on the 
yield distribution shown in the tabulation on page 22 and the other 
variables shown in table 2. Du,ta that relate to these rules in terms 
of bushels per acre are shown in table 1 under rules fh and 86, respec
tively. For the chart, these were converted to million tons, assuming 
that 140 million acres need to be planted to the 3 feed grains to meet 
utilization requirements when yields are at their average level. The 
supply range shown on the chart goes to a maximum somewhat above 
the maximum supply of the four feed grains on record when research 
on this study was completedP 

Rules A' and B' are based on assumptions similar to those used for 
rules A and B, respectively, except that yields in future years are 
assumed to be constant at their average level. Oomputations in
volved in obtaining these rules, in terms of bushels per planted acre, 
are shown in table 3. Rules A" and B" were obtained by using the 

17 Namely, a fHlpply of 153 million tOilS and a carryover of 31 million tons for 
the marketing year beginning October 1950. New records were set for the years 

• 
beginning in 1954, 1955, and 1956. In the last named year, supply was 174 
million tOIlS and the carryover, 43 million tOilS. 
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yalues computed for rules Ai and B', respectively, adjusted in such 
a way that the curves pass through the point on the supply axis 
equal to the value of ~ sho~ in the last row of table 5. Methods 
by which the values in table 5 were obtained are discussed on pages 
36-39. As for the other rules, conversions from bushels per acre to • 
million tons also were made. 

It is evident that, particularly for the assumptions used in connec
tion with rule B, the approximations obtained by the last approach 
are nearly identical wiGh the rules obtained by applying the complete 
mathematical technique. 

MATHEMATICAL SOLUTIONS 

Some of the symbols used in the mathematical solution have been 
introduced in earlier sections. As they were not necessarily defined in 
strict mathematical terms, it now appears desirable to repeat the defini
tions, making use of additional rigor where required. 

As indicated on page 11, the conditions which are relevant and 
which must be estimated prior to the derivation of storage rules are 
the following: (1) The discount factor O! (equal to 1/(1+1'), where I' is 
the interest rate), (2) the cost of storage, (3) the conditions of utiliza
tion (demand), and (4) the conditions of production (supply) of the 
grain. The latter three sets of conditions are conveniently handled by 
setting up the following functions: 

'"Yt(C): the cost (in dollars) of carrying over the quantity C in the 
year t; 

Ot(Y): the total value to the general public (measured in dollars) 
attributable to the utilization of the quantity Y in year t; 
and 

Ft(x): the probability distribution of output x in year t. 
As an alternative to the use of the total value function 0, we may, 

if 0 is differentiable, use the marginal value function Pt(Y), defined as 
the derivative of Ot(Y). For many purposes, use of the marginal value 
function P turns out to be more convenient and more illuminating 
than use of the total value function o. However, our initial presenta
tion of the solution is in terms of the 0 function, since the exposition 
and proofs are more straightforward in those terms. 

Problems relating to the dntermination and estimation of these 
functional relationships were discussed in earlier sections. To specify 
the criterion of optimality, first, "the gain" incurred in year t, W t, 
is defined as the total value of the grain utilized minus the cost of 
storage, that is: 

(14) 

(15) 

since the quantity utilized, Yt, equals the total supply, St, minus the 
amount carried over, Ct. 

As indicated on page 9, a "rule of storage" is a function (Ot) which 
explicitly states the dependence of Ct on C t - 1 and X t , that is: 

(4) • 
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A "storage policy" for a period of n years (t=l,. . ., n, where the 
current year is designated as 1) is defined as a set of storage rules 
(Or.... , On). . .• 

If we consistently follow a set of storage rules, tbe total gam m fl:ny 
year depends on the initial supply and Ollr storage rule. In thinking 
about a year in the future, say year t, X t is unknown, so we make use 
of its probabilit,y distribution Ft(xt ). By using these probability dis
tributions we can, for a given set of storage rules, obtain an e}....pecteel 
value for Wt, namely EWt. That is, given the probability distribu
tions of output F 2,. • ., F t, if 01,. • ., ()t are knmV'J1, we could con
ceptually, if not practically, find EWt by a (t-l)-tuple integ~ati<?n 
over F 2, • • ., Ft. Now let VI,n be the smn of expected gams 11l 

years 1,. . ., n discounted back to the year 1. If the annual di~-. 
count factor is a constant· a (0<a<1), then the discount factor apph-, 
cable in year 1 to values occurring in year t is at-I, 
so that 

For given F 2,. ., Fn, Vl.nis a function of SI and Oil' . ., On, since• 

EW't is a fUIlction of SI and 01,. • ., Oe. 

We DOW define the optimal storage policy as that set of rules el.. 
. ., On which maximizes Vl •II for any 8 1, 

The solution based on the total vahle junction.-First rem'ite equation
(15), to simplify the notation, as: 

(15.1) 

That is, the gain in any year is a function of total supply and carry
over. 

For every possible value of Sn in the nth yeoI', find Cn to maxi
mize WoCSn, On). This gives On as a function of Sn, and that function 
is On, the optimal storage rule for the nth year.IS With On thus det{'r
mined, the ma,,-imized gain in the n tb year is a function of Sn aleme 

A 

and may be designated Vo,n(Sn). 
Proceed back to the year n-1. From equation (1), 

8n=On_I+Xn (1.1) 

where Xo (from the viowpoin t of year n -1) is a random variable wi tit 
probability distribution Fn (x,,), To get the c}..l)ected value (in year 

• 

IS \\~ith the cost of storage function anel tho total value function both mono
tonically increaRing, On alway:; equ!l.ls zero, Tbi:; result is not necessary, how
ever, to what follows. In pnrticu!ar, if it is deridcd that for some 1'0:18011 stock~ 
should be at some specified lev(;l, say C,,, at the end of a Rpecified n-year period, 
thif; vulue of On may &imply be inR('rtcd into the 801ution, aBd the procedure out
lined then leads to the maximum-gain 01' lca"t-loRs program for bringing Rtock, 
to that level. For the case of stationarity, where the criterion is to maximi:-;c 
the SUIIl of discounted cxpret('d ~mins in all future year!', the situation iR differcq: 
On rnay be set at any Ilrbitrnry value (zero is usually as com'pni('ut as any), and 
the Solution, that is, the optimal stationary stornge 1'111(', i" inclrponrli'nt of, or 
comlJ!etely unaffected by, thr value so !'eti in this easc, thr valuo of n is also 
unsJX'cified: the computational iterations nrc ~il11ply continll.::d until cOllV('rgence
is achieved. 

http:equ!l.ls
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n-l) of the gain in year n (as maximized by OJ, we integrate 'Vn.n 
(Cn_1+Xn) over the probability distribution Fn(xn), leaving a function 
of 0 n- 1 alone. That is, • 

A 

EVn.n(On-I +xo) =QO-I (00 - 1) (17) 

This expression represents the expected (maximized) gain in year n 
as a function of carryover in year n -1. In year n-1, then, for every 
possible value of SO-I, we find the value of 0 0 - 1 to maximize the gain 
in year n-I plus the discounted expected gain in year n. That is, we 
maximize 

This gives On_1 as a function of Sn-I> and that function is 00- 1, the 
optimal storage rule for year n-l. With On_1 thus determined, the 
sum ofma;..imized e;""Pecteel gains in years (n-I, n) (discounted to year 

A 

n-l) is a function of SO-I alone, and may be designated Vn_l, o(SO-I)' 
Proceed back to year n-2. From equation (1), 

(1.2) 

To get the e;""Pected value (in year n-2) of the sum of the gains in yeftrs 
en-I, n) (discounted to year n-I, and ma;..imized by 00_1, On), we 

A • 

integrate VO-I, n(00-2+Xn-l) over the probability distribution Fn_1 
(xn_I), giving a function of CO_21110ne, say On-2(On-2)' In yC'ar n-2, 
then, for every possible vnIne of So-2, we fLllel the value of On-2 to 
ma;..imize the gain in year n-2 plus the discountC'd expected sum of 
gains in years (n-l, n). That is, we maximize 

(18.1 ) 

'1'1is gives 0 0- 2 as a function of 8n- 2 , find that function is 80_2, the 
optimal storage rule for year n-2. With 80- 2 thus determined, the 
sum of ma;..imized expected gains in years (n-2, n-I, n) (discounted 

A 

to year n-2) is a function of SO_2 alone, and may be designated Vo- 2,n 
(SO-2)'

The general procedure no,v can be seen for detennining the optimal 
storage rule in year t, Ot(I::::t<n), once the optimal rules in suc
ceeding years 0t+1, ... , 8 arc determined. The sum of e;""Pected0 

gains in years (t+1, ... , n) (ma;..imizcd by Ot+l, ... , 00, and 
A 

discounted to year t+l) is a known function of St+l, say Vt+I,O(St+I)' 
Since by equation (1) 

(1.3) 

where (from the viewpoint of year t) Xl+! is ll. random variable with 
the probability distribution Ft+1(xt+I), the expected value (in year t) • 
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A A 

• 
of Vt+l,n is obtained by integrating Vt+1,n(Ct+Xt+l) over that proba
bility distribution, giving a function of C t alone, say Qt(Ct). Then, 
for every possible value of St, we find the value of Ct which maximizes 
the gn,in in year t plus the cliscounted e~-pected sum of (discounted, 
max~~zed) e~-pected gains in years (t+l, ... ,n). That is, we 
ma),::mllze 

(18.2) 

This gives Ct as a function of St, and that function is Ot, the optimal 
storage rule in year t. It also gives the maximized sum of expected 
gains in years et, ... ,n) (discounted to year t) as a function of St, 
say {Tt.n(St). 

Continuing back to year 1 (the current year), we have thus deter
mUled the optimnl storage rule for each year 01, ••• , On, and also 
the maximized sum of discounted expected gains in all the years, as a 
function of SI, {'I.n(81).19 The computational operations must be 
carried out numerically, that is, by using discrete viLlues of the various 
functions corresponding to selected discrete values of their respective 
argulllen ts. The essential l'NtSOIl for this is the e~-;stence of dis
continuities caused by the restriction of C (ciLrryover) to non-negative 
vnlues. The author, at lenst, has been unable to find ally analytical 
"tricks," even under thr. most simplifying assumptions about the 
forms of the l'eleYtlnt functions, which mn.ke possible a non-numerical 
computational proceciurp. 

'Ye next consider modifications in the procedure when the conditions 
arc assumed to be stntiOllftry. By "stationarity" is meant the concli
tion that the annual discount factor a and the three functions, cost 
of storage,¥, sociol value 0, and distribution of output F, arc the same 
in evelT year; by "imiependcnce" is mean t the condition that each 
of the three functions is ullafrected by any variable other than its 
explicitly stated argument (0, Y or x respectively). 'rhe solution 
outlined n,bove asslIllles independence in the functions, but not 
statioIlarity. If tbe uldepenclencc condition does not hold, the geneml 
form of the solution is the same ns that outlined, but it becomes 
a bit more C'ompli('ll,terl, nnd the computational requirements may 
become Illurh greater. If sta,tionn.rity is ossumed, as well as inde
pendence, and if the desired Blomge policy is that set of rules which 
will mn.ximizc, in each YCill', the sum of discounted expected gains in 
ull future years, then the resulting" optimul slorage rules ure identical 
for all yenrs. ThIll is, a single (stationary) oplimnlrule eapplies in 
every year. 

19 For a Illor(' cOl1ris(', I11M(, pnrdy "yl~' bolie statement of the procedure, which 
may help to clarify both its nature and the specilic steps, sec Appendix Note 5. 
A charucteri~t.ic of the method is thltt the complItlttional operations are per
formed on the RlH'C('Rsive gain functionR themselves, the re~ulting storage rules 
falling out more or h'ss incidenttdly. A 

It should be noted that. functionR like V t+hn(C,+X,+l) are not, ill general, 
Iincar, so that, to gpt the C'x[J('('ted vnlue, it is ncccss:try to integrate the whole 
function Ovcr tlh' distribution of x, rather than simply to im'crt the expected

A A 

vuluc of x. That is, ill general, 1;;V t+t,,,(Ct+Xt+l) isnot equal to Vt+1,n(C,+ EX'+l) . • 


http:charucteri~t.ic
http:I.n(81).19
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Such a rule can be computed by the iterative procedure just out
lined, by taking the number of iterations successively larger. The 
procedure can be summarized as follows: Define an operator J • 
operating on any function cp by 

JCP(S) =Max [0 (S-O) -'Y(O) +aEcp(O+x)] (19) 
o~c~s 

where E means the mathematical expected value with respect to x, 
that is, the integral over the probability distribution F(x). Then 

VI ,11 (S) =In-! o(S) (20) 

" where VI,n is the ma:ximized sum of discounted expected gains in 
years 1 through n, S is the initial year's total supply (the subscript 1 is 
omitted ior convenience), a.nd the superscript n-1 on J indicates that 
the operation is performed n-1 successi\Te times. A.s n increases, 
\\'n(S) converges to a limit, that is, 

Lim In <5(S)={1(S) (21) 

where {1 (S) is the maximized sum of discounted expected gains in 
all fu ture years. This sum is a function of the initial year's total 
supply, S.20 

Another way to look at th(' problem is to say that we want to 
find the function (1(S) wbich satisfies tbe equation 

J (1(S) =(3(S) (22) 

The uniqueness of the solution, shown in the convergence proof, 
depends on <5 being bounded (within the range of possible values of S) 
and on the annual discount factor a being less than 1. Having 
obtained (3(S), tbe optimal stationary storage rule {) is obtained by 
observing, for each yalue of S, thnt value of C which mnximizes 

o(8-C) -'Y(O) +a E (3(O+x) (19.1) 

The solution based on the ma1"ginal~'alue function.-A.lthomdl tbe 
method suggested on page 13 for determining the tolal yalue fl~nction 
implies that it is differentir1.blc, the mcthod of solution outlined 
above. docs not require eitl1('l" difTcrcn tinhility or continuity in 
this fllliction. Howev('r, if the totul ntluc function o(Y) is difIcrcll

20 A dctnilcd diFeus~ion, and thc proof of com'('rgcllrr, is gin'n in Appendix
Xote 5. 

In computations for prnctiral npplkntion::, thr iterations firc not, ofcotlr~c, 
continued to infinity, but onlr to til(' point whcl"P cOllwrgcncc is achiC'veci. That 
is, to thc point where In ii(S)=Jn-1 0(1:;), for all relevant valu('s of S. Once 
such convergence i:; obtnincd, furthrr iterntionF1 in no way chang,~ the rrsult5. 
The numbcr of iterations requirrd dcprJlds on Lhe ronditiom; of tht' pnrlieular 
application, and nll'o on the llerurttcy of the' bnsic cIatll 01' the numbnr of significant 
digits carried in the computationI'. The I:u'gcr the number of ::ignifirallt digits 
carried, the larger the llulll ber of itcrlltiolls required to produc(> complete • 
convergence. 
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tiable, then. optimal storage rules 8 • ., 8n, or, under stationarity,
1, • 

• the optimal storacre rule 8, can be obtained using the marginal value 
function p(y), defined as the derivative of total social value, that is, 

(Y\=do(Y) (23)P -/ dY 

Each of the successive steps in the solution can be shown to be mathe
matically equivalent to the corresponding step in the procedure using 
the total value function Bey). 

As before, we start ,.,ith the last year of the n-year period. The 
following steps are involved: 

1. For year n, set the carryover equal to Ca. If the policy criterion is to 
maximize the sum of discounted eX/J{!cted gains over the n-year period, then 
Ca=O. If the criterion is to have n specified level of stocks on hand at th~ end 
of the period, and to maximize the sum of discounted expected gains during th: 
period subject to that restlaint, then set Cn equal to that specified le\·eI. 

2. lo'or year n-l, find for eaeh. possible value of 8 the value of C>O which 
satisfies 

(24) 

where E is the mathematical expectation with respect to Xn (the integral over 
the probability distribution Fu(x», a is the annual discount factor, Pa is the 
marginal value function in year n, 'Y'a-I (C) is the marginal cost of storage in 
year n-1 (the derivative of 'fa-I(C) ), and Pu-I is the marginal value function in 
year n-1. This gi ;es Cas tt function of 8, ttnd tha t fuuction is the optimal storag~ 
rule in year n-l, Oa-I(8) .. For those values of 8 where no value of C>O satisfies 
the above condition, 'u-I (8) =0. 

3. For year n-2, find for each possible value of 8 the value of C>O which 
satisfies 

(24.1) 

where E is the mathematical expectation \\;th. respect to the random variable 
Xn-h On-I is the optimal storage rule for year n-1 (determined iu the preceding 
step), and the other symbols are similar to tho~e used in equation (24). Thi'l 
gives C as a function of 8, and that function is the optimal storage rule in year 
11-2, On-2(8). For values of S where no value of C>O satisfies the condition, 
0'0-2(8)=0. 

4. In general, Cor year t (t=n-l, n-2, ... , 1), once the optimal storage 
rule Cor year t+ I, 8t+l.. i,; determined, find for each possible \'aiue of 8 th:! 
\·tduc of C>O which satisfies 

(24.2) 

where E is the mttthematical expecttttion with rc:;pect to the random variable 
Xt+h and the other ~ymb()ls are :<irnilar to tho"e definrcl in pr:'ceding steps. This 
gives C as a function of S, and thl1t function is the optimal storag~' rult' for year 
t,O,1.8). For values of 8 whp!'(' no value of (->0 sntit<fies the condition, 8t (f;) =0. 

The optimnl storage rule £01' each year of the ll-year period, 61, 

..., 6n, is thus determinecl.2l 

n Proof of the 1113.th('m:tticlll ctluival!'llcr of thi~ procedure to that usiug the 
total valui' Cunction L" ~iv!'l1 in "\ppl'llciix Xote fi. 

It I'hould be lIot~d that fUHrtiolls Iikr 

p,[C+ x,-O" C'+x,) ] 

• are not, in general, lillPIlr in x,. l'!'en if Pt is linear; :"0 that, to get the expected 

http:determinecl.2l
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In almost any conceivable practical application (certainly in all 
those we have considered), the inverse of the storage rule function 
,O(S) , that is, 0-1(0), is unique for 0>0. That is, the function O(S) 
is monotonically increasing for all values of S such that O(S» O. This 
means that each step in the procedure can be considerably simplified 
if, instead of finding for each possible value of S the value of 0>0 
which satisfies the stated condition, we fmd for each possible value of 
0>0 the value of S which satisfies the condition. The result is to 
,obtain S as a function of 0, and that function is the inverse of the 
optimal storage rule for the given year, say 6.-1(0). To obtain the 
optimal storage rule Ot(S), we simply invert Ot-I(O). 

For the case of stationarity, t.he proeeclul"e is essentially the same, 
but the iterations are continued until the resulting 0 converges. 
'That is, if O(S) is the optimal stationary storage rule, then successive 
approximations Oo(S) , 01(S) , ..., Orn(S), such that Lim Orn(S)=8(S), 

arc obtained by letting 00 (8)=0 (or imy positive constant or any 
monotol1icall.y increo,sing fUlletion) and (for m=1, 2, ...) finding 
Orn(S) to satisfy the condition 

aEp[Orn (S) +X-Om_1 (Om (S) +x) ]-"I'[Orn (S) ]-p[S-Om (S) ]==0 (25) 

for all values of S. AlternatiYely, and more simply, if 0-1(0) is 
lmique for 0>0, the condition to be satislied t'iUl he written 

aEp[O+x-Om_ 1(O+x)]-"I' (C)-P[Olll-I(C)-O]=O (20) 

for nIl values of 0>0. 
The optimal stationary rule O(S) is, them, the function 0 which 

satisfies the following equo,tion for nll Yn,lucs of S: 

aEp[O(S)+x-&(O(S)+x)]-"I'[O(S)]-p[S-O(S)]=O (25.1) 

Alternatively, if the optinutl stationn:ry rule O(S) has a unique inverse, 
0-1(0), for 0> 0, then O(S) is the function 0 which sa.tisfief.J the follow
ing equation for aJl values of 0>0. 

aEp[C+x-O(C+x)] -"I' (0)-p[O-ICO) -0]=0 (26.1) 

For some purposes, it is conyenieot to l"e\\Tite the latter equation as: 

where p-I is the inverse fUJlction of p, anel the cxpectation operator is 
written out explicitly ns theintegml o\rer the distribution F(x). 

valuc, it is necessary to intcgmte the whole function over thc diRtribution of Xt, 

rather than silllply to ill~(!rt the expected Vallltl of x,. That is, in general, 

• 


Ept[C+ Xt -Ot(C+ x,)]
is not eqllal to 

p,[C+Ext-O,(C+Ext)]. • 
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It may clarify matters to repeat, in slightly different form, the 

• 
iterative procedure for finding the solution to equation (26.1), that 
is, the optimal stationary storage rule 8(8), given the annual discount 
factor a and the (stationary) functions marginal value p, marginal 
cost of storage 'Y', and probability distribution of output F(x). The 
following steps are involved: 

1. Take Oo(S) =0, or, alternatively, an arbitrary function Oo(S) as the starting
point. 

2. Find 011 (C) by 

OII(C)=C+p-+J" p[C+X-Oo(C+X)]dF(x)_oo/(C)} (26.3) 

Inyert OII(C) to get OI(S). 

3. In general, for m=l, 2, ..., haYing found Om-dS), find O;;;I(C) by 

o;t(C) =C+p-+"L'"p[C+X-Om-ICC+X)]dF(X)-"Y'(C)} (26.4) 

Inyert 0;;;1(C) to get Om(S). 

4. Then the optimal stationary storage rule is given by 

Lim Om(S)=O(S) (2i) 

In computn tions for practical applications, the iterations are not, 
of course, continued to infinity, but only to the point where con
vergence is achieved; that is, to the point where 8m (S)=8m_ I (S), for 
all relevant values of S. Once such cOJwergence is obtained, further 
iteration.s in no way change the results. 

('omputational considerations.-The solution using the marginal 
yalue function is, of course, less genel"lll than that using the total 
value function,. since the total value fUllction must be differentiable 
so that the marginal value function exists. Furthermore, generoJiza
tion of the solutions to include the possibility of n~nindependence 
is usually easier if the total value function is used. However, for 
the case of independence, which has been assumed in 011 of the 
discussivn so far,the solution and the computations using the marginnl 
value function have several advantages over t,hose using the total 
value function. One advalltage is that, when using the marginnl 
value function, the cumulative sums of discounted e)..-pected gnins 
(that is, the '\.n functions) need not be computed at each step. Thus, 
computing labor is so;ved in each iteration, and further, the number 
of required iterations is less (in the case of stationarity), since the 
storage rule functions (the 8's) tend to converge more rapidly than 
do the corresponding \T1.n functions. Additional characteristics of 
the solution and computations using the marginal value function 
are discussed in the remaining pages of this section. 

The integration!;' OveI· F(x) at eacb step, that is, the computations 
of the e)..l)ectcd valucs E, still are cill"ried out numericnlly, but values 
of the functions p, 8 and 8-1 can cOIlYeniently be found graphically. 
For the kinds of applications discussed begilllling Oll pnge 21, a given 
number of it('ratioJ\s can be carried out in about one-fourth the 

• number of computing man-hours required when using the total value 
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function, and with somewhat greater precision. This results because, 
when using the marginal value function method, interpolations can 
be made which cannot be used with the total value function method. 
For the applications which have been made, the number of iterations • 
required to achieve convergence in (J, within the limits of accuracy 
of the -combined numerical-graphical procedure, varied from 7 to 15. 

In cases where the number of required iterations is large, labor 
can be saved by a trial-and-error method as follows: We first define 
an operator 1r by 

1r(J(0) =aEp[O+x-(J(O+x)]- p[(J-l (0) -0] (28) 

Then the optimal storage rule O(S) is that function (J which satisfies 
the equation 

11"6(0)="1'(0) (29) 

Different (J's are tried, and the corresponding 1r6(0) functions com
puted, until a sufficiently close approximation to "1' (0) is obtained. 
After some practice, good approximations frequently can be obtained 
with relatively few trials. Once a fairly close approximation has been 
obtained, the corresponding 6 can be labeled 60, and then the iterative 
procedure applied until complete convergence is attained, if desired. 

Since numerical convergence, within the limits of computational 
accumcy, is not equivalent to mathematical conycrgence, it is desir
able to be able to show the existence of an "upper bound" to the 
optimlll stationary storage rule 0, that is, a function On (say) such that 
6n(S) ~O(S) for every S. This can be readily done, using the marginal 
value function method. All that is required is to find a function 6n 
such that 1I"6n(0)<'Y'(0) for every 0; it follows that (In(S)~O(S) for 
every S.22 

SPECIAL MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF INTEREST 
TO THE ECONOMIC ANALYST 

Relations between free-market and optimal governmental storage.
From equation (26.1) on page 46, the following interesting equivalenc(' 
relation can be shown: The amoun ts whicb would be stored under 
an optimal governm('ntal storage program, that is, a pl·ogram that 
maximizes the sum of discounted expected net gains to tbe general 
public, are exactly the same as the amounts which would be storeel 
in the aggregate by private firms in a free market, if the following 
condi tions are satisfied: 

22 This result is intuitiyely acceptable: uniformly lower storage costs imply 
uniformly higher optimal storage rules. The truth of this proposition also 
can be seen by setting on equal to 00 in the iteratiye procedure, and observing the 
relation between this 00 and the resulting 01• Thus: 

aEp[C+x-Oo(C+x)]-".Oo(C) _p[OOI(C) - C]=O 
and 

aEp[C+x-Oo(C+x)]-'Y' (C) - p[oi1(C) -C]=O 

8ince 'Y'(C)<".Oo(C), it follows that p[Oi1(C)-Cl<p[Ool(C)-Cl, that is, since 
p is monotonically decreasing, 8i1(C»OOI(C), so that, 81(8)::;00(8). • 
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1. The market is perfectly competitive, and all storing is done by firms seeking 
to maximize discounted expected profit; 

• 
2. The marginal value function p(Y) is the same as the market price function; 
3. The market discount factor is the same as the Goyernment's discount factor;and 
4. -y' (0) is the price at which the amount C of storage space can be rented, 

that is, the "supply schedule" of storage space, minus the "marginal convenience 
benefit" of the amount C of stocks on hand. 

Under these conditions, if 8(S) is .interpreted to mean the aggregate 
amount stored by private firms, the first term in equation (26.1) is, 
for any given year, the discotm ted e~..pected price in tbe following year, 
tbe third term is tbe price in the given year, and tbe middle term is 
the per-unit marginal cost of storage. Only if 8(S)=B(S), that is, 
only if the priYato firms' aggregate storage actiYity is such as to 
satisfy equation (26.1), is the market in equilibrium. If 8(S)<B(S) 
for some S, expected marginal returns are greater than marginal costs, 
and some firms tend to increase thC'ir n,mounts stored or to enter the 
storing business i conversely if 8(S) >0(8) for some S. 

Relations between the conditions and the optimal storage rule.-Use of 
equation (26.1) also shows more clearly and simply than can otherwise 
be done the relationships between the conditions of the problem, that 
is, the discount factor a and the functions marginal value p, marginal 
cost of storage -y/, and distribution of output F, and the solution to 
the problem, the optimal stationary storage rule B. It can be shown 
fairly eilsily that certain kinds of chn.nges in some of the conditions 
are equivalent, in their effects on tbe resulting optimal storage rule, to 
specified changes in other conditions. Equivalence relations of this 
kind, which are useful both for substanliye and computational 
purposes, are illustrated in the follo\,,-ing paragraphs. 

For given a and F, a cbange in p(Y) by a constant factor l' is equiv
alel1t in its effects on 8 to a change ill ~r'(0) by tbe constant factor Ill'. 
From another viewpoint, n, gt'ncral price inflation or deflation which 
does not; change the ratio of p(Y) to -y' (0) for any Y or 0, and also 
does not change the interest rate or at has 110 effect on the optimal 
stomge rule e. Similarly. a change in p(Y) by the addition of a 
constant k is ('quh-alent in its efft'cls on iJ to adding the constant 
(l-a)k to -y/(C). Also, for ginn a and F, if p*(Y)=rp(y)+k and 
-y'*(C)= (l/rh'(C)+ (l/r)(l-a)k, then tbe same ewhich is optimal 
under p*, -y' is optimal ullcler P, -y'*; that is, a cbange of p to p* is 
equivalen t in its efl'ects on iJ to a change in -y' to -y' *.23 

GSillg the results of the last parngraph, it follows that if 

p*(Y)=r[p(Y)-Po]+Po=rp(Y) +(l-r)Po (30) 

th(ln a change ill p to p* is equinLleut in its effects on {] to a change in 
-y'(C) to -y'*(C), where 

-y' *(C)= (l/r}-y' (C)+ (l/r)(l-a)(l-r)Po (31) 

XI ProofS of these statement.., are given in Appendix Note 7 . 

• 
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The flexibility of the marginal value function is defined by 

E(Y)=-[dp(Y)/dY}[Y/p(Y)} (32) 

That is, flexibility is the absolute value of the elasticity of marginal • 
value with respect to quantity utilized. Let Eo be the value of the 
flexibility function at the point Y where p(Y)=Po. Then changing 
p(Y) to p*(Y), as defined by equation (30), implies changing Eo to 
Eo*=rEO. Thus a change in the flexibility EO by a factor r, where the 
change is accomplished by changing p as defined above, 1s equivalent 
in its effects on iJ to changing "I' to 

"1'*= (l/r)-y'+(l/r)(l-a)(l-r)Po (33) 

For a numerical illustration of the last result, suppose Eo=2.00 
and we wish to make Eo*=2.50 by making 

p*(Y) = 1.25[p(Y) - Po}+Po (30.1) 

where Po=p(Ex), that is, tbe valUe of the marginal value function at 
Y = the mean value of output x. Suppose also that Po=$1.50 per 
bushel, "1'(0)=$0.10 per bushel (constant marginal cost of storage), 
and a=0.95 (equivalent to an interest rate of about 5 percent per 
annum). A simple computation shows that changing p to p*(and there
by changing Eo=2.00 to Eo*=2.50) is equivalent in its effects on iJ to 
changing the marginal cost of storage from "I' (0)=$0.10 per bushel 
to "1'*(0)=$0.065 per busheF4 

We next consider what can be said about the effects on the optimal 
storage rule of changing the variance of the probability distribution 
of output F(x). To be spccific, let F(x) be changed to G(x) by the 
relation 

g[r(x- ,u)]= (l/l')f(x-,u) 1.34) 

where f is the probability density function of the distribution F, 
transposed for convenience to take the origin at ,u, the mean of X; 
g is the probf;,bility densit.y function of the distribution G; and r is a 
constant factor greater than zero. G thcn has the same general form 
and the same mean as F, but standard dcviation lTO=rlTF. The prob
lem is, for given "(', a and p, to find a relation between the storage 
rule 00 which is optimal under G and one which is optimal under F. 
The solution is to first finel the rule 0* which is optimal under F J ,,('J 

a, and p*, where p* is defined by 

p*{Y-IL)=p[r(Y-IL)] (35) 

For linear p, tlus is equivalent to making 

p*(Y)=r[p(Y)-P(IL))+P(IL) (36) 

Then the optimal rule under "I', a, G and p is 25 

00 (8- IL)=1'O*[ (1/l") (S-,u)] (37) 

24 If p(Y) has constant flexibility, p*(y) as defined here docs not .have. cOllBtant 
flcxibiliLy, but if pCl') is linenr, p*(Y) also is linear. 

25 See Appendix Note 8. • 

http:0)=$0.10
http:Eo*=2.50
http:1'(0)=$0.10
http:Po=$1.50
http:Eo*=2.50
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:Methods that allow for random fl~lct~Lations in demand.-An im
pOl·taut feature of the method that uses the marginal value fUllction 

• 
is that random fluctuations in the conditions of demand, as well as of 
supply, can readily be incorporated into the solution. The simplest 
case is one where the marginal value function p(Y) in each year 
(including the current year) is subject to the same probability dis
tribution. One then could define R(Y)=Epp(Y), where Epp(Y) is 
the integral of p(Y) over the probability distribution of p. Then 0 is 
obtained as before, substituting R eyery"ihere for p. However, it 
usually is more realistic to suppose that iJ1"~ormation about demand, 
or about the marginnl vllJue function, in the current year is better or 
more exact thuD the corresponding information for future years; that 
is, to treat information about demand in the same way as information 
about supply. If the current year's marginal value function is Imown 
and future years' marginal value functions are subject to known 
probability distributions, then an c)..-plicit solution would in general 
involve an itcratiyc procedure similar to those alr('ady outlin('d, except 
that each st('p lWjuircs integration over the probability distribution 
of p as well as ov('r F(x). 

By making a c('rtain not unreasonable assumption about the way 
in which 01(\ l"iLndom fluctuations in marginal value occur, the solution 
can be considcmbly simplified. The assumption is that the marginal 
value functioJl in yeal· t is given by Pt(Yt+u t), where Yt is quantity 
utilized, the value of U t for the cUtTrnt year is known (designated U,), 
and U t in eacb future yNLI" t is a mndoIll variable subject to some 
known or asslll11('(1 probability distribution. If the function p is 
thought of as ploUed on a gmpb with Y on the horizontal axis, the 
assumption is that the random fluctuations or shiEls in the curve occur 
horir.ontnily. This is a1lalogous to assuming, for a demalld schedule, 
thf'_t at a given priec the quantity demllJl<ied is a random variable 
subject to a probnbility distribution, fLnd that thl' probability dis
tributions COIT(\Sponcling to di{)'ercnt prices have different means 
but arc otiwI"wise i<i{'nlical. 

\Vith randomly fluetuating marginal value' functions of the kind 
just cle'scribe'd, th(' solut.ion fOl" the' optimnl stomge rules 0 is obtnined 
as follows.~6 The storngp ru}(\ 0 beconlPs a function not of S alone, but 
of S+G, that is, C=O(S+ D) llJld O-l(C)=S+ U. From equation 
(26.1), the optimal storage rule 0 is the function 0 which satisfies the 
equation 

a Ex,up[C+x+u-O(C+x+u)]-,),'(C)_p[O-l(C)-C]=O (38) 

where E x•u means the integral OV01· the' probability distributions of x 
and u. .A. new rnndom variable z=x+u can be defined, and its 
distribution dclermilled from the distributions of x and 11. 'l'hen the 
equation to be saLisfied by 0 CitU be wri tl(,Jl 

(38.1 ) 

26 For simplieiLy, the dh;Cllf'sion is for the rase of stationarity, so thc timc 
subscripts arc. dropped; the modificalion::; required for nOll-stationary should be 

• 
clear to the rc.nder . 
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8is computed by the procedure outlined earlier, keeping in mind that. 
the resulting optimal storage rule is a function of S+U rather than S 
alone.. Thus, if in the current year U =0, the only change in 8 for 
the current year caused by the introduction of demand variability in • 
future years is that due to the greater variability of z over that of x. 
If p[S-O(S)], plotted against S, is concave upward, as it will be in 
most practical applications, the change in fJ caused by introducing 
random variability in demand is upwards. That is, an optimal storage 
policy under conditions of random fluctuations in future demand calls 
for higher levels of storage than an optimal policy under conditions of 
fixed future demand schedules, other things being equal. 

Some computational aids.-We next present mathematical proofs 
for the methods of obtaining approximn.te rules given in a preceding 
section and certain other devices by which the task of computing 
optimal storage rules under specified conditions, using the marginal 
value function, can be somewhat lightened. Some of the relation
shins discussed also are of interest in themselves. Most of the dis
cussion is, for simplicity, in terms of finding the optimal storage rule 
for the case of stationarity and with no random fluctuations in 
marginal value or demand, but some of the ideas also can be applied, 
,,'iLh suitable modification, to the cases of non-stationarity and random 
fluctuations in demand. 

If the marginal value function p(Y) is linear, say p(Y) =q-pY, 
where q and p are constants, then equation (26.1) (see p. 46) reduces 
to: 

0-1(0)=-y' (O)/p+ (l-a)q/p+a~+ (1 +a)O-aEO(O+x) (39) 

where ~ is Ex, the mean of the probability difltribution of x. If the 
marginal cost of storage -y'(0) is constant, designatfJd "t', equation 
(39) can be written 

(40) 

where K1 is a constant, -y'/p+(l-a)q/p+alli k is the value of S (to 
be determined, along with the rest of the storage rule) such that for 
S~k, O(S)=O; f(x) is the probability density of X; and Eo(O+x) is 
written as the integral to emphasize that the integration is not taken 
over the full range of F(x). 

Equations (39) or (40) indicate that, even if the marginal value 
function p(Y) and the marginal cost of storage function "t' (0) are 
linear, the optimal storage rule O(S) cannot be linear, even over the 
range S>k. The solution fJ is obtained by iteration as before, but the 
computations become somewhat simpler, since no computation of 
values of the function p (graphical or otherwise) are required. At each 
step, having obtained values of the function 0;1(0), values of Om(S) 
in most applications can be obtained numerically by linear interpola
tion. Even though 0(8) is not linear, in most applications it is suffi
ciently close to being linear so that linear interpolations over narrow 
ranges give adequate accuracy. 

• 

http:approximn.te
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Equation (40) indicates that, for given a and F, any changes in 

• 
p and -y' which leave the constant K 2='//p+ (l-a)q/p unchanged 
also leave the optimal storage rule 0unchanged. For all p's which pass 
through the point (Po, Yo), q/p=Po/p+ Yo, so that any changes in -y' 
and p which leaye the constant Ka=I" /P+ (l-a)Po/p unchanged also 
leave 0 unchanged. But a change in p by a factor I' is equivalent to 
changing EO (the fle) ...ibility at the point Po, yo) by the same factor r. 
80 equivalence relations between changes in Eo and changes in I'r 
can be obtained directly for the linear-p case, and they are, of course, 
the same as those obtained on p. 49 for the more general case. 

As pointed out OIl p. 33, in many applications which have been 
carried out to elatc, the optimal storage rule 0(8), when computed for a. 
given set of conditions and plotted on a graph with 8 on the horizontal 
axis, is a curve approximl1tely "parallel" to aoellying to the left of, an 
optimal storage rule, say {10 (8), wbich is computed using the same set of 
conditions except that output. variability in future years is assumed to 
be zero and output in each year is taken equal to the expected value 
or Ex. That is, 0(8) "",00(8+d), where d is some constant. 

The computation required to obtain the optimal rule 0°(8) under 
the assumption of zero variability in future outputs is a relatively 
simple one. The optimal rule, 0=0°(8), may be graphed in a series of 
monotonically increasing connected line segments, as in figure 7. 

ESTIMATION Of OPTIMAL STORAGE RULE 
BY USE OF LINE SEGMENTS 

CARRYOVER (BU.)-C 

C2 

Cl 
Co+-------~----~----~------~----------~ o 50 51 52 53 

TOTAL SUPPLY (BU.)-S 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ,AGRICULTURE NEG • .c.tO"-57 (81 AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERViCE 

FIGURE 7.-Coordinates for the connecting points of the line segments in this 

• 
chart are obtained by formulas (41) to (44-). The monotonically increasing 
segments suggest the general shape of the optimal storage rule under the COll
ditions specified. 
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If p(Y) is linear)~he segments of OO(S) are also linear; if p(Y) 'is not 
linear, the segments are not linear, but may be adequately approxi
mated for most practical purposes by linear segments. Hence all that • 
if;? required to determine the ruleOO(S) is to determine the connecting 
points of the segments, which are designated in the chart as (St, OJ) 
(i=O, 1,2, ... ). The subscripts i on Sand 0 do not here represent 
years, of course, but simply the different points along the rule O=IJO(S). 
Let h be the harvest in each future year; if the rule is being calculated 
for purposes of approximating the optimal rule with variable yields, 
h=Il=Ex. As before, p(Y) is the marginal value function, a is the 
discount factor, and "/' is the marginal cost of storage (here assumed 
constant). ~ 

We define a linear operator D operating on a variable Z by 
DZ=aZ-,,/', Then the optimal rule OO(S), for the case of constant 
harvest in future years, is determined by obtaining the segment con
necting points (St, 0 1) as follows, where Mh is the value of the marginal 
social value function at Y=h, that is, M h= p(h): 

So= p-l(D1!fh) (41) 

SI=SI_l-h+p-I(DIHMh) (i=l, 2, ••••) (42) 

0 0=0 (43) 

OI=SI_I-h (44) 

=SI-p-I(DI+IMh) (44.1) 

=OI_l-h+p-l(DIMh ) (i=l, 2, ....) (44.2) 

where the superscript (-1) on p indicates the inverse of the function, 
and the superscript (i+1) on D indicates that the operation is to be 
performed i-j-l times. The three e~1Jressions for 0 1 are equivalent; 
all are given to indicate the inter-relationships involved and to give 
the computer a choice. So is the S-axis intercept of OO(S). The mean
ing of the D operations may be clarified by noting that: 

For i=l, 
(45) 


For i=2, 

(45.1) 

In general, 

(45.2) 

Proofs of these results nre given in Appendix note 9. A numerical 
illustration was given on pp. 34-36, 

We next consider the problem of determining an approximate value 
of k, the S-axis intercept of the optimal storage rule O(S) for the case 
of uncertainty in futlU'e outputs, that is, when the harvest x in any 
future year is a random variable subject to an estimnted probability 
distribution. The exact value of k is, of course, obtained from the 
iterative computation procedure along with the rest of the storag., e 
rule. The appro:.\'imation considered here is for the purpose of ob
taining an approximate rule, by the method given starting at the bot • 
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tom of page 33. The appro:A-unate value, say ka, is obtained by solving 
the following equation for k: 

k=M-aO~L(k) 

where the symbols are defined as follows: 
:M is a COHstan t that equals 

p.- (I-a) p(p.) / p' (p.) -'Y'/ p' (p.) (12.1) 

where p. is the mean of the probability distribution of x, p(p.) is the 
value of p(Y) at Y = p., p' (p.) is the value of the slope of p(Y) at Y = p., 
and a and 'y' are the annual discount factor and the marginal cost of 
storage respectively, as before. 

0; is an advance estimate or approximatioll of the average slope of 
the optimal storage rule O(S). '1'his approximation can be obtained 
from the slope of OO(S) when the conditions other than yield vari
ability are the same as those of tho rule now being approximated 
(see p. 38). 

L(k) is the function defined by L(k)=La> (x-k)dF(x). The 

values of this function for different values of k in most applications 
must be computed llumerically. ThOll the value of k which comes 
close to satisfyillf Lhe equation k=M-aO~L(k) can be obtained by 
linear interpolation, giving the desired approximate value k n • The 
function L(k) depends only on the probability distribution F(x), and 
once obtained for a particular F can be used for different sets of 
assumptions about the other conditions. Derivations of these results 
are given in Appendix note 10. A numerical illustration was given 
on pages 36-39. 

Expected 1'eturns to storagc.-The "e:A-pected returns to storage" 
obta.lned by following an optimal storage policy for an n-year period 
may be defined as the difference between the sum of discounted 
eA-pected gains when the optimal policy is followed and the sum of 
discounted expected gaills wil('n the carryover in every year is zero. 
If the storage rule is computed using the total value function, this 
difference can be obLained directly from the result" of such computa
tions, because of the fact that the maximized sum of discounted ex
pected gains is computed at each step. Thus, for the case of non
stationarity, the e:-'l)Ccted retul'llS to stontge for the n-year period 
may be written as a function of the initial year's total supply as follows: 

(46) 

A 

where VI,n(S\) is the (ma,ximizccl) sum of discounted expected gains 
under the optimal stomge policy and the other two terms are the sum 
of discounted expected gains when the carryover in ever:y year is zero. 

For the case of stationarit.y, the corresponding e:A1)l'ession for n 
years, dropping the subscript 1 on 8\ is: 

• Rn(S)=JD-IO(S)-O(S)-(±at-1) rooo(x)dF(x) (47) 
t=2 Jo 
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and for all future years is: 

R.,(S)=Lim R n (S)=,8(S)-o(S)-[a/(l-a)] C"ii(x)dF(x) (47.0' •-., Jo 
In each case the eJl.-pected returns are a function of the initial year's. 

total supply S. Calculation of such expected returns functions gives. 
one a measure of the economic importance of a stomge policy. Ex
pected gains and losses under alternative (non-optimal but non-zero) 
storage rules also may be computed. These aid in determining the 
economic costs of adopting such non-optimal policies instead of 3.11 
optimal policy. 

Oalculation of the eA-pected returns to storage is not quite' so
straightforward if the optimal storage rules have been computpd 
using the marginal value function. However, for the case of stn
tionarity, the problem still can be solved failiy simply. The questioH 
is, having found the optimal stationary storage rule ~ using the p_. 
function, instead of finding the maximized sum of discounted expected 
gains fj(S) directly using the o-function, is it now possible to find 
(3(S) from O(S)? The anSWel' is yes, as follows: We know from the 
proof of the equivalence of the two methods of solution in Appendix 
note 6 that 

dfj(S)/dS=p[S-O(l)] (48) 

Therefore, 

fj(S) = l"p[z-O(z)]dz+K (49} 

where the first term to the right of the equality sign is a function of 
S (call it XeS)~ which can be determined from 0, and K is 11 constant. 
The value of K is found as follows: From equation (22), J,8(S)={3(S), 
that is, 

o[S-O(S)]-'Y[O(S)]+aSo"fj[O(S)+x]dF(x)=fj(S) (50) 

Substituting (3(S) =X(S) + K in this equation gives 

(l-a)K=o[S-O(S)]-'Y[O(S)]+aJ:"X[O(S)+x]dF(x)-X(S) (50.1) 

It can be verified easily that the expression on the right of the equality 
sign is a constant. Some results of calculating expected returns to 
storage for specific storage rules arc given in Appendix note 2. 

The equ;ilibrium level of storage.-The "equilibrium level" of carry
ove.~· is defined in the following way. Under stationsI'it}" if the same 
stor.age rule 8(S) is applied every year, whether 8 is optimal or not, 
and if 8 fulfills the following conditions: (1) 8(S)<S for all S, (2) 8 is 
continuous and 0=:;d8(S)/dS<l, and (3) 8(xmll,,»O, where Xmax is tho 

• 
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·greatest possible valuo of x, then tho following statements can be 
'shown to be true (see Appendi.-.;: note 11): 

• 1. There exists a value 0*>0, such thatfo'" o(C*+x)dF(x) =C*; that is, if the 

·carryover in year t, Ct, equals C*, the expected carryover in year t+ 1, ECt+1 also 
,equals C*. 

2. C* is unique. 
3. For any Ot not equal to C*, ECt+! is between Ct and C*. 

The value of 0* can be found readily, fOT a given (J, by trial fl11d error. 
Its chief uses are 

1. To enable the economic analyst to make quick comparisons among 
the effects on Itlwerage" carryover levels of different assumptions 
about the conditions a, "I, F and p (or 0) and the resulting storage 
rules. Thus, instead of comparing two rules in entirety by usc of a 
gl'll-ph or a table of values, one can compare the two resulting equili
brium levels. This does not, of course, give a complete picture of the 
,('ffective differences in the two rules. 

2. '1'0 enable the analyst to make rough comparisons between 
"twemge" carryover levels that result under optimal storage niles 
sn,tisfyillg Lhe critel'(IL specified in this handbook and can-yover levels 
rp('ommencled by- other writers or to satisfy other criteria. 

METHODS THAT ALLOW FOR CONTINGENCIES 

Optimal ('IU"I-yOyer rules call be computed in various ways for a 
pC'riocl in whie-h tilt' nation faors the possibility of the future occur
],('lI('P of war or olilPT distLstpl' with similar consequences if the proba
hility of sllell iUl oc("uJ'l'encp ('all bp C'stimated and the efl'ects of such 
nil ()('('UITt'Il(,(' Oil tiLl' l'l'ip\'llllt conditions (d0mand, storage cost, i11
I('r!'s! ratC', and output) tllso elm 1)(' ('stimaLed. 

For p;mmpil', if (I) (hI' probabilit)T of tbe na.tion's being at war in 
nn~- fllt1ll"e y('nr i;; (3, so that the probability of peace is 1-{3; (2) the 
Illlll'gimti "idll(~ ftlJlC'lioll ll11dpr war conditions, Pw, is relatcd to 
thnt for ll('fi('P, p, by Pw(Y +F)=p(Y) where U is 11 knowJl eonstnnt; 
nnd r:~) the otbcr conditions (-y, a, and F) arc unaffected by war, then 
tll(' method otltlin:~d 011 page 51 for the case involving this particular 
kind of mndolll ,-ari!ttioll in p ean be used. 

A '<;u(J(Jcslcd appro(/ch.-It seems unrealistic to assume that the 
probnbiliLy Llwl u statr of wn.r exists is independent from 011e year to 
t11(' Jl!'Xt. An assumption that 111ny conform better with pxperiC'JlcC' 
is to say that thC' probabilit.Y of 11 Wfir starting ill any future year is {3. 
\Ye then call cOll1pull' optimal ('fI,rryovcr rules for' the ycal~s of peacc 
(thn.l is, for LIt(' period of ddell!'c preparn,tioll) if we know or can assume 
tilt, ('tlITYO\-CI' rule for tIl(' first yen.r of war (Ow, say), 

0". ('ould be assuJ1lrd dircell.r or, pp1'11n.ps better, computed on the 
busis of assumptions about til(' (':>'l)ect('(l duration of the WitI' and the 
('hnng('s eauspd by til(' \\'Ilr in a, "I, p n,nd F. For example, if the war 
is t'xpN:trd to eOlltiJl1w inddiJlitely and to cause no changes in a, "I' 
lind Ii' but to cause c\P111l1Jld to increase by the amount U for allY 
price, thell from equation (26. I) lilt' optimal (Jw must satisfy 

aEpw[C +x-(Jw(O+x)]-I" (C') - Pw[O;' (0) -C]=O (26.5) 

• ,,'h('1"(' p".(Y)=p(Y-C'). 

http:pp1'11n.ps
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Having found or assumed Ow, we can find the optimal storage- rule 
Od for the years of war-preparedness, that is, the rule- which will 
maximize the sum of discounted e:\.-pected gains during thos.e years, • 
by finding that Od which satisfies 

a/iEpw[C+x-Ow(C+x)]+a(l-{3)Ep[C+x-Od (C+x)]

/,'(C)-P[OdICC)-C)=O (51) 

The first term is a determinable function of C, so the method of solv
ing for Od is essentially the same as that outlined in pp. 44-47 and 
used in the applications to feed grains. 

Once the optimal war-preparatory Od is determined, the corre
sponding equilibrium level C~ (say) and the rquilibrium level 
C* that results under the optimal rule ·with a probability of war 
equal to zero can be found. Then, if one likes, the difference between 
C~ and C* can be considered as a "war reserve." Howeyer, it should 
be emphasized that this is not a SeptLmte stock. The primary effect 
of introducing the war contingency is a change in the storage Tule 
itself; the change in equilibrium level of carTyover is simply a con
comitant effect. 

An application.-Computations of explicit waT-preparatory Tilles 
for sets of conditions corresponding to those used for the rules given 
in table 1 hll.ve not been carried out. However, an idea of the effect 
of allowing for war con tingencies on storage policy, under such con
ditions, can be obtained as follows: 

Assume that: 
(1) The probability of a war starting in any future year is /i=0.2; 
(2) During the war, the quantity demanded at any given price is 

4.5 bushels per acre greater than in peacetime, that is, Pw(Y)=
p(Y-4.5); 

(3) In peacetime p is the same as for 01 in table 1, that is, p(Y)= 
4.50-0.1O(Y), and in both peace and war, a, /,' and F are the same 
as for OI(a=0.95, /,'=0.10, cr=3.03). 

Then Pw(Y) =p(Y) +0.45, so (utilizing the results on page 49) if the 
war is assumed to go 011 forever, Ow under Pw, /,' is equivalent to the () 
that is optimal under p, /,'*, where /"*=0.1225. This implies that 
Ow is slightly lower than 01, so we get a higher war-preparatory rille Od 
than is actually optimal by taking OW=OI. If the war is not assumed 
to go on forever, Ow would be still lower. 

Fl'Om equation (51), under the conditions stipulated, 

EPw[C+x-Ow(C+x)]=Ep[C+x-OI(C+x))+pU (52) 

=q-pC-pJ.l+P fa> OI(C+x)dF(x)+pU (52.1)J"t-O 
where kl is the value of 8 below which '1(8)=0, and U=4.5. Also, 

http:OI(a=0.95
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so equation (51) becomes 

appU+a{1p fa> Ol(C+x)dF(x)-a,Bp fa> od(C+x)dF(x)+
• J~-o J~-c 

aEp[C+x-OdCC+X)]-I" (C) - p[O.1\C) -C]=o (M) 

Finally, following the form of equation (39) (page 52), we obtain 

B.1I(C) =1" /p+ (l-a)q/p+ajl-a{1U+ (1+a)C

a{1 fa> OI(C+x)dF(x)-a(l-mj,a> Od(C+x)dF(x) (55) 
Jkl-C kd-C 

Since Ol<Od, we again get a.Od which is higher than it should be by 
substituting Od for 01• This gives us 

0;1(C) =1" /p+ (l-a)q/p+ajl-a{1U+ (1 +a)C-aL:_cOd(C+x)d1!'(x) 

(56) 

Equation (56) is similar to equations (39) and (40) (page 52) for 
0 except that instead of K I=31.24 (KI is defined on page 52), 1, we 
have K 1-a{1U=31.24-0.86=30.38. Comparing this value with 
the values of K\ corresponding to the conditions of Oi' 03 and OE of 
30.89, 30.64, and 30.54, respectively (see table 1), we find that our 
"conservative" Bd is somewhat higher than 05, but not as high as B4• 

If we take 85 as an approximate Bd, the "war reserve" is 56 million 
bushels [(0.7-0.3)X140 million]. If 04 is used as a doubly conserva
ti,re approximation to B the war reserve is 154 million bushels. d , 

SOLUTIONS THAT ALLOW FOR LAG EFFECTS IN THE 
CONDITIONS 

On page 15, methods Ill'e discussed by which the effect of a change in 
one year's supply of grain on the following year's livestock inventory 
can be allowed for, at least approximately, by an appropriate adjust
ment in the marginal value function. However, certain other kinds 
of lag effects may be more difficult to handle. If such effects can 
be quantified, the total value function for a given year t can be written 
I1S a function of both the quantity utilized in year t and the quantity 
utilized in the preceding year, 1,-1, that is, Ot=Ot(Yt, Y t -\). The 
optimal storage rule for a gi,ren year t then becomes a function of both 
totnl supply S in that year and the quantity utilized in the preceding 
year, Bt(St, Y t - l ), or, in the case of stationarity, 8(8, Y- 1), where 
Y-1 is the quantity utiJjzed in the year preceding the application of 
the rule. 'rhe solution may be written out explicitly for the case of 
stationarity as follows: 

• 
(57) 

http:1-a{1U=31.24-0.86=30.38
http:KI=31.24
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and 8n (S, Y_1)=the value of 0 that achieves the maximization. 

and 80 _ 1CS, Y_,)=the value of 0 that achieves the maximization. 

We continue untidT

2,ncs, Y-1) is obtained; then 


(5i.2) 

and 9ICS, Y_1)=the value of 0 that achieves the maximization. For 
the last step, Y_I= Yo, the quantity consumed in the year preceding
the initial year of the program. 

The solution can be summarized more concisely by defining the 
olJerntor J as 

(58) 

(57.3) 

Oomputations required are, of course, considerably more voluminous 
than in cascs employing functions of one argument. The modiiications 
rcq lIired in the ou tline to allow for nOll-stationarity should be clear. 
Solutions that allow for lags in the other fUlletions, that is,in the cost 
of storage and the distributions of output, can be obtained in an 
analogous way. 27 

OPTIMAL MUL TIREGIONAL STORAGE RULES 

MATHEMATICAL SOLUTIONS 

Suppose we ha,,'c m J'egions for which the following arc known: 
(1) Total value functions: (h(Yl ), ..., om(Ym) 

(2) Oost of stomge functions: 1'1(01), .•.,I'm(em) 
(3) Cost of transport funetions:TIJCQIJ), i,j=l, ..., m 
(4) Probability distribution of outputs: F(xl) ..., x )m

The subscripts refer to regions, not years. The solution is written 
only for the case of stationarity, so the year lIeednot be indicated 
explicitly. Thus, oleYl) is the total value of quantity YI commmed 
in region i in a. given year; 1'/(0/) is the stomge cost of eaJ'l'ying over 
the quantity 0 1 in region i in a given year; and XI is the quantity 
produced in region i in a given year. QlJ is the amount transported 
from region i to region j, and TIJ(QIJ) is the cost of thut transport. 

27 A solution thnt incorporllt('s firilt-ord('r serial dependence in the distributions 
of yif'lds, llpplied to compute optimal storage ruleR for wheat, is given in an 
unpublished manuscript by n. L. GustllfSOlt entitled "The Storngeof Grains to 
Offset Fluctuations. ill Yields." 

• 
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Based on the total '/Ja),ue f1Lnction.-Thc totul gDill in a given yen.r, 

• 

for the nation as a whole, is defin ed as: 


(59) 

Thus the individual regional gnins are n.ssumcd to be additive to get 
the gain for the entire economy. The problem is, given the init.jnJ 
supplies St, ..., 8m, to find the storage rules 01, ••• , 001 which 
maximize the sum of discounted expecled gains over some n-year 
period, or, in the limit, over nll full! re years. 

m 
Let ZI=SI-O" so that YI=ZI-QI, where QI=~ QlJ is the 

i=l 
total amount transported out of region i. Let Q be the vector 
(QJ, ..., QnJ. \Ye define the fUllction A as follows: 

A(ZI, ..., Zm)=Max[~ol(ZJ-Qu - ~TO(QJJ)] (60)
Q I i,l 

The problem of finding Q to get Lbe value of A is exactly the some as 
the lTIl1.."imization of "social pay-off:" as discussed by Samuelson 
(9), provided the a's arc defined as areas under the demand curves. 
Also, as S'1muc1son demonstrates, this ml1.."imization problem is 
equivalent to tbe inter-spatial equilibrium problem for a free market. 
In other words, just as we have shown the equivalence of the conditions 
for ioLer-temporal equilibrium in a free market and tbe conditions 
for the maximization of net gain to the general public (sec page 48), 
so Samuelson shows the equivalence of the conditions for inter-spatia), 
equilibr.ium in a free market and the conditions for the maximization 
of net gain to the nation as a whole, where total value is taken to 
be the in tegral of the market price function. Here we are concerned 
with maximizing net gains both inLer-spatially and inter-temporally. 

We define the operator J as follows: 

where 0 is the vector (01, ' , " Orn) and IvIax means t.he ma.ximum 
c 

with respect to 0, subject to the restrictiollS 0 ::;~Oi::;~SI and 
i i 

OJ>O for all i. 

We now write down the solution as follows: 

V'l1=Max[A(St-Ol, ' .., Sm-Om)-~'YI(OU]=X(Sl" . "SnJ (62), a i 

V'l,2=Max[A(Sl-Ot, .. " Sm-CnJ
a 

" Cm+x~ 

• 
(63) 

=JX(Sl, .. " SnJ (63.1) 
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"C"l 3=Max[X(SI-CI, .. " Sm-Cm). C 

~'YI(CJ-/-aEJX(CI-/-Xl' ..., Cm-/-X~] • 

(64) 
=J2X(SI, ..., S~ (64.1) 

and in general, 

~1.n=Max[X(SI-CI' ..., Sm-Cm)
c 

LJ'YI(CI)-/-aEJn-2X(CI-/-XI, ..., Cm-/-Xm)]
I 

(65) 

(65.1) 

The carryover in each region, C" or the storage rule for each region, 
81, thus becomes a function of the supplies in all the regions (S" ..., 
Sm)' 

To indicate the extent to which a multi-regional solution magnifies 
the computational requirements, we estimate that, for cases similar 
to the applications discussed on pages 21-32, going from a l-region 
to it 2-region solution increases the number of computational opera
tions by a factor of about 200, and going from a I-region to a 3-region 
solution increases the llllllbcr of computational operations by a factor 
of about 40,000. 

Based on the marginal 7!alue .fwnction.-We ncxt consider the use of 
mn.l'ginal valuc (01' price) functions, p. For givcn PI, •••, Pm, Lhe price 
in any region i in any year is, under spatial equilibrium, a function of 
(1) (ZI, ..., Zm), wbcre ZL=SI-C I, and (2) the costs of transport 
Tll(i, j=I, ..., Ill). That is, for givcn Til, PI=I/II(Zl, ..., Zm). As 
shown by SamllCISOL~ (9), the functions 1/1" ..., I/Im can, with some 
efi'ort, be determined. If we wish to maximize both inter-temporal 
and intcr-spatial gain, 'we must find rcgional storagc rules 01(i=l, ..., 
m) cach of which is 11 function of 81, ..., Sm. 

rrhus, for a 2-yc111' pcriod (0=2), we find for each set of values 
(SI, ..., Sm) the values of 0 1, ..., Om such that (for i= 1, ..., m) 

aEI/II(OI-/-X""" Om-/-Xm)-I/II(SI-C"" "Sm-Cm)-'j",(C,)=O (66) 

This gives Oll(S" ..., Sm), i=l, .. 'J m. 
For n=3, we find for each set of valucs (Sh 0, Sm) the values0 ; 

of CI, ..., Om such that (for i=l, ..., m) 

a EI/II[OI-/-XI-Oll(Cl-/-XI, .. 'J Om-/-xm), ..., 

Cm-!-xm-Om1(01-/-XI, ..., Cm-/-xm)J

1/11(81-01, .. 'J Sm-Cm)-'Y'I(CI)=O 

(67) 

• 
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This gives 012(SI, ..., Sm), i=l, ..., m. 

• The procedure may conceptually be continued until convergence is 
reached, that is, until O,.n=OI.o_I=O" i= 1, ..., ill. The computa
tions, however, 	are formidable, e\"en for the simplest case, that is, a 
2-year, 2-region model, as may be seen from the follo,\ring example. 

AN EXAMPLE FOR ·TWO REGIONS AND TWO YEARS 

Suppose each of two regions has the same p, F and /" with the 
F's independent, and TI2=T21=T and p(Y)=q-pY. 'l'hen the price 
in region 1, if!1, is given by one of the following: 

(1) 	If Y 1>Y 2+T/p, 

if!1(Y1,Y2)=q-(l/2)p(Y1+ Y2)-(1/2)7 (68) 

(2) 	If Y 2+T/p ~Y 1 ~Y 2-T!p, 

if!l (Y1,Y2) =q-pY1 (69) 

(3) 	If Y 1<Y2-T/p, 

if!l (Y1, Y 2) =q - 0/2)p (Y1+Y 2) +(1/2)7 (70) 

A symmetrical solution holds for if/2' 

For region 1, the first term in equation (66) becomes: 

and lhe second term becomes one of the following: 

(1) q-(l/2)P(SI+S2-C1-C2)-(l/2)-T, if SI-C1>S2-C2+T/p 

(2) 'I-P(SI-OI), if S2-C~+'T/P~Sl-OI~S2-C2-T/p 

(3) 	 q-(1/2)p(Sl+S2-01-C2)+(1/2)'T, if SI-C\<S2-C2-T/p 

Symmetrical expressions appear for the equation applying to region 
2. The sotution for n=2 consists of finding values (C1,02) to satisfy 
the two equations for each possible set of values (81,82), 

• 
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APPENDIX 
NOTE 1.-MAJOR SYMBOLS USED 

Discount fuctor=lj(l+interest rate) 
Constant term in the linear marginal value function 
Absolute value of tbe slope coefficient in the linear mar

ginal value function 
Mu)..;mized sum of discounted e)..-pectcd gains in all 

future years; 

(J{S)=Lim VI,n(S) 
n-"co 

A probability (see page 57) 
Cost of storage function, dollars 
MargiIlfll cost of storage function per bushel, dollars 
Total value function (defmed on pages 13-15), dollars 
:tvIarginal value, or price, function per bushel, dollars 
Marginal value per bushel when utilization equals 

29.46 bushels, dollars 
.Marginal value function under conditions of war, 

dollars 

Flexibility of marginal value function; 


E(Y)=-[dp(Y)/dy] . fYjp(Y)] 

Elasticity of marginal value function; TJ=-ljf. 
Values of E and TJ, respectively, at tbe point where 

quantity utilized equals 30 bushels per acre 

IVIean of probability distribution 

Stl1ndard deviation of probability distribution 

Carryover lule 

Optimal carryover rule 

This has two meanings, depending on the context: 

(1) Optimal storage rule in the i tb year; 
(2) Optimal stationary storage rule under the ith set of 

concli tions 
The result obtained at the itb iteration, in computations 
to obtain an optimal stationl1ry storage rule 
Cnrryover rule uDcler war conditioDs 
Carl'YovCl' rule under conditions of war preparedness 
Optimal carryover lule wben harvest in euch future 

year is assumed equal to a lmowll constant 
A funclion defined on page 56 
A function defined on pnge 61 
The function which is inverse to the function rp 
Carryover, bushelS 
An opeen tOL' (see page 54) 
Equilibrium level of carL'yover (defmed on pages 56-57), 

bushels 
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C** Level that the caITyover will reach after two successive 

E 


L 

:MorK 

r 

s 

Vm, n 
Wt 

X 
y 

"bumper-crop" years (see page 29), bushels 
Mathematical expectation; if XI, ..., Xn are random 

variables, • 
Et/>(a17 ..., an Xh' . "xn)=f-:· .. 


f:", t/>(all' .., an Xl,· .., xn)dF1(Xl) ... dFn(xn) 


EA-pectation with respect to the random variable i 
Probability distribution (usually of x) 
Probability density function of F, or relative frequency 
Alternative distribution of output 
Probability density function of G 
An operator 
This has two meanings depending on the context: 
(1) 	 Value of 8 below which 0(8)=0; 
(2) 	 Used occasionally to designate an arbitrary 

constant 
A function (defined on page 55) which depends on the 

probability distribution of outputs 
A COilS tan t (defined on page 55) whose value depends on 

the conditions of an application 
Value of the marginal value function at Y =h 
(1) Number of itemtions (page 47); 
(2) Nun1bet· of regions (page 60) 
Number of years and/or number of iterations 
80me specific value of the marginal value function p(Y) 
Price in year t (see page 15), dollars 
Parameters in the linear marginal value function 
p(Y)=q-pY 
E:-.-pected returns to storage in years 1, .. " n (defined 
on page 55) 
(1) InLerest rate (page 11); 
(2) Also used occasionally to designate nn arbitrary 

constal1 t factor 
Total supply in given year=carryover from preceding 
year plus harvest, bushels 

8t =Ct _ I +X t 

8um of discounted eA-pected gains in years ill, m+I, 
, .., n 

:Maximized V m, n 

Gain occurring in year t 
Harvest or output, bushels 
Quantity utilized, bushels 

Y=8-C=8-0(8) 

In general, Latin letters that represent quantities are shown in 
lower case when the quantities are assumed to be random and are • 
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shown as capitalized when the quantities are assumed to be givun or' 

determinable. 

• NOTE 2.-THE ROSENBLATT SOLUTION 

Rosenblatt (8) addresses himself to essentially the same problem 
as that discussed on page 20, namely, finding a storage rule which, 
under stationarity, ma}";mizes the sum of expected gains in aU futw-e 
years, where the gain in any :year is the total value of the grain utilized 
minus the cost of storage of the grain carried over.28 However, for 
mathematical convenience, he restricts himself to: 

(1) A form of storage rule which makes the carryover in any year 
a constant proportion (to be determined) of the total available supply
(carryll plus ha.rvest), and 

(2) Application of the criterion of optima.lity onl?f after the prob
ability distributions of ca.rryovers and quantities consumed (0 and Y) 
have completely stabilized. This restriction means that, in any 
practical application of the rules, their effects during the fIrst several 
years of operation are completely ignor-.:d. 

The combined efl'ects of these two restrictions or assumptions lead 
to storage rules which are in fact highly nonoptimal under the criterion 
adopted, and which, if tak0U seriously as guides to public policy, 
would result in the mcw-ring of costs to the nation as a whole possibiy 
running into hundreds of millions of dollars. 

The objections to the Rosenblatt approach may be outlined in 
greater detail as follows: 

1. It is not necessary to make in advance any assumption about the form of the 
storage rule. The method of solution presented by Dvoretzky, Kiefer, and Wolfo
witz (2) (as modified in this bulletin) permits the obtaining of solutions without 
any sllch prior assumption. 

2. Optimal storage rules under the conditions and the criterion adopted here 
(and the criterion of Section 3 of Rosenblatt's paper) do not in fact turn out to 
have anything like the form assumed by Rosenblatt (see p. 69). 

3. It can be shown that, using empirically pla\lsible assumptions about the 

other conditions, a constant-proportion storage rule cannot be optimal, unless the 

cost of storage function is assumed to take a form which is empirically highly 

implausible. Consider equation (26.1) shown 011 page 46. With O(S) =as, this

gives us 

'"(' (0) =aEp[(l-a) (O+x)]-p[(l-a)O/a] (71) 

'"(' (0) =aEp[(I-a)x]-p(O) (72) 

That is, the marginal cost of storage at 0=0 is highly negative. For example,. 
if p is linear (corresponding to Rosenblatt's use of a quadratic weight function)
and p(Y)=q-pY, theu 

,"('(0) = -(l-a)q-p(l-a)/-L (72.1) 
where f-L is the mean yield. 

Also, 

'"("(C) =a(l-a) EP'[(l-a) (O+x)]- (l-a)p'[(l-a) O/a]/a (73) 

28 Actually, Rosenblatt's criterion is stated as the minimizatioll of the sum of 
expected "losses" in all future years, where the loss in any year is the "weighting" 

• 
attributable to the quan tity of grn.in 11 tilizecl plus the cost of storage of the grain 
carried over. But the weighting fUllction is simply the negative of our total value 
function, plus a constant; so that the two criteria are mathematically equivalent. 
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If p(Y) =q-pY, then p' (Y) = -p, and 

,),"(C) = -a(l-a)p+ (l-a)p!a= (I-a) (l-a)13/a (73.1) 

Thus for p(Y)=q-pY, ,),'(C) =0 when •C=aq/Cl-a)p+ap.l(l-a) (74) 

We can minimize the non-optimality of the Rosenblatt results if, instead of 
taking thc carryover as a certain proportion of total supply (S), we make it a 
certain proportion of total supply minus the minimum possible harvest (S-Xmia). 
This does not change any of the mathematics of the solution, but means simply 
that we are "changing the origin" in the measurements of S, Y and X. This 
modification, which minimizes the degree to which constant-proportion rules 
deviate from optimality and hence presents the Rosenblatt results in their most 
favorable light, is used in the following commcnts where we compare constant
proportion rules with optimal rules. 

Applying the above results to a specific case, for example, to the conditions 
applicable to 86 (see page 30), we find that a constant-prolJortion rule is optimal 
anly if the marginal cost of storage 1" (C) is negative up to acarryover C of about 
18 bushels per acre, which is more than three times the average carryover that 
results undcr the Rosenblatt solution. 

4. The Rosenblatt results mall.imize 29 the sum of discounted expected gains, 
starting with the current year, only if the current initial sapply, S, equals the 
long-run cll.-pected stable or ergodic value of S. If the initial S is any other value, 
the gains and costs of the storage program during the first several years of applica
tion of the rule, before stability in all the probability distributions is attained, are 
simply ignored. But in the sum of discounted expected gains, ·the first years of 
the period are the most important, and a storage policy, to be practicable, should 
be applicable to any set of initial conditions. One result of Rosenblatt's restric
tion is that nowhere in his solution does a di;Jcount factor or interest rate appear; 
this alone would indicate that the validity of the solution is, from an economic 
viewpoint, rather implausible. 

5. As a result of his asslImptions, the Rosenblatt storage rules bear little re
semblance to rules which are in fact optimal. They do not even result in a. correct 
Qrder of magnitude of carryover levels, under alternative sets of conditions. Con
sider the seven alternative sets of conditions underlying optimal rules 01, . . . 0." 
respectively, as shown in table 1. The storage-rule proportion, a, which minimizes 
expected losses, and the resulting stable expected value of carryover, EEC, under 
the Rosenblatt solution, are given by: 

(75) 

EEC=ap.!Cl-a) (76) 

where u2=variance of yields, p.=mean yield, and,),' = (constant) marginal cost of 
storage. If pu2/p.')" <1 a=O. 

Values of a. and EEe for the seven sets of conditions, taking the origin for S, Y 
and Xat xmin=H) bushels per acre, are shown in table 6, together with the equilib
rium level, C*, of the corresponding optimal rule. 

A graphical comparison of rules that result from the Rosenblatt approach 
and the optimal rules developed in this bulletin is shown in figure 8, using the same 
alternative conditions as in table 6. 

6. An idea of the magnitude of the economic loss to society that would be in
curred by adopting the I!.osenblatt solution, instc9.n of using optimal storage rules, 
is obtained by using the concept of expected return::; to storage, as defined on 
page 55: the rlifference between the sum of discounted expected gains whcn the 
optimal policy is followed and the sum of discounted expected gains when the 
curryovcr in every year is zero. We may readily extend this conccpt so as t.<J 
apply it to any storage policy, whether optimal or nonoptimal: for any given stor
age; policy, the expccted return is the difference between the sum of discounted 

29 Subject to his constant-proportion storage rule restriction. • 
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TABLE 6.-Corn, oats, and barley, corn equivalent: Storage rule proportion and re
sulting e:cpeded stable carryover per acre under the RosenblaU solution compared 

• 

with the equilibrium carryover level per acre under an optimal rule 


Rosenblatt results 
Equilibrium 

Case 1 carryover 
Storage rule Average carry (C*) 

proportion Ca) over (EEC) 

Bushels Bushels1_-________________________ _ o o 0.32 __________________________ _ o o .53__________________________ _ 
.19 2.5 .64___________________________ _ 
.19 2. 5 1.45 __________________________ _ 
.10 1.1 .7 

7__________________________ _ 
G__________________________ _ 

.31 4. S 2. 7 

.02 .2 .4 

1 See table 1 for specified conditions. 

expected gains when the given policy is followed and the sum of discounted ex
pected gains when the carryover in every year is zero. The expected social loss, 
then, incurred by following any given nonoptimal policy may be defined as the 
expected return to the optimal policy computed for the given conditions minW! 
the expected return to the given nonoptimal policy. 

FEED GRAINS~ STORAGE RULES PER ACRE 

OPTIMAL RULES COMPARED WITH 

CONSTANT PROPORTION RULES 


Under Alternative Conditions SpeciFied in Table 1 

CARRYOVER (BU.)-C 

8r---~~~~---4--_+--_+--_+--_+--_r--~ 

6 	 Q. j is the constont proportion rul~ --+---+----/----7''1-:&774 
under conditions that apply for ei 

.4 f---+---f---j--+---j--- -b-=-t--r-¥-?75.;""V':"': 

27 29 31 33 35 37 39 
TOTAL SUPPLY IBU.)-S 

*CORtl, OATS !.NO BARL.E."', CORN EQUIVALE.NT. 

u. s. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG. 4113-.57 (4;) ACRICULTURAL Mr\RKET1NG SERVICE 

FIGURE S.-Storage rules developed under the constant-proportion assumption 
used by Rosenblatt dilfer greatly from the optimal rnles developed in thi'O bul

• letin and, if taken seriously as guides to public policy, would result in large 
costs to the nation as a whole . 

http:4113-.57
http:EQUIVALE.NT
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The expected returns for the optimal rule 01 (see table 1) have been 

computed for alternative values of the initial supply S, and are given 

in the following tabulation: • 


Per acre 

Initial 8upply Expected 
rcturn 

Bll.~hcls Dollarsal or Ic58______________________________________ _ O. 32 

34____________________________________________ _ 

32____________________________________________ _ 

.35 

36____________________________________________ _ 
 .58 

38____________________________________________ _ 
 .95 

40____________________________________________ _ 
 1. 80 

42____________________________________________ _ 
 2. 83 

44____________________________________________ _ 
 4. 16 

5. 7(l46____________________________________________ _ 

48____________________________________________ _ 
 7.67 

50____________________________________________ _ 
 9.52 

11. 28 

The Rosenblatt solution, when applied to the conditions for which 81 

is optimal, results in zero carryover in every year (see table 6). The 

e).:pected return under this policy would therefore be zero for a.ny 

initial supply S. Hence the e:-.:pected retmns for the optimal policy 

are in this case equal to the expected losses that would be incurred 

under the Rosenblatt solution policy. 'When we multiply the above 

figures by 140 million acres to convert them to national aggregates, the 

e).'])ectecl losses range from a minimum of about $45 million to a 

possible maximum of $1,500 million or higher, depending on the level 


, of initi!11 supply. 
As another example, consider the conditions for which 86 (table 1) is 

optimal. The expected returns under 861 for alternative levels of 
initial supply S, are: 

Pcr acre 

Initial slIpply Expeci,ed 
rctll:cn 

Bushels Dollars29 or le55______________________________________ _ 
11.4130____________________________________________ _ 
11. 4832 _______-_---________________________________ _ 11. 97 


36____________________________________________ _ 

34____________________________________________ _ 

12.97 

38____________________________________________ _ 
 14. 50 

40_______________________________ - ____________ _ 
 16.57 

42____________________________________________ _ 
 19.08 

44____________________________________________ _ 
 21. 58 

46____________________________________________ _ 
 23.98 

48____________________________________________ _ 
 26.30 

28. 5450_________ ~~~: _______________________________ _ 
30. 71 • 
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The Rosenblatt solution, when applied to the conditions for which 

• 
.06 is optimal, and taking the S-axis intercept of the storage rule at 
xmtn=19 bushels per acre (to minimize the non-optimality of the 
solution), results in a storage rule proportion a=0.314 and a long-run 
ex-pected carryover EEC=4.78 bushels per acre (see table 6). We 
have not computed a complete table of expected returns under this 
rule, for alternative values of initial supply S. HoweveL', a comparison 
can be n::.ade between the two rules by taking the situation most 

.favorable to the Rosenblatt rule, namely at the point where the initial 
supply S=34.24 bushels per acre, the long run ex-pected level of S 
which corresponds to the long run expected carryover EEC=4.78. 
For an initial S=34.24, the expected return under the optimal rule ia, 
by interpolation in the above table, about $13.12 pel' acre. The 
expected return under the constant-proportion rule (for initial S= 
.34.24) is obtained as follows: 

(1) 	 Net gain in current year 
= (Tot.at value u Ilclet' rule) - (Cost of storage) 

- (Total value with zero carryover) (77) 

= (qp._pp.2/2)_ (,,' EEC)-[34.24 q-p (3<1.24)2/2] (77.1) 

since p. is the amount 11 tilized uncleI' the rule and 34.24 is the 
amount utilized with zero clLrryover. Substituting q=6.50, 
p=0.167 (p. 24), ,,'=0.04 (table 1), EEC=4.78, and p.=29.46, 
gives: 

Net gain in currcnt yen,r=-$i).92. 	 (77.2) 

(The negative sign, indicating a net loss, is, of ('ourse, what we 
should expect.) 

(2) E;"'l)ectecl net gain in each future yelL)' 
=E (TotlLl value 1Il1dcr rule) - E (Cost of storage) 

-E(Total value with zero clLITyover) (78) 

=EE(qY-pY2/2)-,,'EEC-E(qX_pX2/2) (78.1) 

=p(Var X-Val' Y)j2-,,'EEC 	 (78.2) 

where Val' X is tbe YlLl'in.nce of X and Val' Y is the long run 
(stable) variance of Y. (The last step makes use of the fart 
tblLt the long run e:\.l)ected value of Y, EEY=p..) It ran be 
show11 tha,t Val' Y=(1-a)2(12jO-u2

), where (12=VarX, so that 
Val' X-Val' Y =2au2/(l+a). Substituting p=0,167, (12=9.18, 
a=0.314, ,,'=0.04, gives: 

E:\.llected net gain in each future yeal'=$0.175. (78.3) 

(3) 	The SlIm of cliscounted expected net gains in un future years is 
CD 

ohtained by multiplying t.he result of (2) by ~ an=aj(l-a).

• -	 u=l 
Substituting a=O.98 (table 1) gives: 

http:yen,r=-$i).92
http:p.=29.46
http:EEC=4.78
http:EEC)-[34.24
http:EEC=4.78
http:EEC=4.78
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Sum of cliscounted ex'})ected net gains in all future ycars= 

($0.175) (49)=$8.59. (79) 

(4) Adding the results of (1) and (3) gives: • 
Expected return under the constanlr-proportion rule (for initiaL 

S=34.24) equals $8.59-$5.02=$2.G7. (80) 

Comparing the c:;,:pectecl return of $2.G7 undcr the constan Ir-proportion 
rule with the ex-peeted Tctllrn of $13.12 under the optimal rule for lho, 
same coneli tions, we have an expected loss to the en tire llatiot, 
$13.12-$2.07=$J0.45 per acre incurred byadopting the Rosenblatt 
solution instead of an optimal rule, even under the assumption about 
initial supply which is most favorable to the former. l\:[uitiplying the 
per acre loss hy 140 million acres gives a national aggregate loss of 
about $1,500 million. 

NOTE 3.-A STORAGE RULE UNDER WHICH THE ADDITION 
TO CARRYOVER IS A FUNCTION OF CURRENT CROP 
ONLY 

A storage progrn.m might h" thought of as an attempt to decrease 
the variance of a probability distribution, that .is, an attempt. Lo con
vert; the distribution of oULpuLs into a distribution of qmmtities 
utjljzed with Lhe sn.me s11ape hut, smaller '~nrinnee. The objections, 
operational all(} analytic!!J, to tIle direct applicn.tioll of sueh a concept 
in the derivati'l11 of storage rules were set forth 011 page 8. A nu
111ericol cxamplt, illustl'l1.tillg Lhe det,ails of how such a direct applica
tion would wol'l\. out is given here. 

Let lIS consider wheat 11Ione, and trc.'1t the United States as u. single, 
dosed market. We assume t), constant acreage of G8 million flcres, 
n.pproximn.tely the avemge for ] 919-50. Actual yields per seeded 
acre for all wheat during 11)19-50 a,rc considered as mUllom inde
pendent observations. ,Vo thus have a smnple of 32 obsen-aLions 
with fl, mean of 13.05 bushels pel' I),cre n.nd a stnndard deviation of 
2.00, und an approximately normal c1isLribution.30 ",Ye assume, then, 
thn.t amnwl output (X) 1s 110nna.lly distributed with mean t/x= 13.05)< 
68=887 million bnshels and standard deyiation O'x=2.60X68=177 
million bushels. 'l'ho probability of output fnHing more than 20 per
cen (; below average is abou t 16 percen t. 

Su-ppose we wish to make the amount acl<led to carr.r0yer a function 
or the current crop and to alter the val'in,nce of the distribution so 
thut the prob...;)jl:~y that the qlluntiLy of when,t utilized (Y) in any 
yeaI' will faJI more than 20 pCr(!ent below aYCrng0 is reduced to 5 per
cent, insteud of 10 ]Jerel'IlL The cl'itPlioli nUlsi b0 I,cpt in term" d 
probal>ilities, unbRs we go to Lhe extreme of eomplet(' stubiliz!1tion, or 
unless we staLe Lue el'it.cwion in Lnrms of the change in the variancc 
itself. The simplest form for such amle is z=o.ao (X-887), where 
Z is the amount to be added to clLlTyOyer. Z cun he positive or nega

31 A goodness-of-fit test for JloTlllnliLy gives a probability h!I'cl for x2 of more 
than 00 percPllt. ",. 

http:c1isLribution.30
http:13.12-$2.07=$J0.45
http:8.59-$5.02=$2.G7
http:49)=$8.59
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tive, of course. This nIle would result, under the assumption stated, 

• 
in a normal probability distribution of Z with mean 1'.=0 and standard 
deviation o-z=~9 and a normal probability distribution of quantity 
utilized "lith l'y=887 and o-y=108. Here, Y =X-Z, that is, the loss 
of grain in the storage operation itself is assumed negligible. 

Since we assume independence in yields between years, the total 
amount added to storage after n years of operating the rule is 

(81) 

- a normally distributed variable with zero mean and standard devia
t.ion o-=.JU . rfz=69{ll. Since the first years ·of the period of 
application of the rule may themselves be years of low yields, it would 
be necessary to start the period with grain on hu.nd. Thus, for ex
ample, in order to be 99 percent sure of havhlg enough grain in storage 
to operate the nIle for one year, the storing agency would need to 
sLart the year with 161 million bushels on hand. To be 99 percent 
sure of having enough grain in storage to operate the nIle for 9 years, 
the agency would have to sLrxt the period with 483 million bushels 
on hanel. 

The effects of allowing for sampling error in the distribution esti
mates also can be illustrated. Confidence interval estimates at the 
90 percent probability level for the meM and standard deviation of 
yield are: 12.27<.u<13.83 and 2.16<0-<3.30. Based on the natiolU11 
aggregate of 68 million acres, the confidence intervals for output arc: 
835<.ux<941 and 147<o-x<224. If we (1) ignore the possible error 
in the mean 31 but take (·ach of the confidence limits for 0-.,; and (2) use 
tlle same criterion for stability in quantities utilized and the same 
kind of stol"uge rule as prc\riously, results shown in table 7 are obtaiDecl. 

TATILE 7.-Whcal: Upper (Inri lower limits Jor storage rules and related quantities 
obtained when the addition to carryover is (L Junction oj current production only and 
allowance is 1nruie for samplin{J error in the standard error oj output 

Limit 
Item Unit 

Lower Upper 

Standard deviation:OutP1lt, rr.1 ______________________________ Mil. bu __ 147 22·1Storage TIlle, rr. _ _ • ___________ ~ ___________ ___ do_____ 
39 IlG

Pct._____Probability of an output less than 80 percen t of 11 22 
average. 

Btorage rule as a proportion of the deviation of .26 .52 
the crop from average, Z. 

Init.ial stocks required to he able to operate the 
rule with !J9 percent certainty for1 year__________________________________ Mi!. bu __ 91 2709 years __________________________________ ___do_____ 273 810 

----~-...--. 

I T"imlts shown nrc based on 11 confidence lntcrvnl at tho 00 percent prob~blmy level. 

• 
31 Errors of this sort imply that application of the rule results in the level of 

carryover tr<lncling upward without bound, or downward to zero . 

http:2.16<0-<3.30
http:12.27<.u<13.83
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NOTE 4.-RELATIVE IMPORTANCE ON OUTPUT OF VARIA•. 

TIONS IN ACREAGE AND YIELD 


The total variation in acreage normally is quantitatively of less • 
importance than the variation in yield in its effect on variability of 
output. This is illustrated by the data for wheat and corn in the 
United States as shown in table 8. 

TABLE 8.- fT71eat and corn: Relative variability in acreage and yield per seeded acre 

as indicated by specified coefficients 1 


Wheat, 1919-50 Corn, 1929-50 
Item 

Acres f Yield _______________________________;__A_c_r_es~l--l-Tie-l-d-! 
IMillions I Mll$hels I ;\fillions Bushels

::\femL - -----------------_____________ ! 68.2 J3.0 'I 95. 5 28.3'Standard deYiatioll _____________ ~ _______1 i.4o 2.6 8.4 i.2Range________________________________ , 31.., 10.3 j 
28. () 28.0

~[illiml1m_____________________________ ! 53.0 8.0 ! 84. 4 14.4l'[aximunL __ -- ___ ------ ______________ ; 84. 7 18. 3 I 113.0 42.4 
Average year-to-year change_ -----------i 4.6 1. 41 3.1 4. 0 

As a percentage o~ tl~e mean: ! Percent Percent Percent PercentStandard deYJatlOn _________________ , 10.8 Hl.9 8.8 I 25.4Range____________________________l 46.5 T8. ~ ! 20.!l i 98. g
::\finipHlIll mi,nns the mean----------l' -22.3 -38. f , -11. 6 -49.1
i\faXlllltlIl1 Jl1111US the mean__________ 24.2 40.2 i 18.3 49. 8 
AYerage change---------- __________ 6.8 10.8 I 3. 3 14.1i ------------------- ---- -----'-_.•..-......-----'--- 

1 Published series 011 yield per seeded ncre bCl!lu In 1919 (ur wheat nnd il11929 (or corn. 

The total yariation in ael'eage is made up of prcdictable changes as 
well as unpl'edictuble. If ,,'e were to compare the relutive magnitudes 
of unwedictable variations in acreage and yield, the former \vould be 
of still less importance than indicated by the figures for total Yal'iation. 

This subject is discussed in detail in a recent Senate Committee 
report (12, pp. 17-30). 

NOTE 5.-THE SOLUTION USING THE TOTAL VALUE (0) 
FUNCTION 

As has been indicated, this solution is adapted from that by 
Dyoretzk}~, Kiefer, and 'Yolfo\\'itz (2). Some modification was re
quired because of the different structme of the problem. Also, the 
concepts "returns to storage" and "equilibrilUllle,'el of carryO\rel''' 
do not ha,re counterparts in the inventory problem considered by
these authors. 

The solution as written out here assumes, for simplicity's sake, 
independence in probability distributions of yields between years. 
r>'iodifica,tions required to incorpomte joint probability distributions 
of yields in aU years are not formally" serious, though the:y would in 
general substantiall:y increase the number of computations. ~Jodifi
cations required for serial dependence of specified kinds are discussed 
on p. 59. • 
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We ftrst give the solution for a set of optimal storage rules for an 

• 
n-year period, with no assumption of stationarity. Using the nota
tion in the body of the bulletin, we generalize by letting Vm.n be 
the sum of e:-.:pectecl gains in years m, m+1, m+2, ... n, discounted 
back to year m. That is, 

Vm.n=Wm+aEWm+t+a2EWm+z+... an-mEWn (82) 
A 

If Vm•n is the maximum Vm.n for given 8m, we have: 

(83.1) 

a So'" On COn-I+x)dFn ex) ] (83.2) 

=1/;"-1 (80- 1) (say) (84.2) 

\To_ z.o = 1fax [00-2(8,,-2-00-2)-'Y0_2eOn_2)+
O::;Cn- 25Sn-:t 

a So'" 1/;"-1 (Cn_2+x)dFn_ 1 (x) ] (83.3) 

=1/;n-2(8,,-2) (say) (84.3) 

and so on, till we reach 

VI.O= 'Max [01(81-01)-'Yl(01)+a fm 1/;2(01+x)dF2(x)] (83.4)
o.::;c•.::;s, Jo 

=1/;1(81) (say) (84.4) 

"m,n is thus a function of 8m obtained by maximizing, for each value 
of Sm, the expression in square brackets. The optimum carryover 
for year m, for given 8m) is that va,lue (;m which maximizes the same 
e:-.:pression. The optimal storuge rule em is the set of ull such pairs 

A 

(8m , COl)' 
Thus, the computations are actually carried out on the gain 

functions, with the storage rules coming out more or less as b~y-procl
ucts. This is the complete solution for the n-year non-stationary case. 

For the stationary caso, where 0) I' and F are the Sfl,mc in en,ch year, 
wc note first that \T]) I+m as n. function of 8 1 is the same as Vn, o+m as 
a function of S" for any m and n. 'Ve now define the operator J, 
operating on any funclion cp, by 

Jcp(8)= :Max [O(S-O)-'Y(O)+a fOO cp(O+x)dF(x)1 (85)• 
 o.::;o.::;s Jo 
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Then, omitting sUbscripts from 81 and 0 1 : 

VI.I= Max [0 (S-O) -'Y(0)]=0(8) (85.0)
o~o~s • 

~1.2= Max [0(8-0)-'Y(0) +a f'" 0(0+X)dF(x)]=Jo(8) (85.1)
o~o~s Jo 

'VI • 3= Max [0 (8-0)-'Y (0) +a f'" Jo(0+x)dF(x)]=J2o(8) (85.2)
o~o~s Jo 

and in general 

VI.n = Max [0(8-0)-'Y(0)+a f"'J"-20(0+X)dF(x)]=Jo-Io(8)
o~o~s Jo 

(85.3) 

For given n, we obtain (h, the optimal rule for the first year, by noting 
for each value of 8 the value of 0 that maximizes the expression in 
square brackets. 

The only remaining question is, Does the process converge so that 
as n gets larger and larger the resulting 81 gets closer aod closer to the 
best stationary rule 8? In other words, if we designate by {3(S) the 
sum of disco un ted o:\']Jected gains to i11fini ty when the bost rule 8 is 
followed overy year, does Lim Jno(S)={3(S)? 'rilis seems obvious, 

ll...-7 CO 

but in any caso, a formal proof of a stronger statement cm.l be offered, 
namely, that if g(S) is any boundod function, thon Lim J"g(8) =,8(S). 

0-7'" 
This implies that we could reduco the lmmber of iter!1tions nocess!1ry 
to llchiove a given closeness of !1pproximation to 0\ by starting with 
somo g(8) which is closer to {3(S) than is o(S). This result was not 
used in the actll!11 computations, however, because (1) it was not 
obvious how to find a g(8) (hat would be much better to start with 
than 0(8) Hsclf; (2) it was fclt to be somewhat advantn,geous to 
follow a procedure with as much intuitive plmlsibility as possible; 
(3) by starting with 0, carhitcl'fl.t1on produces in itself n. result which 
has common sense mellningfulness, that is, a storage rule which is the 
optimal rule for the first year of !1n n-yoar period (in the case of the 
Cn-J)th iteration). 

However, the proof, 'which like the rest of this discussion is adapted 
from Dvorelizky, Kiefe!', and vVolfo'i\'jtz (2), is recorded hero for 
possible use in future a.pplic!1tions. We fu:st break the operator J 
into two parts I and G so that J =1 G where 

Icf>(8)= sup [o(S-O)+cf>(O)] (86) 
o~c~s 

Gcf>(O) = -'Y(O)+ai '"cf>(O+x) elF (x) (87) 

• 
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With f3 defined as in the preceding par:fs'aph, the maximized sum of 
discounted expected gains in all interva s except the first, is 

• aL'"tl(C1+x) dF(x) (88) 

So we can write: 

tl(S)= sup [8(S-C) -"{ (C) +al'"J3(C+x) dF(x)] 
o::;o::;s 0 

==Jf3(S)==ICttl(S) (89) 

Since o(S) is bowlded, tICS) also must be bounded and so must tl(S)-
g(S). Let 

sup Itl(S)-g(S)I==M 
S;?!O 

(90) 

Then 
sup ICttl(S)-Gg(S) I ~M 
S;?!O 

(91) 

since 

Gf3(S)-Gg(S)==aSa'"[,B(S+x)-g(S+x)]dF(x) (91.1) 

~al'"supltl(R)-g(R)ldF(x) (91.2) 
o R;?!O 

==a supltl(R)-g(R)I=aM (91.3) 
n;?!o 

Also, 
supIIGtl(S)-IGg(S)I ~aM (92) 
S;?!O 

To prove this, we must show that 

sup II(PJ(S)-I<I>:!(S) I~ sup 1'f>J(S)-<I>:!(S) I (92.1) 
S;?!O S;?!O 

For given S, let 

o(S-R)+,f>J(R)=Y,l(R) (O~R~S) (92.3) 
and 

o(S-Z)+<I>:!(Z)=y,z(Z) (O~Z~S) (92.4) 
Then 

{O<R<S
in! y,1(R)-Y,2(Z) ~Y,)(R)-Y,2(Z) 0 <Z<S (92.5)

O::;R::;S _ _ 

and 
{O<R<S

in! y,1(R)-Y,2(Z) ~Y,1(Z)-Y,2(Z) 0 <Z<S (92.6) 
o::;n::;s _ ._ 

• 
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We take sup with respect to Z on both sides: 

(92.7) • 
(92.8) 

Now let 8 vary, and take sup with respect to 8: 

(92.9) 

Similarly, by switching subscripLs: 

(92.10) 

Therefore, 

(92.11) 

So ,,'e have shown that, 

sup IJ,B(8)-Jg(S) I~aM (92) 
s~o 

Repeating n times, we have 

(93) 

.and since J{3 (8)=,B (8), we conclude 

Lim JOg(8) =(3(8) (94)
n-)co 

This completes the proof. 
1Ve have, then, the result that JOo(S) approaches a limit as n gets 

larger, and the resulting 8 converges to the best stationary rule1 

O. The question arises, How close are we to convergence after any 
given number of iteratiolls'? This cannot be answered exactly, of 
comse (if it could, we would be through before we started), but the 
speed of cOllvergence cun be seenby taking the difference JOo(8)_JO-l 
a(S). In the limit, this must be zero, and olle can continue the 
iterations till it is as. closc to zero as cirsired. In practicc, however, 
it tmns Oll t that this difl'erell('C brcomrs nead}' a constant long before 
it diminishes to zero. It can easily be shown thaLiI JO 0(8)-JO-IO(8) 
were a cons tan t, theu the storage rule would ha\Te reached convergence, 
as further iterations would make no Iurther change. Hence in most 
cases little is gained by continuing the iterations beyond the point
where JOo(8)-Jn-1o(S) is nearly constant. 

• 
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NOTE 6.-MATHEMATICAL EQUIVALENCE OF SOLUTION 
PROCEDURES USING THE MARGINAL VALUE (P) FUNC· 

• TION AND THE TOTAL VALUE (0) FUNCTION 

Year n.-C=O under each procedure. 

Year n-l.-Using 5: 

Vn_l.n=5(S-C)-,),(0)+aE5(0+x) 

To maximize with respect to C: 

dVn_l.n/dO=-p(S-C)-')"(O)+aEp(O+x)=O 

This is identical to the condition used in tho p-procedure. 
We now check the second order condi tion : 

since pi <0 and ')'" ;:::0. 

Yearn-2.-Using 5: 


Vn_2.n=5(S-C)-~(C)+aE~n_l.n(0+x) 

To maximize with respeet to C: 

dVn_2.n/dO=-p(S-0)-')"(0)+aE\t~_I.n(C+X)=0 

Using p: 

- p(S-O)-')" (0) +aEp[C+x-On_1 (O+x)]=O 

For equivalence, we must show that 

\'r~_I.n (S)=p[S-On_1 (S)] 
for every S. 

Vn_l.n(S) =0[S-8n_1(S)]-,),[On_1 (S)]+aE5[On_1 (S)+x] 

V~_I,n(S)=p[S-On_1 (S)]· [1-8~_1 (S)]-')"[8n_1(8)], O~_I (S)+ 

aEp[On_I(8)+x].0~_I(~) 

=p[S~On_I(S)]+O:_I(S)· {-p[S-On_I(S)]

')"[8n _ 1(S)]+aEp[On_l(S) +x]} 

=p[S-On_l(S)]. 

This completes the proof of equation (97). 
The second order condition is: 

(95.1) 

(95.2) 

(96.1) 

(96.2) 

(96.3) 

(97) 

(97.1) 

(97.2) 

(9'1.3) 

(97) 

d2Vo_2,o/dC2= p' (S-O) -')'" (0) +aEp'[O+X-On_1 (C+x)].

• [1-0~_I(C+x)]<0 (98) 
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since 0::;0'<1. 
To complete the proof, we show that jf equivalence holds for n,. 

n-1, .. n-k+1, n-k, then it holds for n-k-1: •'J 

For n-k: 

dVn-k.nfdC= -p(S-C)-,.' (C)+aE,T'n_k+I,n(C+X)=O (99.1) 

and 


-p(S-C)---/(O)+aEp[C+x-On_k+l(C+X)]=O (99.2) 


(99.3)

and 


Forn-k-1' 

Fsillg 0: . 


Vn_k_l.n=O(S-C)-,.(C)+aK\'n_k,n(C+X) (100.1) 


To maximize: 


dVn-k-l.n/dC=-p(S-C)---/(C)+aE~~_k.nCC+X)=O (lOO.2) 

Using p: 

(100.3) 


For equiyulence, we must show that 


(lOl) 
< for every S. 

\Tn-k, n (S) = o[S-On_k(S)] -,.[On_k(S)]+aEV n-Hl. nren-k(S) +x] (101.1) 

~~_k.n(S)=p[S-On_k(S)]. [1-0~_k(S)]-,./[en_k(S)1·e~_kCS) + (101.2) 

aE\r~_Hl.n[en_k(S) +x]· e~-kCS) 

=p[S-en-k(S)]+O~_kCS) {-p[S-On_k(S)]

,.'[On-k(S)]+aEV~_k+l.n[On_k(S) +x]} (101.3) 

=p[S-On_k(S)] (101) 

This completes the proof of equivalence. 

The second order con ~ition is: 


d2Vn_k_l.n/dC2=p' (S-C)-,."(C)+aEp'[C+X-On_kCC+X)] 


[1-0~_k(C+x)1<0 (102) 

• 
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NOTE 7.-EQUIVALENa OF CHANGES IN p AND "/' (SEE 
PAGE 49) 

• (1) If () satisfies 

a1'"p*[O+x-(}(C+x)ldF(x)-p*[O-I(O)-O]-'y'(O)=O (103.1) 

~here p*(Y)=rp(Y), 	then the same 0 also satisfies 

al'"rp[O+x-O(O+x)]dF(x)-rp[(}-I(O)-O]-l"(C)=O (103.2) 

that is, it satisfies 

aSa'"p[0+x-O(0+x)1clF(x)-Dr(}-ICO)-01-(1!rh'(f))=O (1O:l.~) 

Benee, changing p(Y) to p*(Y)=rp(Y) is equivalent in it.s r.ffer.t.!'l on 
8 to changing 1" (0) to 1" *(0) = (l/r) 1" (0). Also, if p*(Y}=rp(Y) 
and 1"*(0)=1"1"(0), then the same (} is optima1 under either p*, 
1" * or p, 1". 

(2) 	If () satisfies 

aSa'" p*[O+x-(}(C+x) ]dF(x) - p*[(}-I(O) -0]-1" (0) =0 (104.1) 

where p*(Y)=p(Y)--l-K, then the same (} also satisfies 

a Sa'" p[O--l-x--(}(O+x)]dF(x)+aK-p[(}-I(O)_C]-

K-l"tC' =0 (104.2) 
that is, it satisfies 

a f'" p[O+x-(}(C+x)]clF(x)-p[(}-I(O)-C]-[l" (O)+(l-a)K]=OJo 
(104.3) 

Hence, changing p(Y) to p*(Y)=p(Y)+K is equivalent (in its effects 
on 	0) to changing 1'1 (C) to 

l"*(C)=l" (O)+(l-a)K (104.4) 
(3) 	 If (} satisfies 

aSa'" p*[C+x-8(C+x)]clF(x) -p*[(}-I(O)-Ol-l" (0)=0 (105.1) 

• 
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where p*(Y)=i;p(Y)+K, then the' same 0 also satisfies 
I 

a ['" rp[O+x-O(O+x)]dF(x)+aK-rp[O-I(O)-O]-K-'Y'(O)=0 • 
0;0 

(105.2)

that is, it satisfies 


aSa'" p[O+x-O(O+x)]dF(x) _p[O-1 (0) -0]- (Ill') ['Y' (0) + (l-a)K]=O 

(105.3) 

Hence, changing p(Y) to p*(Y)=rp(Y)+K is equivalent in its effects 

on 8 to changing 'Y' (0) to 


'Y' *(0)= (l/r)')" (0) + (111') (l-a)K (105.4) 

NOTE B.-RELATION BETWEEN OPTIMAL STORAGE RULES 

UND~R DIFFERENT YIELD DISTRIBUTIONS (SEE PAGE 50) 


To simplify the notation Lere, consider S, Y, and x to be measured 
as deviations from JI.. That is, wherever 8 appears in this note it 
means S-Jl., and similarly for Y and x. Hence, in this note, JI.=O. 
Let G and F be alternative probability distributions of x such that if 
g and f are the respective probability density fUllctions, g(rx) = (Ill') 
f(x). Then G has the same mean f.L as F, and the standard deviation 
of Gis l' times the standard deviation· of F, i. e., ITG=r!Tp. 

If OG is the optimal storage rule under G it satisfies 

af_"'", p[O+y-OG(O+y)]g(y)dy-p[Ool(O) -O]-'Y' (0) =0 (26.5) 

Now define 0*(8)= (l/r) Oa (1'8). Then 0*-1(0)=(1/1')001(1'0), since 
if we set 0=0*(8)= (1/1')00(1'8) and solve for 8, we have 

1'O=Oa(r8) (106) 

00 1 (1'0)=1'8 (106.1)
and 

(1/1')00 1(1'0) =8=0*-1(0) (106.2)
Also, 

8a (8) =1'0*(8/1') (106.3)·
and 

00 1(0) =1'0*-1(0/1') (106.4).
Thus, 0* satisfies 

a f-"'", p[O+y-rO*(O/r+y/r) ]g(y)dy-p[rO*-l(O/r) -O]-'Y' (0) =0 

, om} • 
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Now let p*(Y)=p(rY), that is, p(Y)=p*(Y/r). Then 0* satisfies 

• aI_coco p*[O/r+y/r-O*(O/r+y/l')]g(y)dy-p *[0*-1 (O/r) -0/1']-')" (O)=() 

(107.1) 

But·since this is true for any value of 0, then if ,),'(1'0)=,),'(0) (for
example, if ')" is constant), 0* satisfies 

aI_coco p*[O+y/l'-o*(O+y/r)]g(y)dy-p*[O*-l (0) -0]-')" (0)=0 

(107.2)r 

Now let y/r=x, so y=rx and g(y)dy=g(rx)rdx:= (1/r)f(x)rd.x=f(x)dx:.. 
Then 0* satisfies 

aI_coco p*[O+x-o*(O+x)]f(x)dx-p*[o*-l(O) -0]-')" (0)=0 (107.3)-

Hence, to find ea, we find 0* which satisfies the last equation, and 
then Ba(S)=l'O*(S/r) (where S, it is remembered, is here measured 
from J.l). 

NOTE 9.-PROOF OF THE METHOD OF OBTAINING THE 
OPTIMAL STORAGE RULE (J FOR THE CASE WHERE 
FUTURE OUTPUT IS CONSTANT (SEE PAGES 53-54) 

For simplicity, the circumflex 1\ is omitted from 0 in this note, it· 
being understood that we are dealing with an optimal rule. The seg
ments of the rule are designated 01, O2, 03, •••, it being understood 
that these are segments of a single rule and not different rules for dif
ferent years (as in the earlier notation). The initial point for segment Ot 
(thelowerendofthesegment)is (Oo,So), whereOo=O. Theterminalpoint 
for segmeut 01 (the upper end of the segment) is (Ot,SI) (i=l, 2, 3, ...). 
Our object is to determine the segments of the optimal rule, 01, O2, ••• , 

and, in particular, to determine the values of the segment connecting
points (OI,SI) (i=O, 1,2, ...),given the discount factor a, the (constant) 
marginal cost of storage ')", and the marginal value function p(Y). 

We designate the constr.::tt future harvest by h, and defiue the 
linea.r operator D by DZ=a,t-')". Starting with the "fundamental" 
equation for optimality of the storage rule 0, 

a]:co p[O+x-O(O+x)]dF(x)-')" (0) -prO-leO) -0]=0 (26.1) 

this becomes, for constant output h and constant marginal cost of 
storage '. ' , 

ap[O+h-O(O+h)]-')"-p[O-l(O)-C]=O (26.6} 

• 
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which may be rewritten as 

0-1(0) =0+ p-l {ap[O+h-O(O+h)J-'Y'} (lOH) 

This is the basic equation to be used in the derivation. • 
For 0=0, 0-1(0)=So (the intercept of 0 on the S-axis), so, from 

equation (108): 
(109) 

If p'<O and a::;l and 'y'~0, then O(h)=O, since if 0(h»0, then 
So<h, which contradicts O(h»O. Therefore, 

(41) 

and we have determined the initial point (Oo,So) for the first segment 
01, 

We thus have O(S)=O for S::;So, which gives O(O+h)=O for 
O+h::;So or O::;So-h. It follows that [from equation (108)] for 
0::;0 ::;So-h, the inverse storage rule 0-1(0) is given by 

(108.1) 

where 01 is the first segment of the rule, and is completely defined by 
the expression given. The terminal point of this segment is: 

OI=So-h (110.1) 

SI=0"1 1(So-h) (110.2) 

=So-h+p-l[ap(So)-'Y'] (110.3) 


=So-h+p-l[D2p(h)] (110.4) 


We thus have O(S)=OI(S) for So::;S ::;SI, tvhich gives O(O+h)= 

OI(O+h) for So::;O+h::;SI, or So-h::;O ::;SI-h. It follows (from 
equation (108» that for So-h::;O ::;SI-h, the inverse storage rule 
0-1(0) is given by 

(108.2) 

where O2 is the second segment of the rule, and is completely defined 
by the expression given. The terminal point of this segment is: 

02=SI-h (111.1) 

S2=02 1(SI-h) (111.2) 

=SI-h+p-l{ap[SI- OI(SI)]-'Y'} (111.3) 

=SI-h + p-l[ap(SI- 0 1) -1"] (111.4) 

• 
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=81-h+p-l[ap[p-1D2p(h)]--y'} (111.5) 

• =81-h+p-l[aD2p(h)--y'] (111.6) 

=81-h+p-1[D3p(h)] (111.7) 

Continuing the proof, by induction: If 8(8)=81-1(8) for 
81_~~S~SI_J, where the terminal point of 01- 1 is 

(112.1) 

(112.2) 

then it follows [from equation (108)] that for 81_2-h~C~81_1-h, 
the inverse storage rule 0-1(C) is given by 

(108.3) 

where Ot is the ith segment of the rule, and is completely defined by the 
expression given. The terminal point of the ith segment is: 

(44) 

8 t=0,1(8 t_1-h) (113) 

=81_1-h+p-1{ap[81_1-8t_l(8t_l)]--Y'~ (113.1) 

=8t_l-h+p-1[ap(8t_l-Ct-1)--Y'] (113.2) 

=8t_1-h+p-l{ap[p-1Dtp(h)]--y' } (113.3) 

=8t_1-h+p-1[Dt+tp(h)] (42) 

To complete the proof, we check that the segments are connected, 
that is, that the terminal point of the (i-1)th segment lies on the ith 
segment: 

that is, 
? 

8 t - 1 =Ct_l+p-l{ap[81_2-01_1(81_2)]--Y'} (114.1) 

The expression on the right of the equality sign reduces to 

C t- 1+81_ 1-81_2+ h=81_1 (115) 

This completes the proof. 
It is clear from the expressions for 01 (i= 1,2, ...) that, if p is 

linear, the storage rule segments Ot also are linear. It is fairly easy 

• 
to write out explicitly the algebraic expressions for the consecutive 
segments. If the marginal value function p is not linear, the storage 
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rule segments are not linear, but can usually be adequately approxi
mated by linear segments connecting the end points. If this approxi
mation is felt not to be adequate, intermediate points along the • 
segments can be computed using the eA-pressions derived above. 

NOTE 10.-METHOD OF APPROXIMATING THE VALUE, OF 
THE S-AXIS INTERCEPT K OF AN OPTIMAL STORAGE 
RULE (SEE PAGES 54-55) 

We wish to show that the S-axis intercept k of an optimal storage 
rule can be approximated by solving the following equation for k: 
k=K-aaL(k), where for simplicity we substitute the symbol a for the 
symbol 0' a defined on page 55, and the other sYlllbols are defined on 
page 55. 

"With given a (by an a priori assumption about the average slope 
of the optimal storage rule), the optimairule 0 can be approximated 
by the eA-pression 

O(S)={a(S-k) for S;:::k (116) 
o for S~k 

Then 0-1(C)=C/a+k. 
If the marginal value function is linear, we use it directly, otherwise 

we approximate it by a linear function p(Y)=q-pY, where q and p 
aTe chosen to give, at Y =Ex, the same value of p and the same slope 
as that of the actual p. 

With p(Y)=q-pY (actual or approximate), the basic equation 
for optimality of 0 becomes: 

o-l(C)=K+(l+a)C-al:oO(c+x)dF(x) (40) 

where 
K=I" /p+ (l-a)q/p+aEx (40.1) 

=Ex- (l-a)p(Ex)/p' (Ex)-I" /p'(Ex) (40.2) 

The second expression for K is equivalell t to the first, since p= - p' 
(Ex) and q=p (Ex)+pEx. 

Using the approxim:1tion for 8 given by equ:1tion (116), equation 

(40) becomes C/:1+ k=K+ (1+a)C-a r0) a(C+x-k)dF(x) (40.3)Jk-O 
so that, at C=O, we h:1ve 

k=K-au,Jkra:> (x-k)dF(x)=K-aaL(k) (13.1) 

"This completes the proof. 
For the case where the actual p is not linear, a closer approximation 

to k, but one requiring more computational labor, can be obtained as 
follows: 
We have 

(117) • 
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Using the approximation for 0 given by equation (116), this becomes 

k 
• 	 C/a+k=C+p-l{aSo -

Op (C+x)dF (x) + 

a f'" p[(l-a) (C+x)]dF(x)-'Y' } (117.1)Jk-O 
so that, at C=O, we have: 

k=p-l{ aSokp(x)dF(x)+aL'"p[(l-a)x+ak]dF(x)-'Y' } (13.2) 

The expression on the right side of the equality sign is a function of 
k, so that the equation elm be solved for k by numerical methods. 
When p is linear, the aboye equation reducen to the simpler one, 

k=K-aaL(k) 	 (13.1) 

NOTE 11.-THE EQUILIBRIUM LEVEL (SEE PAGE 56) 

If O(S) is continuous and °~d9(S)/dS<r<1, then consider the 
function 

A(C)=50'" O(C+x)dF(x)-C 	 (118) 

dA(C)/dC=L"'O'(C+x)dF(x)-l<r-l<o (119) 

Therefore, if A(C*)=O for some value C*, that value is unique. But 
if O(xmax» 0, then 

A(O)= 50'" O(x)dF(x)-O>O 	 (120) 

and, since dA(C)/dC<r-1, therefore 0*>0 exists . 

.Also, for Ct<O*, A(Ot»O, that is , So'"O(Ot+x)dF(x»Ct; but So'" 

,0(Ot+x)dF(x) ~C*, since if this were not so, then we would haveSo'" 

,O(Ct+x)dF(x» So'"o(C*+x)dF(x), which violates the condition that 

.O'~O. Similarly, for Ct>O*, A(Ot)<O, that is,So"'O(Ct+X)dF(x)< 

,Ct; butSo'" O(Ct+x)dF(x) ?C*. 

Hence, we have the result that EO t+1 always lies between Ot and 0*.• 

• 
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NOTE 1t.-GENERALIZATION OF THE SOLUTION TO AL. 
LOW FOR EXPORTS (OR IMPORTS) AND OTHER FACTORS 

The basic storage-rule solution can be modified in various ways to • 
make it applicable to grains for which foreign trade is important. 
The modification chosen for a particular application depends on the 
circumstances of the particular case, on the amount of information 
available, and on any possible modification in the criterion of optimal
ity which may be required. 

The simplest situat,ion is one in which a country is committed, as 
by an international ngreement, to export (or import) a spe(~ified 
amount of the grain each year. In this case, the nmoullt to be 
eA-ported (or imported) is subtracted from (or added to) the total 
supply for the year and storage rules for the resulting domestic supply 
are obtained in exactly the same way ns outlined for a purely domestic 
grain in the main text. 

Another case is one in which foreign trade occurs in cssentially free 
markets. Let Qt be net eA-ports in yeal' t, where "net" eAl)QrLs means 
total cAllorts minus total imports. Thea the demand for net exports 
may be written, for example, as 

(121) 

where CP1 is a function to be estImated empiricnIly, P t is the domestic 
price, Zt is a veGior of other demand-influencing variables, say Zt= 
(ZtI, ... , Ztk) , and UQ is a random variable. Zt is written as a 
vector to simplify the notation. It would presumably include among 
its elements such variables as fOI'cign incomrs, defined and measured 
in some releynnt way, foreign supplies of the grain, transportation 
costs, and so forth. II such variables ca,n be suitably defined and 
measured, and the funetion CP! obtained, it may be incorporated into 
the storage-rule solution in a way outlined below. In situations 
where sueh empirical measurements are not feasible, the simplest 
approach is to treat net eAllort demand in future years as fluctuating 
in a random way around a price-determined mean value, analogously 
to the way random fluctuations in domestic demand were introduced 
in pages 51-52. 

That is, we Wlite. 

(122) 

where CP2 is a function to be estimated empirically and UQ is a ranuom 
variable whose probability distribution is estimated on the basis of 
past experience, analogously to the estimation of the probability dis
tribution of future harvests. Similarly, we have a domestic demand 
function with a random component, 

(123) 

where Y t is domestic consumption. 

Combining (adding) equations (122) and (123) gives the totnl 


demand function: 


(124) • 
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If we accept the total public value as measured by the area under the 
total demand curve, the marginal value function p is obtained by 

• solving equation (124) for P t : 

(125) 

The optimal storage rules are then obtained in the way described in 
pages 40-48, noting that in any year t the identity 

(126) 

must a.pply, that is, 

(127) 

Returning to the situation where equation (121) can be estimated, 
we may assume that a more precise domestic demand function than 
equation (123) is also estimatable, and write for domestic demand, 
say, 

(128) 

where the vector Zt is expanded to include variables influencing 
domestic demand as well as those influencing foreign demand.32 

From equations (121) and (128), obtain the total demand function 

D t= Yt+Qt=q>o(Pt, Ztl un) (129) 

and solve for P t to get the marginrtl value function p: 

Pt=p(D t , Zt, u) (130) 

or 

(131) 

where the subscript D in Un is dropped for simplicity. 
Consider now the situation in any year t. The variable u may be 

treated as known for the current year, written U t , and as a random 
variable with known distribution in each future year, say U~l (j>O). 
The problem now is the following: 

32 This notation is adopted for convenience. All it means is that some of the 
elements of Z will appear with zero coefficients in equation (121), and other 
elements will appear w;th zero coefficients in equation (128). ....Ve ignore here a 
possible difficulty arising from "endogeneity" in some of the elements of Z, such 
as might occur, for e:l.ample, in a. country a large part of whose national income 
depended on pwduction or exports of the grain. One way around such a possible 
difficulty would be to restrict the choice of variables in Z to those which are 
largely exogenous and/or lagged or "predetermined". For example, rather than 
including prices of possible substitute commodities (which may be partly endo
genous) in the demand equation, it would generally be bettcr to use their supplies, 
which in any given year may, at least in many cases, be trea.ted as largely pre-

• 
determined. This also makes the resulting demand function a better approxi
mation to the (inverse) marginal value function, as described on pages 13-15. 

http:demand.32
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Givp-n the storage nue 0lrf-I which is 
a) applicable in year t+1; 

b) a function of Rt+I, Zt-t-t, and D Irf-I; llnd 

c) optimal by the accepted criterion; 


to find the storage rule flt which is •
a) applicable in year t; 
b) a function of Se, Zt, and D t; and 
c) optimal. 

If tlus problem is solved, then optimal storage rules for any num
ber of years n can be found by the backward-iterative procedure, 
starting with the nth year, and working back till the required nJmber 
of years is covered (for a finite time horizon) or until convergence is 
obtained (for the case of stlttionarity). 

Again taking for tot.al public value the area under the total demand 
curve, we obtain !1S the condition for optimality of (h(St, Zt, D t), 
given the optimality of Ot+I(SIrf-I, Zlrl-\, Dlrf-I), the following: for every 
value of St, Zt and Dt, the carryover Ct must satisfy: 

p[(St-'Ct), Zt, Dt]='-'Y'(Ct)+aEp{[Ct+Xlrf-l 

-Olrf-I (Ct+XIrf-I, Zlrf-I, Ulrf-l)], Zt+l, ulrf-d (132) 

where 'Y' (at) is the marginal cost of storage and the expectation oper
ator E is taken over the distributions of Xlrf-I and Ulrf-I. (As in the 
earlier solutions, if the value of Ct which satisfies equation (132) is 
negative, the optimal carryover is zero.) 

If equation (132) is solved for Ct, then Ct becomes a function of 
St, Zt, D t, and Zlrf-l' The Zlrf-I variables must be eliminated, since 
they are, in general, not observable in period t. We introduce "ex
pectation functions" or "prediction equations" a.s iollows: 

(133.1) 

(133.k) 

where the functions EI, ... , EJ< and the distributions of the random 
variables Vt, ••• , Vk. are to be empirically estimated.i!3 

Equations (133.1) - (133.k) may be summarized in vector notation as 

(133) 

33 The Z vector is possibly again expanded to include some prediction variables 
in addition to those already included as demand-determining variables. Again 
this is simply a matter of notational convenience. Those elements of Z which 
are irrelevant in any particular equation are considered to have zero coefficients 
therein. It may be that in one or more of equations (133.1) -(133.k), all of 
ZIl, ... , Z'k appear with zero coefficients. If this should happen for, say, equa
tion (133.j), it simply means that Z,+t.j must, on the basis of available empirical 
data, be trea.ted as a random variable whose distribution is that of Vj. 

• 
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For somewhat greater generality, we may also introduce a predic-

• 
tion equation for output in period t+ 1: 

(134) 

where the function l:"x and the distribution of the random variable w 
are estimated empirically, and Zt now includes elements, for example 

~ lagged prices or acreage controls, which may aid in predicting Xt-!+34 
Substituting (133) and (134) into (132) gives 

p[(St-Ct), Zt, Ut]=--y' (Ct)+aEp{ [Ct+ex(Zt,w)-

8t-t-1(Ct+l:"x(Ze, w), e(Zt, v), Ut-H)], E(Zt, v), ut-t-d (135) 

where the e~llectation operator E is taken as the integral oyer the
distributions of Ut+l, w, and V=(Yl, ... ,Vk)' Solving equation (135) 
for C t gives Ct as a function of St, Zt, and U t : the desired optimal 
storage rule for period t: 

(136) 

So far we have considered only cases where 
a) the criterion of optimality is determined by taking total public 

value as equal to the area under the total demand curve, and 
b) exports are price-determined in a free market. The methods 

can a!5G be modified to allow for ot,h13r kinds of criteria and/or possibly 
other institutional arrangements. In general, we can write total 
public value as a function, in each period t, of quantity consumed 
domestically and (net) quantity e~llorted, say 

(137)

where we omit, for simplicity, the possibility of random components. 
and/or other determining yariables; these can be rein troduced in a way 
analogous to the procedures outlined in the preceding paragraphs. 
For example, total public value might be defined as the area under the 
domestic demand curve (a function of Y t ) plus total revenue from ex-
ports (a function of Qt). Taking into account the identity (126), 
equation (137) becomes 

(137.1) 

34 In summary, then, the vector Zt consists of variables which are observable 
in period t and which: 
a) affect domestic demand in period t i 
b) affect net export demand in period t; 
c) affect output in period t+l; 
d) are useful for predicting elements of Zt+ti and 
e) are preferably largely exogenous or predetermined. 
It is clear that most of the elements of Zt will have zero coefficients in most, 
of the equations in which Zt appears. 

• 
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That is, for given St, Ot is a function of C t and Qt. There ~re now two 
principal possibilities open, depending on the institutional setting:. 

a) If exports are price-determined in a free market, then an addi
tional relation between Y t and Qt is established; that is, equations 
(122) and (123) can be combined (eliminating the price variable) to •
give, say 

(138) 

(omitting the random components for simplicity). Combining 
equations (137), (126) and (138) gives total public value as a function 
of supply and carryout, 

(137.2) 

which can then be used directly in the method of pages 40-44, or, if 
o is continuous and differentiable, the method of pages 44-48. 

b) Alternatively, equation (137.1) maybe looked on as afuoction 
with two variables which are "controllable" by a "policy maker," 
namely C t and Qt. This would in general imply a "two price" system, 
with the necessity of adding an additional variable for the eA-port 
price, say p~: 

(137.3) 

p~ may be related to Qt by a function analogous to equations (122) or 
(121), or, if the country's e.'..l)orts are small rclaLive to total world 
supply, p~ may be treated as a l'H,ndom or partly preclietable varin,ble 
independent of Qt. 'I'hen the solu tion proceeds by n, gel1cralizn,tioll of 
the method of pages 40-44; at. CRch step the C.'..l)C)cLation opemtor is 
taken over the distributions of both future output and futUl'e e.'..l)01't 
price; and the maximization is with respect to boLl! C and Q, thus 
leading to a set of "storage rules" n,nd "c.'..l)Ort rules," cncb of which is 
a function of curren t supply fLl1d currcn t C.'..l)01't price. Howevcr, in 
this case the resulting solu Lions mn,y not always be unique. 
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